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Scholarship Bill
Decision Pushed
TRENTON Pinal executive action regarding the
second part of the planned state scholarship program is
expected shortly in the wake of the legislature's action
this week in delivering the bill to Governor Meyner.
The hill was delivered to the Governor’s office on
July 14 on order* of Sen. Thom
ns J. llillery of Morris, sponsor
of the measure It meets some of
the Governor's objections to the
original legislation, whirh is now
law. having been enacted over
the Governor's conditional veto
THU GOVERNOR will have 10
days, or until July 24. to either
sign. \rto or conditionally \eto
the supplemental bill If he does
not art on the bill within that
time, it automatically becomes
law
Governor Meyner is current-
Iv on a tour of Russia hut is
expected bark between July 21
and '23. Senator llillery con-
tends that he is not pushing
the Governor into a nasty de-
rision because the Governor is
quite familiar with the legisla-
tion.
His purpose, lie said is to as
sure executive action, so that if
the Governor rejects the bill the
legislature, which will eturn for
a special session oc July 27 will
have an opportunity to act on the
veto if it desires
Bishops to Assist
Latin America
WASHINGTON Cardinal Cushing of Boston has
boon named chairman of a committee of American Rish
ops organized to cooperate with Latin American Rishops
In seeking solution to the problems of the Church in those
countries.
A meeting between the seven
man committee, six represent*
toes of the Latin American Rish
ops' Council (CEI.AM I and rep
resentatives of Canadian Rishops
1- tentatively planned here for
Nm ember
MSfiR. PAl'I. F. TANNER,
general secretary of the NCWC.
ennounced the de\elopments
Committee members were named
by the NCWC Administrative
Board Resides Cardinal Cushing,
they are
Fx officio. Archbishop Karl J
Alter of Cincinnati, chairman.
NCWC Administrator Board
Archbishop Robert E. Lucey, San
Antonio. Archbishop Joseph F..
Ritter, St. i/ouis; Bishop Joseph
T McGucken, Sacramento; Bish
op Mariano S. Oarriga, Oorptnn
Christi; and Auxiliary Bishop
James H. C.riffiths, New York.
Organuation of the committee
end plans for its meeting with
t'F.LAM representatives were car-
ried out with the encouragement
of the Pontifical Commission for
I.atin America President of the
commission is Cardinal Mtmmi.
25 Million Head
Catholic Press
NEW YORK Circulation of
Catholic newspapers and mafia
Tines in the US. and Canada has
passed 25 million for the first
time in history, accordinfi to the
3959 Catholic Press Directory
published here by the Catholic
Tress Association
John J. Daly of Richmond, Va ,
(TA president, said the exact
circulation figure for the 619
Catholic publications Involved is
25.582.770. Of this total circula-
tion, the 580 papers and mafia-
Tines In the US. account for"
24,273,972, a fiain of more than
500.000 in circulation over last
year
Daly said the new record nr
dilation is solid evidence of in
creasing acceptance and reader
• hip of Catholic publications."
AILING STIGMATIC: Padre Pio, lamed stigmatic
Capuchin priest of the Monastery of San Giovanni
Rotondo, Italy, is shown saying Mass July 1, the day
before he suffered a relapse from his recent illness
The 72-year-old priest had been suffering from pleur-
isy and pneumonia but appeared to be recovering
satisfactorily. This was his first Mass since his illness
in May.
Woeful Prophecies Denied
BySole Fatima Survivor
* COIMBRA. Portugal i.NCi- The
sole survivor of the 1917 Fatima
apparition* rejected as inexact''
predictions attributed to her.
The rejection of these so called
prophecies was made b> Sistrr
Luna, now a Carmelite nun in
Coimbra, through a formal state
ment issued by the Chancery Of
fice of the Coimbra Diocese.
THE PROPHECIES were al
legedly made to Rev. Augustin I
F went rs of Veracruz. Mexico, in
ar interview with Sister Lucy in
December, 1957. Wide circulation
has been given to the priests
report of the interview
In that report Sister Lucy wasj
quoted as having said that “(iod
is going to chastize the world .
1960 is not far off. and what will
happen then will he a very sad
thing for all . if before then
the word doe.s not offer prayer
land penance.’*
Father Fuenle* has been
called thr "Roman postulator"
of the beatification riuirt of
Francisco and Jacinta Marto,
now deceased, who with their
cousin. Sister Lucy, witnessed
the 191* apparitions at Fatima.
But the Rome bureau of the
NCWC News Service was inform
od by an official of the Sacred
Congregation of Rites that there
is no Roman postulator for the
c;.use of the two Fatima children,
and that there is no such cause
before the congregation.
Further investigation disclosed
that Father Fuentcs is not the
postulator for Portugal for the
causes of Francisco and Jacinta
The postulator there is Auxiliary
Bishop Manuel de Jesus Pereira
of Coimbra.
THK CHAM FRY Office In
Coimbra said Sister Lucy gave
the following answer to questions
put to her by the diocesan au
thorities
"Father Fuenles spoke to me.
as hr is the postulator for the
beatification causes of the Ser-
vants nf C.od Jacinta and Fran
Cisco Marto. We dealt only with
things related to this point, so
that everything else to which he
refers is inexact or untrue, which
is regrettable 1 do not under
stand what good ran come to
souls by things which are not
foundrd on Cod. who is the Truth
“I know nothing nor can I **y
anything about such chastise-
ments, which have been false-
ly attributed to me.”
The Chancery statement also
said that since February, 1955.
Sister I.ucia has said nothing
about the Fatima apparitions, and
thus has not auttinrirod anyone
to make public anything on this
subject.
TIIK STORY of the Fatima ap
pantions is as follows
The Blessed Virgin appeared
Six times in 1917 to Luna Abobo
ta and Francisco and Jacinta
Mario, three children who herded
sleep in Die fields near Fatima
ar.d Aljustrel. She gave them
thiee secrets
In 1927 Sister Lucia was allow
cd to reveal the first two
• Th' children were given a
It rrtfying vision of heil
• The Blessed Virgin gave
them a mandate to establish
devotion to the Immaculate
Heart of Mary, and she prophe-
sied the punishment to be meted
out lo mankind if her mandate
] were not fulfilled
The punishment the foretold
was that Russia would spread
her errors thnughout the world,
promoting wars and perseeul-
In* the Church; the good would
be martyred; the lloly father
would have murh to suffer; and
various nations would be anni-
hilated.
When Sister Lucia was serious
ly 111 in 1939, she said she oh
tained permission from the Bless
cri Virgin to write out the third
secret and to seal it in an en
'elope marked Not to he opened
until 1960 "
The third secret has been a
subject of speculation since thal
[time, some of it resulting in false
reports.
Former Jerseyan
Franciscan Branch
Re-Elects Superior
VATICAN CITY (NC) Most Rev John H Roccella.
TOR, a former resident of Audubon, N. J . has been re-
elected for the third time as Minister General of the Third
Order Regular of St Francis
Born at Castelfranchi, Italy, in 1912, he went with his
parents as a child lo New Jcr
soy, where he was a student in
elementary and high schools of
the Camden Diocese
Father Roccella entered the
Third Order Regular in 1931
at Loretto, Pa.
After he had made his pro
fc.sision he was sent to Rome,
where he was ordained in 1941.
He returned to tne US, uhete
he served as prior of his order's
house of studies in Washington
He was then elected Pro\incial
of the Sacred Heart Province in
1945 at the age of 33 Two years
later he was elected Minister
General for the first time At the
time of his election he had been
ordained only six years He was
elected for a second term In
the high office in 1953
UNITER FATHER Boccellas
administration the Third Order
Regular of St Francis has spread
considerably in most parts of the
world Its members are now-
found in Italy, France, Spain,
Austria, Yugoslavia and the (' S ,
end it has flourishing missions in
Mato llrosso (Brazil), Paraguay
and India
At the order's house of study
in Rome, at I'rnna Valle, Father
Boccella has undertaken con
struction of a parish church along
American lines, complete with
youth center and other parish re
creation and social activities
Passionists Choose Provincial,
New Rector for St. Michael’s
BOSTON—Very Rev. Canisius
Hazlett, CP. of Walpole, Maas.,
rerlor of St Gabriel's Monas
tery, Brighton, Mats , has been
fleeted to a three year term as
provincial of Passionist Kathera
in the Kastern 1' S Heariquar I
tirs for the province are located
r.t St Michael s Monastery, L'n
lon City.
Father Hazlett succeeds Very
Rev Krnest Welch, CP, of
Cambridge, Mass . who has just
rompleted his third three year
ti rm at provincial Father Welch
v ill become tuperlor of the Pas
aionlst house at Rlverdale, N'.Y
THE NEW PROVINCIAL, two
provincial consultors, rectort of
It monasteries and a master of
roviees were among those named
by Passionlsts of the Province of
St Paul of the Croat at their
33rd chapter here All were
chosen for three years.
Most Rev. Malcolm LaVelle,
C.P., of Rome, Passionist Su-
perior General, presided at the
week long sessions which ended
July 10.
Assisting Father Hazlett in gov
erning the privinre will be Very
Kev Rupert langenstein, C.P.,
of Dunkirk, N.Y., rector of St
Ann's Monastery, Scranton, and
\ery Rev. Luke Miiaett, CP,
of Springfield, Mass , rector of
Oup Lady of Sorrowa Monastery,
West Springfield They were
chosen first and second provin
c:al consultors, respectively.
AT THE MEETING, anew
rector for St Michael's Monas
I tery was named He is Very Rev
John Chrysostom Ryan. CP, a
| native of Cninn City who had
been vicar (vice rector i at St
iGabriel s. Me succeeds Very Rev
Taspar Conley, C P , of Philadcl
phia, who becomes rector of Holy
Family Monastery, West Hart
ford. Conn.
The vicar at SI. Michael’s,
Very Rev. Wilfred Seanlon of
Baltimore, was named to sue
ceed Father llaiielt as rector
at St. Gabriel's. Father Scan
lon's place at St. Michael's will
be filled by Rev. Jude Itowl
ing, C.P., of Brooklyn
In other elections, Very Rev
Martin Joseph Tooker, C P , ol
Cnion City, was chosen for his
second term as rector of St
Paul's Monastery. Pittsburgh,
and Rev Carroll Ring. C P , who
has served twice as pros trial
and is a former consultor and rcc
tor at many Passionist houses,
was named superior of the Pas
sionists at Shelter Island, L 1
FATHER HAZLETT is a former
provincial consultor and is widely
known as a home missionary. He
has traveled extensively in F.u
rope, the Near Fast, Central
America and the Caribbean He
led the first group of Passionists
to Jamaica. BW I . when the
Passionists established a mission
there in 1952
Hr was ordained at St. Mirh-
ael's Monastery on May 30.
19315, by Bishop Cuthbert
O’Gara, C.P., exiled Bishop of
3 uanling, China. Hr rose to
the position of first consultor
in 10 years and has served as
rector of Passionist monaster
les in Scranton. West Spring-
field and Brighton.
Father Ryan, the new rector at
Si Michael's, attended Holy Fam |
ily and St Michael's Grammar
Schools. Cnion City . St Michael's
High School, Cnion City, and I
Holy Cross Seminary, Dunkirk.
N Y He was ordained at St
Michael's on Feb 25, 1948, by
Bishop McNulty.
In ensuing years he has served
in various monasteries as vice
master of novices, director of
students, in the mission band,
as assistant retreat director.
Father Dowling, the new vicar
was ordained at St Michael s on
Apr 28. 1954, by Bishop O'Gara
He has recently completed a tour
as an Army chaplain In Korea
Father Welch, the outgoing
provincial, was ordained Feb fi,
1931, and in the past has served
as rector of monasteries in Dun
kirk and West Springfield.
New Missioner Quota
RANGOON, Burma Burma
has decreed that the number nfj
foreign missionaries permitted to|
enter the country will be based
on the pre-war total of 800.
Smut Inaction Hit
By Decency Office
NEWARK Hudson County
officials have been given a pat
on the back for their anti-smut
campaign by the Church agen-
cy charged with organizing de-
cent literature programs.
But the Archdiocesan Decen-
cy Office, in a statement re-
leased this week, took a "let's-
wait and-see" attitude regard-
ing official action taken in Es-
sex County. And it dealt a
backhanded slap to indiffer-
ence in Bergen and Union
Counties.
AT THE SAME time. Post
master Ixvuis A. Reilly of New-
ark issued a statement calling
for public cooperation in the
Post Office Department drive
to rid the mails of filthy liter a-
-
So much filth was sent
through the mails last year,
he said, that the Post Office
received 50,000 complaints.
Despite the stepped-up drive
against this trash, he said,
it appears as If there will he
some 100,000 complaints this
year.
He offered parents disturbed
by this trend a three point pro-
gram embracing:
Complaints—Turn over to the
local postmaster, he advised,
any obscene material received
in the home by mail. Included,
he said, must be the envelope
in which the material arrives
as this is important evidence
Support—Back the enforce
ment of local ordinances and
state laws when smut dealers
are caught and brought into
court, he urged.
Public Action—Rally public
opinion on behalf nf the stiffcr
legislation which the Post ill
flee Department is now seeking
from Congress
THK STATF.MFNT by the
Archdiocesan Decency Office
was released by Rev. Paul J.
Hayes, assistant direitor
Commenting on recent grand
jury indictments issued in Hud-
son and the presentment scor-
ing Indecent magannes in F.s-
sex, he said grand juries are
faced with three alternatives
• "Take the bull by the
horns" and hand down an in-
dictment to root out thr prob-
lem legally This is the method
chosen in Hudson, he said, and
authorities there, "under the in
illative of the office of the pros-
ecutor and with the support of
many municipal officials, are to
be commended and supported
• Make, as in Essex County,
a presentment However, he
noted, This in itself is little
more than an analysis of a
problem, together with recom-
mendations and an urging that
steps be taken to solve the prob-
lem
”
As for its value, he said,
"Observation of newsstands
during the coming months will
indicate vvhether it (the present-
ment) has served its purpose
or not
"
• Or "continua to study the
problem hut take no action "
He referred to Bergen and I'n
ion when he added "The other
counties of our Archdiocese fall
within this category "
RETURNING to the present
menl handed up two weeks ago
in Essex County, Father Hayes
said, Some of the public
have been led to believe that
the problem of obscene liter-
ature will immediately be
solv ed in the area "
However, he declared, "'a
check by the archdiocesan
office failed to indicate that
any newsdealer eliminated
any objectionable magazine"
as a result of the present-
ment.
"Moreover," he said "a
check with municipal officials
indicated that they felt that
their hand has not in any way-
been strengthened" by the
grand jury action.
HE NOTED THAT the grand
jury had emphasized the neces
city of a program embracing
public support, the cooperation
of decent newsdealers, and
"prudent, concerted initiative
on the part of law enforcement
officials
"
He called the presentment
"A step in the right direction in
that a growing social and moral
evil has been officially recog
nized
"
But while the Jury asks for
support from the public, he
said, "so many of the public,
both Catholic and non Catho-
lic, who have been zealously
laboring to fight the multi-
million dollar business in oh
srenlty and pornography,
have been looking for support
from their public officials,"
Father Hayes termed the ac
tion by the jury an "analysis . ..
and statement of policy "
But if the Jurors' words
were to stop there and not
(ontlnue to their logical ron
elusion of action in the matter,
then surh a presentment rould
be categorized in the words of
St Pan] as no more than
echoing brass' or a 'clash o(
cymbals','' Father Hayes oh
served.
THU STATK.MKNT hy Reilly
said that "Money turnery deal-
ers in filthy movies, photo-
graphs, and other degrading
material are making a con-
certed drive to put their smut
inlo the hands of teenage boys
and girls "
He noted that "mailing
lists have been seised during
raids on the filth dealers"
and that "some lists ran intn
the hundreds of thousands of
names." A large proportion,
he declared. have her;,
names of "children ranging
down to eight years and up
Into the late teens."
Smut dealers," he warned,
have been known to buy cop-
ies of all the high school senior
annuals in a city and match
up every name with an address
in the telephone book. They'll
also advertise legitimate mer-
chandise appealing to teen-
agers Every order is filled, hut
soon afterwards the boy nr girl
will receive llluslrated sales lit
erature and order blanks for
obscene movies, slides, maga-
rines and other smut
"
Poles Battle
For Chapel
WARSAW (RNSI A
pitched battle that raged for
hours broke out between
police and Catholics in Kras
nik Fabr) -zny, the "new
Ic.wn" built around a metal
lurgical factory 15 miles from
Lublin, when local Red authori
ties ordered a Catholic chapel
there to be torn down
The disturbances, in which up
to So persons were injured and
20 taken Into police custody, oc
currrd on June 26 However, no
mention of the "rioting" ap
peared in the Polish press.
IN Bl lI.DINC the new com
munity, the communists carefully
omitted any plans for a church
However. Catholics raised funds
lo build a chapel on a vacant lot
and invited visiting priests to say
Mass there They set up a cross
outside the chapel, and also
erected a religious statue.
Priests had already been com
ing to offer Mass in the chapel
when municipal officials ordered
it torn down, on the ground that
It had been built wilhout a li-
cense News of the order spread
through the community and soon
a thousand residents surged
through the streets to attack the
town hall and the police station
In the wake of the noting,
some 300 people have been ar
rested according to townspeople
Police officials, however, deny
that more than 20 are under ar
rest.
Customers Han
Sunday Sales
WILMINGTON, Del (NO—One
of Wilmington's largest depart-
ment stores announced it would
remain closed after its customers
voted overwhelmingly in favor of
the closed Sunday policy.
J M luiiarus, president of Wil-
mington Dry Goods, said the
store received 5,635 replies to ad
vertisements it published in local
newspapers a month ago request-
ing advice on whether to open the
store on Sunday. Response ran
25 to 1 in favor of closing, Laza-
rus said
Lazarus said that the reasons
customers gave for wanting the
1 closed-Sunday policy continued
jtovered a wide area. Moat were
I baaed on the religious observance
lot Sunday. Other writers said
I they did not wish to inflict an
extra day of work on the store's
| sales staff.
Judge Deplores Recent Court
Rulings in Obscenity Cases
PHI I.ADF.I.PHI A- A Penn
sylvania Supreme Court justice
has bitterly attacked court nil
ings including one by his own
court which have struck down
anti obscenity statutes.
Justice Michael A Musmanno
was testifying at a hearing held
hire hy a postal subcommittee
of the l' S House of Reprcsen
tativrs The committee headed
by Rep Kathryn F. Granahan
ot Pennsylvania is studying the
problem of smut distributed
through the mails
IN HIS TF.STIMONV, Justice
.Musmanno broadened his re
marks to rover motion picture
[showings and in this context de
t plored two recent court den
sions One made despite his
sharp dissent by the Pennsylvan
la tribunal which held that the
state statute against obscene mo-
tion pictures was unronstitution
al, and the other made by the
I'S. Supreme Court in reversing
the New York Slate ban on the
motion picture "Lady Chatterly's
Lover
"
In the lattrr case, the court
ruled there was no reason to
ban the film because it only
advocated an idea—that adul
tery may sometimes be proper
behavior.
Leaving aside the findings of
New York s highest court lhal
the picture contained actual
scenes of a suggestive and oh
scene nature, is it proper to pub
licly advocale adultery’ If it is
then why wouldn't it be proper
to advocate murder’" Justice
Musmanno asked
The Pennsylvania ruling, he
declared, hinds officials "hand
and font" in combatting "immnr
al crimes" The situation now is
such, he said, "that films of the
most degrading charartrr, films
containing scenes of outright de
generacy, may be projected any
where in the state, with no mo
lestation from public au
thorities "
TVRNINC; to the court* in
general. Justice Musmanno de
dared “Court* which are giving
obscenity statute* a severe con
struction never intended by it *
authors apparently ignore the
fact that these statutes are the
will of the people
“These lav**, which uphold
the moral code of the people
and which are being cut down
a* if they were weed* in a
badly tended garden, are the
creature* of a democracy, not
edict* of a dictator.
“Society has the right to pro
tect itself from those who, feel
»ng no devotion to God or coun
try, would in the end destroy the
structure nf American democra
cy which is founded on God s nr
der in the world," Justice Mils
mannn stated
During the hearing. Rep (.ran
ahan stressed that there is a
pressing need" for public action
to combat mail order smut and
said that this year more than a
million children will rereive oh
scene literature or advertise-
ments for such literature in the
mails.
THK CAMPAIGN against oh
sccnity was also being pressed
vigorously on other fronts, es
penally in this state following
the state court s ruling. In Har
nshurg. State Attorney General
Anne X. Alpern has proposed
amendments to the penal code to
meet objections raised by the
court
Also, she assurrd slate siffi-
rials that common law can
prevent the showing of obscene
movies In Pennsylvania. That
opinion was backed in Pitts
burgh by District Attorney Kd-
ward ('. Boyle of Allegheny
County who said he would use
common law as a basis for
prosecutions.
In Philadelphia, meanwhile, the
g'and jury indicted 1.1 men for
possession and sale of obscene
materials, including lewd maga
rines and recordings
In St 1-ouis, police staged their
third raid in 11 days and con
fi'rated more than Wto photo-
graphs and magazines in a book
store.
THK SI >IMIT County (Irand
Jury in Ohio, sitting in Akron,
rernmmendrd that a dozen mag-
azines be removed from circu-
lation for the good" of commu-
nis morals It labeled two pa-
perhark novels as obscene" and
n commended prosecution of any-
one selling them Common I’leas
Judge William II Victor said the
prosecutors offlee would follow
up the grand jury s recommend*
tions.
And in Washington, the Sen-
ate unanimously passed and
sent to the House a bill In give
police in the District of Colum-
bia the right to seize all equip-
ment used In connection with
the exhibition or sale of por-
nography.
The Senate also heard I
speech by Sen Alexander Wiley
o' Wisconsin on behalf of a bill
which would make prison sen-
tences of one to 10 years manda-
tory for second and succeeding
v iolations of federal anti obscen-
ity laws
Keen in Canada, legislator*
were alarmed over recent liberal
court decisions and the Home of
Commons there passed an
amendment to the Criminal Code
g.ving anew legal definition of
obscenity The amendment would
also empower courts to sell* ob
jcrtionahle material
In Union County
Holy Name Men Ask
Sunday Referendum
KWZABKTH Petitions asking that a referendum
be held in Union County for adoption of the recently en-
acted county-option Sunday closing law are being circu-
lated in all parishes bv the Union ( ountv Federation of
Holy Name Societies
The law, enacted this year after
other Sunday closing legislation
was declared unconstitutional he
cause it exempted three shore
counties, provides for referen
dums where requested by 2,500
legistered voters
Rev. Thomas I Mulvaney,
pastor of St. John (he Apostle
parish, l.indrn, and James 51.
Tracey of that parish are di-
recting the drive. Father Mul-
vaney is director and Tracey
is president of the llnly Name
federation.
The campaign will continue
through July 31. after which tha
signatures will be screened for
possible duplications and signa-
tures of non registered voter*
Some time prior to Sept 18. tha
deadline, the petitions will be pre-
sented to the clerk of Union
County.
Where approved, the legislation
bans the Sunday sales of cloth-
ing. building and lumber supplies,
furniture, home or office furnish-
ings and appliance* Union Coun-
ty is one of the biggest centers
o| Sunday business activity in tha
stale.
MARYKNOLL CEREMONY: Archbishop Boland, second from left, delivered the
sermon at departure ceremonies Sunday for Maryknoll Sisters assigned to mission
territories Cardinal Spellman, center, presided at the rites. Among Sisters re-
ceiving mission crosses were: Sister M. Celine, left, of Tenafly, who is going to
Bolivia-Peru, and Sisters Dominic Marie and Joan Marie, right, both of whom were
expelled from China by the Reds and are now assigned to South China.
People in the Week’s News
Dr. Heinrich I-uebke. West Ger-
man Minister for Food »nd Agri-
culture. has been congratulated
by Pope John on his election to
the presidency of the German
Federal Republic
Cardinal Agagianlan. Pro-Pre
feet of the Congregation for the
Propagation of the Faith, will in
augurate the first Australian Na
tional Biblical Congress in Syd
ney on Aug 23
Rev. Francis Tucker, 0.5.F.5.,
If- S born chaplain to the court
of Monaco and spiritual adviser
to Prince Rainier, is now also
ecclesiastical counselor to the
country's legation at the Holy-
See
Cardinal Pla y Deniel. Primate
of Spain, has warned Catholics
there against mixed bathing at
beaches and pools
Cardinal FelUn of Pans has oh
•erved the 50th anniversary of
his ordination
Cardinal Fietla, one time Papal
Nuncio at Buenos Aires, has been
awarded the Grand Cross of the
Order of May by Argentina
| Rev. Heinrich Rliestle, M.8.F.,
[of Switzerland has been elected
iSuperior General of the Mission-
aries of the Holy Family-
Rev. Julian Adrover, C.R., ot
Spain has been elected Superior
I General of the Congregation of
Clerics Regular (Theatine Fa
thers).
Very Rev. Albert A. I-emieux,
S J . president of Seattle Uni
versity. was appointed by the
U. S. Commissioner of Education
to a consultant panel which will
evaluate federal loans to worthy
students.
Cardinal Pla y Deniel, Primate
of Spain, has urged establish-
ment of Catholic press and in !
formation agencies in every
country to form a network for
exchange of news.
Msgr. Vittore l go Rlghl. coun-,
selor of the Internunciature to :
the United Arab Republic, has
been named Apostolic Internun-
cio to Iran.
Rev. Rober Gulchardan, editor
of a weekly paper in France.
haa been given France's top lit-
erary prize for the best detective
novel of the year
Rev. Rupert Hillerirh. O.F.M.
Conv., American missionary, has
j been named the first Prefect
| Apostolic of Solwezi, North
; Rhodesia.
Archbishop Francesco I,ar-
done, former director of eccles-
iastical studies at Catholic Uni-
! veraity of America, has been
named Apostolic Delegate to Tur-
key.
Jame* Strosnider of Great
Falls, Mont., has been named to
represent Catholic Relief Serv-
ices in Nigeria, Africa.
CdUMPM . . .
Sister Antonia Marla della
Misericordla of I.ausanne. Switz
erland. Founded Oblate Sisters oI
the Most Holv Redeemer in
Spain. Died at Madrid, IR9S. Sa
cred Congregation of Rites in
Rome met to discuss her heroic
virtues in beatification cause
Beatification
causes have be
gun in Rome for nine Dominican
martyrs, including two Japanese
priests and a Japanese Rrother,
killed between 1633 and 1637 dur
ing a fierce persecution in Japan
Bishops . . .
Auxiliary Rishop Adolf Rolte
of Fulda. Germany, ha« hern
named Ordinary of that diocese
Bishop Joseph Nkongolo has
been consecrated as the first Con
golese Bishop in the Belgian
I'ongo and will serve as Ordinary
°f the Apostolic Vicariate of
Luebo.
Died . . .
Mrs. Mary A. Swanstrom of
Long Island City. N. Y.. 91, moth-
er of Msgr Kdward F Swan
strom. executive director, Cath
olic Relief Services.
Joseph C. Menendex of Brook
lj'n, fiS, former manager of the
Panlist Press, operated hy the
Paulist Fathers,
Jersey City Graymoor
Starts English House
NEWARK A Jersey City priest will be instrumental
in fulfilling a long-cherished dream of the founder of the
Graymoor Fathers
Rev. Rlase Rurniston, S A , son of Mr and Mrs Henry
Rurniston of Jersey City, sailed Wednesday for London
hr will h* the Mipermr of
th* first C.raymoor foundation in
England
A convert from Anglicanism.
\ ery Rev Paul Jame* Francti.
S A . founder of the Franruran
friari of the Atonement (Gray
moor Father ' corresponded
with Cardinal Bourne of Writ
minister ai long ago as 1935 re
Carding the possibility of a Cray
moor house in F.ngland. The
founder, who had a strong inter
est m the return of England to
the Faith, died in 1940
Father Blase, and two C, ra>
moor Brothers who accompanied
him to I<ondon. will staff th~
( eniral ( atholir Librarv at
tarhed to Westminister tCatho
lie Cathedral
A native of Jersey City. Fa
thrr Blase attended St Anne s
School, and was graduated from
Dickinson High School After his|
entrance into Graymonr he stu
died at (atholir Cniversity of
America. Washington, and at the
Angelirum in Rome, where he
was ordained June 7. 1951. After
ordination he remained in Rome
for si x years for additional
studies
Newest Stamp
Shows Cross
WASHINGTON (RNSi The
rro*« appears 11 part of Ihe do
*i(fn of the newest denomination
of l' S. pout age
It ii St George's cross and Is
displayed prominently on Ihe new
2-1 2 rent stamp issued b> the
Post Office Department Ade
nomination not seen before, the
stamp anticipates a rate increase
for printed matter postage, now
2 rents
Showing the Bunker Hill monu
ment in Boston, Mass , the stamp
was placed on first day sale
there Behind the monument is
the flag of the Massachusetts
colonists. The banner features the
Cross of St. George,
CITED FOR VOCATIONS: Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Flood
of South Orange were to be honored by Fordham
University's Institute of Religious and Sacerdotal
Vocations on July 16. The Floods are the parents of
13 children, of whom four are Sisters and one a priest.
Catholics in Germany
Thanked by Pope
COLOGNE, Germany Pope John XXIII has ex-
pressed his gratitude to German Catholics for the Lenten
fund-raising drive "against hunger and sickness through-
out the world ”
Sponsored by the German hierarchy the campaign
netted more than $7 7 million
throughout West (lermany.
Fund* will he used to finance 27
relief projecti in underdeveloped
countries aimed especially 'u
fight starvation, aid lepers and
reduce the child death rate
In a message to Cardinal
brings of Cologne, the Pontiff
also paid tribute to the See's
large scale assistance program to
provide material and spiritual
support for the Tokyo arrhdio
rise During the last five years,
several fundraining Tokvo
Weeks'' have been held through
out the Cologne area
German Catholics in remem
hranre of their own past distress
and the postwar aid received
from foreign peoples," the Pope
declared, ' have responded in a
truly impressive way to the ap
peal of their prelates and have
made substantial sacrifices ”
TJIFI POPE this week granted
official audiences to Italian Pre
nner Antonio Segnt, Raul Sapena
J Pastor, Paraguay's Minister of
Foreign Affairs; and ,4dm Fel
ipe Jose Abarzuza y Oliva, Span
ish naval minister
The Holy Father conversed cor
dually with Premier Segni for 4n
minutes
in his library It was
one of the longest private au
diences he has granted any gov-
ernment head At its conclusion,
the Premier gave the Pope an
ancient gold chalice and in turn
received a gold medallion and a
mosaic of Our I.adv of Grace
The Pope also blessed a 30-
foot all bronze statue of Our
Lady of Fatima which will be
erected on the campus of Our
Lady of Good Counsel College,
White Plains, N. Y Its location;
on the campus will be on a 100-
fool cliff overlooking the New
York Thruway. The Fatima sta-l
tue COM more than JiSO.OOO and
was financed by the Knights of
Columbus in White Plains.
Jesuit Assigned
To Puerto Rico
NKW YORK Rev Kriwarrl
I Rerhu**e, S.l . ha* been
named rertnr of the Colegm Sun
lenucin. Puerto Rico, hy Very
Rc\ . Thnmm K Henneberr*.
S J . Provincial of thp Npw York
Jesuit Prov inrr
father Rerhu*se dircctpd the
Inte r-A merira n Relation* and
Culture program at Kordham for
ft'p vrar* Thi* program i* an
academic major that prepare*
student* for l’. S buxine*.* and
governmental pnxition* in l.atin
America Prior to that he had
taught at St Peter * College and
at Caniaiu* College. Ruffalo
A native nf Port Cheater. N Y
father Rerhu»*e vva* ordained in
IP4.S and studied at I/vvola Cm
v er*tty, Chicago, Kordham and
Seorgetov* n
German Cardinal
Asks Crusade
BERLIN In a special radio
1 broadcast. Cardinal Doepfner of
Berlin urged a world wide cru
i s««de of pravrr and work for in
! lernational understanding Such
a crusade, he said, could smooth
the way to the peace being
sought at the Geneva foreign
ministers’ conference
The Cardinal, whose diocese
include* Sov tel occupied Fast
Berlin and parts of Fast Ger
man>. said we should under
stand" the difficulties of negotiat
mg with the Russians as a call
to prayers
"
However far Catholics are
ftom the Geneva conference, he
said, they still have a mission
to spread an atmosphere of peace
in daily life Failure to put
Christian principles to work in
daily life, hr declared, contrib
utei to international tensions.
Failure of Went
Filed by Dr. Wu
HONOLI'LIt Dr John C H
" u of Selon Hall I’niveritty said
hero that the western world has
(ailed to convey to the peoples of
the Hast the true spirit of Chris
tlanity.
A convert to Catholicism, the
! fto > ear old Chinese scholar
jleaches law at Seton Hall He
*’ currently giving a summer
law course at the Cniverslty of
: Hawaii
i In observing the West. Dr Wu
said, the East does not see the
beauty and bounty of Christian
living in action " He added that
if the West hopes to lead the
East, it must first listen to what
the East has to say.
Objective of both East and
West, he declared, mult be "one
world," united In and by Christ
Places in the Week’s News
Catholic authorities in West
Germany have charged that F.ast
German communist officials pre-
vented Catholics from taking
part in a pilgrimage which has
been traditional for 275 years
A Parents and Friends Federa
tion to assist Catholic schools in
Victoria State, Australia, has
been approved hy Church offi-
cials
A plaque has been unveiled in
Isle La Motte, Vt., to commemo-
rate the 350th anniversary of the
landing of Samuel de Champlain,
first Catholic to arrive in Ver
mont and diacoverer of Lake
Champlain
The Guild of St Pius X has
been organised in 31elbourne,
Australia, to aid the archdiocesan
vocations campaign
Sixteen priests snd two nuns
from Latin America are studying
American Confraternity of Chris
tian Doctrine methods at Incar
nate Word College, San Antonio
By apccial permission of
Church authorities In Santa Fe,
Igor Stravinsky gave a perform
ance of what is believed this
country s first concert of a sacred
music by a leeular group in a
Catholic cathedral.
A sterile, plastic room for rear
ing and experimenting with
germ free animals has been de !
veloped at Notre Dame by uni-
versity scientists
Anew seminary for White
Fathers in the Saranac Lake re
gion of New York will he blessed
Aug, 9
i The Convert Makers of Amrr
I Ira will hold their annual meet
I ing at Pontiac, Mich.. July 19
A nationwide two week mis
sion. scheduled to be held in
Nicaragua this month, has been
postponed because of the political
crises there
I Parish priests in Italy have
been asked by the government
, to help promote traffic safety
! Fnrollments in Catholic prim
arv schools in the Belgian Congo
- increased more than twwre as
'much as public school enroll
ments last year
The sick and suffering in Italy
have been asked to offer up a
day of prayer in honor of Our
Lady on Aug. 1
Two Trappist monks recently
taken from their monastery in
Algeria by rebel forces have been
found alive by French troops
The first National Congress of
Catholic Radio Listeners and Tel
evision Viewers in Canada has
urged appointment of a Catholic
(onsullant for radio and telexi
sion programs dealing with Cath
olic subjects.
Three new Catholic institutions
in Rangoon Burma, have been
blessed, including a health center,
a hostel (nr women students and
a high school for Chinese girls
Secret radio stations nperatrd
b> insurgents in Algeria broad
cast an appeal to Pope .John ask
ing his influence in ending the
alleged "painful conditions" un
der which Algerian prisioners are
I held hy the French
The ninth annual "Church in
Distress'' congress will he held
in Germany July 23 2fi lo pro-
mote aid for the persecuted
Church
The new Diocese nf Ciudad Ob
regon has been erected In Mexico
with territory taken from Sonora.
A Council of Catholic Men will
he organized in the Richmond
Diocese In the Fall
Anew renter for the Carmelite
Third Order will be dedicated in
Downers (irove. 111., on Oct tl
and will house the offices of Mary
magazine
Catholics in Mexico have asked
to observe a week of prayer for
people behind the Iron Curtain
Hindu leaders of the Interna**
tional Aryan I-eague in India
plan to train volunteers to conn-
triad activities of foreign mn-
sioners, whose work they de-
scribed as a potential danger to
Indian culture."
The famed picture of Our I.ady
of Niropeja in Venice, an object
of devotion for 700 yearl, Is be-
ing restored
The Jefferson City, Mo., dio-
cese, has adopted a set of Fng.
liah prayers and hymna for con-
gregational use at low Masses
On the occasion of the dedira-]
tion of anew cathedral in Queens-
town. South Africa. Bishop John;
R Rosenthal issued a pastoral
letter on human rights
Americans Honor
Irish Martyr
C 111 C A(fOiRNS i— Tw o t hou
sand ( atholici gathered at Res
urrection Church here to pray for
canonization of an Irish martyr
Bishop
The occasion marked the first
time that Blessed Oliver Plunket,
Bishop of Armagh, who was
hanged, drawn and quartered by
British authorities in London in
lbfll on trumped up charges of
treason, was honored by a group
outside Ireland
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Franciscan Changes
Involve 8 Priests
NEW YORK Five Franciscan priests will be given
assignments in North Jersey parishes and three now serv-
ing in the area will be reassigned.
Announcement of the changes, all of which will be-
come elective on Sept 7. was made here by Very Rev.C mils R Wheeler XT \f J JOUus R Wheeler. 0.F.M., Mm
i»lfr Provinciil of the Francis
can New York Province. Parish-
es affected will be St. Leo *. East
Paterson; Assumption. Wood
Ridge, and Sacred Heart.
Rochelle Park, in the Newark
Archdiocese, and Our Ladv of the
Angels, Little Falls, and St Jo
•eph s. Echo Lake, in the Pater
son Diocese.
AT ST. LEO'S. Rev De Paul
C.enska, OFM, will replace
Rev. Louis Hamm. OF M Fa
ther Hamm, who has been sta
tioned at St. Leo's for two years,
will move to St. Francis Chapel.
Frovidence. R I.
Rev. Jutenal leahy. 0.F.M.,
will replace Rev. Theodore
lehr, 0.F.M.. at Assamptioa
with Father Lehr moving to*
Rt. Francis, New York, after
■ year in New Jersey.
No priest is being transferred
from Rochelle Park, where Rev.
Bartholomew Renda, 0.F.M., is
Being assigned as second assist-
ant. The same situation prevails
at St. Joseph's, where Rev. Flav-
ian Colligan, 0.F.M., will be as-
signed
At Our Lady of the Angels,
Rev Gerald T. McCaffrey,
OFM , will replace Rev. Giles
Bello, O F M . who is being as-
signed to St. Stephen's, New
York, after three years in Little
Falls
All except one of the five new
pnests are being given first as
signments after ordination in
1958 followed by a year of theolo-
gy. The exception is Father Col
ligan. who has been at the Fran
riscan seminary at Callicoon for
18 years.
Directory for Bergen
Grails of St. Peter's
! JERSEY CITY - The first edi-
j tion of a directory of Bergen
County alumni of St. Peter s Col-
lege has been issued. Listed are
61*9 members of classes from 1905
to 1959. as well as individual and
biographical data.
The directory is the work of a
s.x-man committee.
Association for Deaf
Financing Dictionary
(LEVELAND (RNS) The International Catholic
Association for the Deaf is financing the printing of thou-
sands of copies of the only sign language dictionary so that
deaf people can learn to communicate better.
That's the current project of the ICDA mission fund.
according to Rev. Thomas Grib-
bin of Brooklyn, head of the mis
sion fund. Father Cribbin spoke
at the 10th national convention
of the ICDA here. More than 650
delegates from the U. S. and Can
ada attended.
THE NEED for more Catholic
schools for the deaf was also
stressed at the convention Rev
Michael D O'Brien, director of
a center for the deaf in San
Francisco, reported that there
are eight such schools in the U.S j
now He saw encouraging signs
in the fart that more laymen!
and seminarians are becoming in
terested in the work and more
priests are being allowed to de
vote full time to the daf
Indicative of this growing In-
terest was the presence at the
convention of Carl J. Kirch-
ner, 20, seminarian at St.
Mary's Seminary, Baltimore.
Both his parents are deaf and
Mr Klrchner has helped to or
ganiie an ICDA chapter in his
own Altoona Johnstown diocese.
Principal concern of the meet
mg was ways to improve the
teaching of religion lo the deaf
The 1960 convention will be July
10-16 in San Francisco.
AT THE CONVENTION , some
50 Catholic priests who work
with the deaf approved a stand
:ardized confession form for the
hard of hearing It was prepared
by Father Crtbbin, Msgr Walter
D'Arcy of New York and Rev.
James Egan. S J , of Chicago
Delegates also honored Rev.
Eugene Gehl, director of St.
John's School for the Deaf.
Milwaukee, who has spent 50
years working with the hard of
hearing.
Richard Rowdren of Jackson
Heights, N. Y. was elected presi
dent of the association He sue
reeds John D Carroll of Morris
town Mr. Rowdren and his wife
are both deaf They have four
children, with normal hearing.
Other officers are Mrs Ann
Hoernschemcycr, St Louis, and
Ryron Raver, vice presidents, and
Harold F DeVolpe. Detroit,
treasurer Rev John R. Gal
lagher, CSS R , Roston, was
named chaplain.
PRIESTS OF THE DEAF: North Jersey delegates. to the International Catholic
Deaf Convention last week in Cleveland get together to look over the program
From the left are: Rev. Walter Gorski, Rev. Stephen Landherr, C.SS.R., sign lan-
guage teacher at the seminary; Msgr. Joseph A. Dooling, director. Mt Carmel
Guild; Rev. John P. Horihan, Guild's director of the deaf; Rev. George Ligos,
Rev. Francis Reinbold and Rev. Thomas Trapasso.
Holy Name
Christ the King. Jersey City-
Officers elected for the coming
year are Clarence A Cooper,
president, I.eon Johnson. Burt
Thurston, John Beckham and
Caroll Best.
St. Nicholas, Passaic A
picnic will be held at Lindbergh
Park, North Haledon. on July 2(1
at 1 p m There will he music
for dancing
Receive Degrees
From Catholic U.
Washington catholic uni-
versity has awarded the masters
degree in the Graduate School
ol Arts and Sciences to Rev. Carl
P Hinrichscn, Immaculate Con-
ception Seminary.
hour priests from the seminary
received BA. degrees in Sacred
Theology Rev. Harry F Nelson,
Rev, Norman J Hall, Rev Paul
R Manning and Rev. Thomas J
M urtha.
Rev. Augustine Sheehan. C P.,
o( Union City received the de
giro of Bachelor of Canon Law,
and Rev Aelrcd Laromara, C P
a licentitatr in Sacred Theology.
Says Sodality Congress Is Open
To Other Local Catholic Groups
NEWARK A reminder that
the World Sodality Congress, to,
be held at Seton Hall University i
in August, will be open to all
Catholics was voiced this week
by Rev. Leo L. Mahoney, execu
live chairman of the congress.
In a statement responding to
inquiries from many members of
Catholic lay organizations other
than Sodalities, Father Mahoney
said: "While the congress will be
a meeting of sodalists, it also
will be an opportunity for all
who are in the forefront of the
lay apostolate to learn and dis-
cuss methods of leadership ."
"In that sense." he explained,
"the congress should not be con
sidered as exclusively for sodal-
ists, but rather as an opportunity
for Catholics everywhere, who
seek to lake up the challenge
facing today's world, to become
more fully informed of their re
sponsibilities
"
The sodalists will open
their meeting with a Solemn Pon-
, tifical Mass at Sacred Heart
! Cathedral here Aug 20 at 9 a m
This will be followed by four days
of working sessions at Seton Hall.
The conclave will close with a
Holy Hour and Marian Rally on
Aug. 23 at Roosevelt Stadium,
Jersey City.
Father Mahoney noted (hat
Archbishop Roland, host to the
congress, railed a conference
last month of all directors of
Catholic Action organizations in
the Archdiocese to discuss ways
of supporting the congress.
Father Mahoney said the sodal-
ists welcome the interest and sup
port of other lay apostolate
gioups. One of the goals of the
congress, he said, is to awaken
among Catholics a sense of re
sponsihility for the conduct of
civic, social and cultural affairs.
He indicated that one of the
most important events of the con-
gress would be the closing Holy
Hour and rally. He said the rally
would enable all Catholics to
participate in a public demon-
stration of faith and prayer in
honor of the Blessed Mother.”
The congress is dedicated to Our
Lady of Huadalupe, Kmpress of
the Americas.
\ KI'RTHKR stimulus to in-
terest in the congress is the rim-
ing of reroileetion and discussion
tc be held July 21 at St Francis
Xasier, 50 \V. lfith St, New
York
lieared especially for high
school sodalists. the event will
begin i!(piti and include medi-
tation, general sessmn. group dis-
cussions and a social period. Di-
reetor is Res Joseph \V O Dono-
san S.l of Xavier High School.
Blessed Sacrament
Sets Parish Retreat
NEWARK A weekend retreat
—held in the parish but following
the format of services as con
ducted at retreat houses—will be
held at Blessed Sacrament parish
here Sept 18—20.
Exercises which will be held
include Masses, conferences, re
citation of the Rosary, meditation
periods and a discussion period
The retreat will be given by
Rev. Patrick D. McGrath of
Blessed Sacrament Retreat
chairman is Joseph Norton
23 District Deputies
Named by Knights
PORT Twenty-three district deputies to serve
the Knights of Columbus in Newark and Paterson for the
>ear ending June .TO, 1960, have been named by State
Deputy Joseph J. ( arltn An instructional meeting for them
and for grand knights will be held July 18 at the Robert
Treat Hotel, Newark.
District numbers 24 through 40 1
in the Newark Archdiocese will
bv served bv the following in that!
o-dcr Charles J Lanigan. Theo-
dore P Zmuria, Frank B Jackie
wicr. Charles P Doyle, Kenneth
t Murray, Carl J. Kling, Joseph
C Turn, Edward J. Roth, Vin
rent J. Pagnotla, James G
Gaughran. Stanley K Heller,
Justus J Minnrlla, John F. Hoi
ir.n, Gilbert G Clark. Joseph V
VrGraw. Frank J. Brady and
Joseph F Bison
Districts 18 through 23 in the
Paterson Diocese will be served
bv the following Hugh F De-
P a no, George J. Beilin, Floyd
M Baker, Patrick J O Reilly,
Alfred W. Kent and Arm and S
Casaleggio.
Perri Council, Passaic Hen
rv Shanley has been elected
grand knight. Officers serving
with him are Andrew Hudrin,
James Green, Lawrence Lyons,
'Michael Hovastack, William Del
la Valle. Frank Pagano and Sam
uel Fazio.
St. Thomas More Council, Jer
sey City Grand Knight James
P Gallagher recently appointed
these committee chairmen for the
I coming year. Jerry Mignone,
Paul Azzolint, Frank Calrarrtta.
Walter Wojciecbow ski, Thomas
Slane. George Alexander. Charles
Radon, Daniel Cancro. John Hor
an and James Murray
Conception Council. Jersey City
Peter P Orlando has been
rlirtod grand knight. Other of
f'cers are Stanley J Domhrnw
ski, Nicholas Mina, John Trosky,
Louis P Pipi. Dennis Murphy.
I ctrr Zampella. Albert Audino.
Frank Angelo, Richard Walsh Jr
and Joseph Magnotta
Belleville Council Edward
|Dc Marline has been elected
1grand knight to sene with Nirh
olas Di Giovant, James Brady,
James McCann. William Sloan,
John Davit. Edward Fitzgerald.
Daniel Serpentelli, Louts Luzzi.
Raymond Reilly and Samuel
Grande
The second degree vs a i recent
ly exemplified for 17 candidates
St. Francis Council. Wanaque—-
(irand Knight Frank H 1-ongo
lias appointed these committee
chairmen for the coming year
William Gramlich, John Mr
Knight, Josrph Mahalik, Fred
Ferrara, Herbert Anderton, Pas
quale J. Ruggiero, Frank Plai-
ts Sr , Casmlr 1-orenc and C
herraioli. New officers of the Cos
lumbian Club are Frank II I-on
go, president. William Gramlich,
A Casaleggio and J Mahalik
Chaplain is Rev. Paschal Ker
win, O F M , and assistant chap
lain, Rev. Roland Burkr. O F M
Paterson Council Joseph ('
Palladino will be installed for his
second term as grand knight on
July 20 The annual retreat will
lake place at San Alfonso Re
treat House. West End. July 24
2*» Captain is Arthur J Strange
way.
Our I,ariy of the Highway
Wayn e—The council's second an
nual picnic will be held at Laguna
Beach Sept. 19 Chairman is Pat
Coviello, assisted by Nell landi
orio.
St. Theresa's, Kenilworth
Newly elected officers were In
stalled by District Deputy The
odore Zmuda Grand Knight Ken
neth R Hart appointed Francis
R Smith chairman of the six
point program. Other chairmen
include; Bernard Riley, Thomas
Devlin, Thomas Mcllale, Edward
Hudiik, Robert Fugett, Nicholas
Bell, Joseph Cheeka, John Eskas.
Dominick Marino and James P
McGevna Rev. Sylvester Mc-
Veigh, pastor at St Theresa s,
spoke after the installation Over
POO attended the recent picnic at
Miller s Grove.
Flowers for Pope
VATICAN CITY (NC) - K 1 Al.
Israeli national airline, hat flown
a basket of red and white gladioli
from the Holy Land lo Pope John
XXIII. It la believed to be the
first gift to the Pope from an
organization of the laraeli gov-
ernment.
Serra Chaplain
Set onia Guest
SOLTH ORANGK-Rov. Luigi
Noli, chaplain of the first Sorra
Club organized in Italy, has left
Seton Hall University here after
a weeks stay during which he
studied local Sorra progra .is
Father Noli is chaplain of a
Sorra Club at Genoa While here,
he conferred with throe Sorra
l luh chaplains stationed a! Seton
Hall He also spoke at a moi ling
of the Paterson Serra Club
Father Noli arrived here June
30 and left July 8
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VALUE
3jV 1S 3
r\
most
v
important
word
In tact, it is probably the word to which we owe the
growth of our business during the past half century. For valut
b what we offer above a11... To us value means quality combined
u*tk the laaxstpassible pries.
Incidentally, to answer a question that has been asked many
dmei, the prices in our new Millburn store are identical
those in our NewarkStore. We invite you to visit
either wore far exciting values in all departments.
Diamonds and Fun Jewelry . . . H'aUhes and ClocLs
SHamoare, China and Crystal... Gifts and Bar Accessories
lafggage and leather Goods .. . Hand Bags
Religious and Ecclesiastical Articles
@l%
NEWARK
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m Man. thru Sat 9JO to •
WM. until 9
MILLBURN
£63-97 Millburn Avrnur
Opan Mon. thru Sat. •JO to 3:30
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HALF A CCNTURV.
9
80 Park Avenue, Newark, New Jersey
(formerly the Sorrento Rtilsursnl)
"Greaom Diming $n 4 Continental Atmospherem
4 Banquet Rooms
Church Functions Home and Office Parties
Communion Breakfasts VC'edding Receptions
Home of our Suburban anA Metropolitan
Catering Serine
HU 4-7200 BI 5-7000
MID-SUMMER SPECIAL!
AMERICAN-<sUlMlaMf
oBOILER
$
at
low a> 240 delivered
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■
NO DOWN PAYMENT
EASY BUDGET TERMS
25
# New fuel u»mi burner
reduced fuel hill* end up-
keep
# Feet, clean, even heat.
# dependable eervtce >ear
® iKem in eur ihowriom,
CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE . .
w' f Oil COMPANY, INC.
MArket 3-3917
800 RAYMOND BIVD., NEWARK 5, N. J.
BONDS
Insvranci
THE SUNDAY CLOSING BILL
ATTENTION
ESSEX COUNTY VOTERS....
The official petition forms f o r the Sunday Closing Bill
ore now available. Twenty five hundred signatures ore
The official petition form, for the Sunday Closing Bill
required to place the Sunday Closing Bdl on the ballot
in the November election.
We URGE all Catholics, Officers and members of the
Knight, of Columbus, Holy Nome Socet.es, Rosary So-
defies in Essex County to obtain these fcrms NOW and
secure the required signatures by Aug 31. Contacti
Mr William J Schneider,
Essex County Chairman,
New Jersey Association
for Sunday Closing
81 Mount Vernon Place
Newark 6, New Jersey
ESsox 2-0949-0950
Something New
Has Been Added to
NJB’s SILVER CLUB
ICED
BEVERAGE
SPOONS ji|
6 lor $2-25:1
8 for $3-00*
12 for $4-50
with i deposit of
it least $25 in your
Silver Club account
J /
Now members of New Jersey Rank's Silver ;
Club can build a complete silver service . . .t
sam»J
i youri
se nod
leers*]
and build financial security at the sam»]
time 1 With deposits of at least ?25 into
.
NJR Savings Account, you can purchas .
only basic place settings of Oripmal Rop r ',
“Starlipht Rose,” but a wide variety o?
matchinp pieces as well all at a fraction
of their retail value. 4
(Thrrr « ill// timt to Join the SiliTT Club OM<f
tdmntagr at r/lii tvondrr/ut nfi- uay (n ■mvr. C't
drtatlt at your nrarcit SJH oj)ice. Hut /lurry'
trrmbrrrhipt art United.)
’
*Ma4« •fihr by in mi r«3^
Other Silver
4
Club Offers
(ID (§/
*> pc. Place Setting 4 pc. Hostess Set
•niinil Mttin( It
FREE; additional $2-25ones coit only
Ladle; Cako
Kmle; Servinf CO Qfl
Fork t Spoon ,ww
NEW
JERSEY
BANK
17 office! In;
Chiton • Haiedon
Little Fallj • North Halodo*
fassaic • Patfion
West Paterson
Encyclical Should Shrink
Existing Gap on Criticism
In hi* fir.t encyclical. Pope
John XXIII point* out the power-
*nd stem respon-;aibUltle* of WTitcrs on the presj,!
ovie*, XV and other communi-i
e« ion. media. He deplores the
falsehood, im-
morality *nd
obscenity so ev-
ident these day*
■nd effectively
underlines, for
the movie-TV
critics, words
used by his pre-i
decessor, Pope
Pius XII (in
“Miranda Pror-I
•u*,” 1957), that'
“they ought to set the moral is-
*ue of the (story) plots in its
proper light ... as a safeguard
against falling into so-called ‘rel
■tlva morality'.”
The new encyclical should
nerve to narrow the gap, rapidly
widening of late, between divi-
live schools of thought on film
criticism and classification
These have long been indicated
by the dicta of Rev. Francis J.
Connell, C.SS.R., on the rigorist
aide, and Rev. John C Ford, S.
J-, on the non-rigorist side. Dur-
ing the past year or two. Calho-I
lie critics have become more
sharply divided than these cmi-l
nent theologians themselves. |
MOVIES IN which religion and
•ex have occurred, as for exam- j
l Pi® * n <l® Mille’s “Ten Command-
ments," Lloyd C. Douglas’ “The
Big Fisherman" and Bing Cros-
-1 by's latest comedy, “Say One for
Me,” all designed as commercial
entertainment, appear to have
upset some critics' stomachs.
More so than suggestive frivol-
ities such as Marilyn Monroe’s
“Some Like It Hot" or MGM's
current comedy about seduction,
“Ask Any Girl."
“Art" Is a hard-worked word
In Catholic film criticism to-
day, while “morality" is not. A
reviewer who tries to evaluate
movie* for any but the intel-
ligentsia becomes a simplicist;
polite name for simpleton.
One need not ignore the merit
of artistry in films in order to
recognize that the cinema is not
a pure art, but, at best, a mere
art form in which artistry some-
times enjoys composite expres-
sion, regardless of morality or
immorality in theme or treat
ment.
When, as recently occurred, a
Catholic magazine, either be-
cause, or in spite of widespread
critical approval, refers to the
delightfully entertaining film of
Franz Werfel's ' Embezzled Hca
ven as "this banal movie,” one
suspects the invasion of Catholic;
journalism by prototypes of ‘‘the
i angry young men
"
I When the National Legion of
Decency and Catholic critics at
; large are charged with "iincntl
cal adulation" because they rec-
ommend a spiritually inspiring
film as good entertainment, we
sec how far critical opinion has
fallen under the influence of neo-
realism which acknowledges
art ’ in the motion picture only I
when there also is arbitrary ar-j
gument, sordidness or social an-
ger.
North by Northucst
Excellent (Adults)
from a basically implausible
story by Ernest Lehman. Alfred
Hitchcock weaves suspenseful
magic concerning a Madison
Ave. ad executive (Cary Grant),
who is hunted by ruthless for
eign agents (presumably commu-
nists). They believe him to be
an American counter-spy. Actu-
ally the character for whom he
is mistaken is non-existent, a fic-
tional lure created by U.S. In-
telligence which cannot, there-
fore, openly come to tbe unfor-
tunate man's rescue. Fast-chang-|
ing action sweeps hither and yon:
from the UN building in New
York to Chicago, from Long Is-1
land estates to Midw est prairie j
land. At the ML Rushmorel
Memorial, a cliff-hanging pursuit;
over the mountain sculptures of
Lincoln, Washington, Jefferson 1
and Teddy Roosevelt sets loose
a terrific climax.
Television
SUNDAY. JULY it
* lO * m
„ ‘"tai l T«lk About
(iod. Marvknoll RL*t#r».
10 30 am (7>—Christopher Procnm.
( ' lh * lnt»r*t§ of Youm Peo-
Patricia Mortann
1130 »"} JP -- Christopher*.
TUIIOAY, JULY 21
®pm Ml> - Bishop Sheep
Radio
SUNDAY, JULY It
• 13 am. WNEW Sacred Heart.
7ISa m. RCA Hour of St. Francis
7 JO a m. WHOM—Sacred Heart Hour
8 JO a m. WML A— A*e Mart* Hour.
Morr of M Daniel
8 43 a m. JJ.'JJR— Hour of St. Trancls930a m. W CBS Church of th« Air.
Rev F. Ferrer Smith. O P
10.10 a m WABC—Christian in Action.
Rev Anwlm nurke. OTirm "Christ
the Teacher In Parables "
i1J ° Lv'.» VOR ~ “*"*» Theater.Noon ftNJR-Sirrtj Heart Hour
200 pm WRCA C.lhnllo Hour.
MONDAY. JULY 10
v ' W orkt of Merry
"
2 pm WSOU tFMj Sacred Heart
Procram.
TUISDAY. JULY J!
J Pm WSOU O-SO _ Sacred Heart
Program.
WEDNESDAY. JULY JJ
1 Pm. WSOU <r Ml _ s.cr.d Heart
3.10 pm. WHNX SL Stephen’a
Church. Novena.
THURSOAY. JULY 31
1 pm WSOU irst) _ Sacrod H.art
Program
»30 pm. WSOU IT so Ava Maria
raiOAY. JULY 14
2 pm. WSOU <FM> Sacred Heart
Program
2.13 pm. WSOU LTM) _ Hour of St
Prancia
330 pm. W'BN X Perpetual Help
» 30 p m. W sou irm _ Hour of tha
Crucified. Rev Clement Pavllck
L P
SATURDAY, JULY IS
730 pm WOR _ ramltr Theater.
Reviews of Plays in
Summer Theaters
By Joan T. Nourse
®B“a Ar» Rinflnt, Bnur mußcil
•bout «n uuwtt unta clrl who Im-
pulsively mothers <ll bar tlltnu. Otx
1number costumed briefly.
bri! ttm. Bright and homy I-erner-Lamra musical visit to a mythical Scottish
TjftP- Pleasant except (or ana or two
ribald patter songs.
I ®us diop. Stranded Kansas travelers
discuss their love problems In a waythat encourages sentimental tolerance
of Immoral affairs
Cat
. Met Tla Reef Often seriously
oftenstve drama of a nastily abusive South*
ern dan brutaUred by guilt and fear
The Constant Wile. Bland, witty comedy
2 meaners lacking any Christian conceptof the true nature of marriage.
Sll?- °n ™ tastelessly can
o' ‘be Loeb* Leopold
penermon murder
, Ol ,*r f o' *""• Prank. Fine, moving, gal
2JJ1? booeful story of young Jewish girland her family hiding out in Holland from
the nan*
Gentlemen Prefer Blonde.. Br.s.y!
muncal about fold-dl*zers of th« *2oa I
Generally low moral tone
)w ..ZTT .t
En *** 1"* comedy about a kind ,
Jy alcoholic and hi* beat friend, a six-foot
ln> wihie rabbit
Raahomon. In usual play cynically dia
•cctma the motives of all parties in an
snetent Jepenea, asa.,m cue No -Anal.
v? Vurd " b “* '“ruse# on same
sordid crime
The Seven Tow Itch. Offcolor play
treating marital iaOdellty a. macel, .
comic misdemeanor
Tea and Sympathy. Suggestive handling
of Perversion theme plus «ympathetic cop
dotting of extramarital affairs.
Tunnel ef Leve. Smlrkiah. third rate
farce depending for tla hilarity upon
acceptance of illicit love
Welting fee Oedet. Controversially etv
wore symbolic drama notable for Its per*
vaahre too# of cynical deepolr.
Films on TV
Following I. . ||,« fllm , ,vision July IS 14 Tho L.sl.n of
folosiod r t\Tl ,h *** ,l,m * "bon first
!n!
e, .
T
.
' r ’
.
m* r h* rbenoei msomo duo to cuts for tolovltlon UleGenersllv. h.w.v.r, tho Lool.n of
m *» be ecceated a. ,«*■
reef moral evaluation*.
FOR THE FAMILY
Aim Boston
| RUrki#
!Bringing Ip
Baby
Bulldog Drum
I mornl «i Hay
California Pa»
•UP
Canadian Pacific
Caribbean My-
Inry
Charlia Chan at
Orrp tn Heart of
I Shot Billy tha
Kid
l'nlmn
Mystery Rang*
!Of Human Hearta
Old Texas Trail
Orphans of Pecoa
Out West With
tha Hardys
Penrods Double
Trouble
Phanton of Range
Pled Piper
Pursuit to Algiers
Roaring Guns
Sabotage Squad
Sally. Irena 4
Mary
Scotch
on tha
Rocks
Sutters Gold
T railor
Wagon Train
Ysnk at Oxford
You Can't Taka
It With You
FOR ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
African Queen
Beachhead
Bedlam
Betrayal From
|Big Street
Brasher Doubloon
Cannon City
C«PUin John
Smith and
Pocahontas
Case of Baby-
Sitter
Confirm or Deny
Corpse lama
COD
Craly i Wife
Dangerous Part-
ners
Dark Mirror
Dauyhter o' West
Devils (.no
T>ishonored ladr
Dust lie M>
I>estinr
Every Girl Should
Ba Mamed
Fly hter
Fliyht lieutenant
Fury
Ghost of Frank-
enatetn
Give Ma Your
Heart
Half Past Mid-
ntyht
Hl-Jackad
Homicide Bureau
llouss of Hor-
rors
Inner Sanctum
IJohnny O'clock
Jungle Man
Key Witness
2 F* r '
Knockout
I-a st Chance
Lone Wolf
Strikes
I-uckr Nick Cain
Madonna of 7
Magnificent Am-
Men Are Such
Fools
Money Madness
Mr Motto's
Gambia
My Life With
Caroline
Mystery of
White Room
Of Mica 4 Men
One Way to Love
Pukon
Piccadilly In-
cident
Pirate
Powers Girl
Return of Ape
Man
Rings on Her
Fingers
Rough. Tough 4
Ready
Sergeant Madden
Silver River
Spy Ring
Storm
Strange Holiday
Sundown
Tala of 3 Women
Texas. Brooklyn
and Heaten
They Dare Not
l/Ora
Tima Out for
Rhvthm
Watch on Rhine
OBJECTIONABLE
Abie'i Irish Rom
Adventurs
And roclea * the
IJon
Cry Wolf
Frisky
Glass Alibi
Guest W 1 1*
llarpoon
llamoreaque
Idiot's I>elight
John Lovri
Mary
Keeper of Rees
Man 1 lx>ve
Merrr Mor.ahana
Out of Ko*
99 River Street
Public Enemy
Red River
Ruthless
Saint's Girl Friday
They All Kiaeed
the Bride
This la My Love
White Heat
New Boohs
Evaluated
This classification is prepared by Best
Sellers. University of Scranton. Classi-
fications I General readme. !L Adults
only because of <a> advanced content
and style. <b> immoral Language or In-
cidents. 11l Permissible for dlacrlmin '
aim* adults. VI Not recommended to ;
any class of reader
The Undo# on the Drlna ilia) by Ivo
Andrir,
Steps in Time <l> by Fred Astaire '
White Desert «I » by Noel Barber
Taos ' lib* by Irwm R Blacker
Celia Garth <U by Gwen Brletow
Congress and the American Tredltlen
'Ila» by James Burnham
California Street <llb> by Niven Busch
Itl4 <l> bv James Cameron.
Silver Fruit (lIP by Patnrta Campbell
The Reisen Tree ilia* by Walter
Clemons
Olimpia <llb> by Burt ( ole.
Deed of Winter <lla* by Constance
Cornish
The Great Imposter die) by Robert
Crichton.
Bern of the Sun <lLa> by John H Culp
Praise a Fine Day (llb> by Stgrtd Da 1
Lima.
Death Is an Artist HU) by Stephen
Gardiner
The Case of the Mythical Monkeys
<Ila» by Erlr Stanley Gardner
The Inspire City (IV) by Paul Good ;
The Franciscan Book ef Saints (D by,
Rev Marlon A llabi*. O.F.M !
Watcher <lla> by Dolores Hitch-
ens
The Zulu and the Zaide <Ub> by Dan!
| Jacobson.
The Case of the Nameless Cerpse (I)
by Clarence B Kelland
The Lien <lla) by Joseph Kcsml
* #
K*
9f ,h * ** ,h#r * <•!•> by Martin
I The Clock With Four Hands (Ila) by
James lessor
| Five Families (Ila) by Oacar Lewis
The Last Iscape (Ua) by E. C. R
Richard Niaen «Ua) by Earl Slain
A Foreign Affair ilia), by Andrew
Graham
Mark ef Shame (III), by Willi Heinrich
Things That Ge Bump In the Night (I),
by Louts C. Jones
In the Wrong Rain tIV), by Robert R
Kirerh
The Sleepwalkers (Ila). by Arthur
Koestler.
The Soviet Union and the Middle last
<lla». by Walter Z laqueur
The Nan Patterson Case ilia), by New-
man Lev/
The Holy Barbarians (III), by Lawrence
lupton
The Young Titan (lib), by F van W yck
Mason
The Man With Two Shadows (lib). b>
Robin Maugham
• 7th Precinct (llb>. by Ed Mrßaln
TK. W.ll, ,1,. b , Manaral
W * r “ b ' W *'"«
°Xr u rr„B„,; c ' lm ‘ ,,,bi - b * rh ™~
’* 0
" br
Tl ?ichlr*" hr
Th *
oy
A »»"» •* (■•*• (Ilk), by Claud.
Th. Ik l dlkl. by H.ok Searla
Pr.nr Ur an Alusaln Hill, by Uor
SanOuyc
*
Ma manta Marl tllbl. by Mortal Spark
“ u * iP'S.J.""- b ' ,r * ValUchW
fi
k
* ft* Wh «" °»*r iub) byHoward Slny.r
''ml**' Crt,, “*'" ,tu> br John Slain-
•* «*• Clall War (D by
rhillv van D. Stare
Man With tha Whit. oia) by
I-aoaold Tyreuad
Tha Chlaaaa Sail Mur data UU> byRobert van Gulik
7
**da V Vaar
**• lD ** Judy Van
TVJSiS r«Man (Ila) by J.ha W.
Pray for Them
Vincenza Dell'Orto
JERSEY CITY—A Requiem
Mass for Mrs. Vmcecza Dell’-
Ortn was offered at Mt. Carmel
Church here July 14 by her son.
Rev. Vito Dell'Orto, administra-
tor of St. Anthony's parish. Union
'City. Mrs. Dell'Orto, who lived
at 140 De Kalb Ave., died July
10 at Lavallette. She was 75.
Born in Italy, Mrs. Dell'Orto
has lived in Jersey City for 43
years. She was a member of
the Trinity Society at Mt Car
mel, the St. Gabriel Society at
Holy Rosary Church and the
Third Order Franciscan
She is also survived by- her
husband, Peter; four other sons
and five daughters
Daniel Vecchiollo
ROCKAWAY — Daniel Vccchi-
ollo, father of Rev. Daniel A.
Vecchiollo of St. Theresa's, Pater
son, died at his home, 74 RocV-
away Ave., July 9 after a three-
month illness A funeral Mass
was said at St. Cecilia's Church
here July 11.
Mr. Vecchiollo. 63, was born
in Italy and came to the U S. as
a child, moving here 34 years
ago. He waa a former president
of the Holy Name Society at
St. Cecilia's.
Besides Father Vecchiollo, he
is survived by his wife, Mrs
Mary Vichiollo, and a daughter
McKeon Heads
Alumni Group
ELIZABETH Clement E. Mc-
Keon of Elizabeth was elected
first president of the Northern
New Jersey Chapter of the
Alumni Association of Ml St
Mary's College, Emmitsburg.
Md.
Other officers are Richard J
Higgins of Elizabeth, Albert J
Bertrand, South Plainfield;
James Gallagher, Elizabeth; Eu-
gene C. McKeon Jr , Elizabeth;
and Rev. Samuel C. Constance of
Our Lady of Peace, Fords, chap
lain
The chapter was authorized by
Rev. Hugh J. Phillips of Mt Si
Mary's, executive secretary of
the association
Rockleigh Tots'
Benefit Planned
ROCKI.EIGH Commissioner
Angelo J Sarubbi of North Ber
gen will head the committee (or
a card party to benefit the rhil
dren of Barbara Civernaud Cot
tage at St. Joseph s Village for
Dependent Children here
The benefit is scheduled for
Dec. 7 at Schuctzcn Park, North
Bergen. Among other chairmen
named at a recent meeting were
Commissioner Frank J Durale.
Union City, and Mrs John V
Kearney, co chairmen
MOVIES SutMHiir'TLill*5? Si" Y * rk ****** ** "**' , ***"•* Sew* Oaaarlmanl. Intarnational Fad.ration a* Cathalla Alumna.
Tor furth.r Information ell. MA J 5700
Morally l nobjeclionable for Everyone
Alias Jess# Jimti
Around the World
in AO Day.
Bandit of Zhobg
Batll* Ila mo
Black Orchid
Coamlo Man
Darby o*olll and
iJttlo Peopls
Diary of Anns
Frank
Em be riled Htav-
Eacort West
Facg of Flrg
For the Flrat Time
Good Day lor
a
Hanging
Green Mansions
Horse Soldiers
Houdlni
1 W as Monty's
Double
Inn of the gth
Happiness
Invialhlo Invaders
l*!e of
Women
John Paul Jones
Johnny Bocco
Km, or W,ld
stall,ont
lourde. and Its
Miracle.
M *reellino
Miracle of SL
The re.e
Mr l n . 1.
M viler tan.
Outlaw Stall,on
Pather Panrhali
P»rk (hop Hill
Hobs
7th \o»ais
of Sinbad
For Adults, Adolescents
Arson for lllrg
As Long As You*rg
Near Ms
Bom to Bo I.ovsd
Brsln Eaters
Cry From th#
Street.
DevU Strikes
at Night
Enchanted laland
Face of a Fujilivs
Fearmakers
First Man Into
Space
I.aat Blitxkrelg
Frontier Gun
Gelaha Boy
Giant Behemoth
Shaggy Dog
Silent Enemy
Sleeping Beauty
10 ( ommind-
Ten Days U»
Tulara
Tonka
Torpedo Run
Trap
l nvanqul.hed
t P Periscop#
W atuai
W ntbound
Gigantus. the Fire
Monitor
Gun Ftsir
Gunflght a I
Dodge City
Fnaoner. of
( aabah
Hanging Tree
Hangman
Hero Comm
(ho Jot*
Hole in the Head
Hound of Ra.kcr-
Milos
House on Haunlod
1111 l
l-aat Blit/k r eig
Legend of Tom
Dooley
Man In the Net
Nun's Story
Poigr and Reas
Prisoner a of ( aa-
bah
Real less Years
Redan
Kay One for Ma
he reaming Skull
Shake Hands With
the Devil
Shan#
Sheriff of
Fractured Jaw
S pad • r
M a lag 17
Step Down to
Terror
Stranger tn My
Arms
Tarim i Greated
Adventure
Outer Space
Thunder tn Sun
T,.p
Two Headed Spy
Villa
Vlrtuoua Bigamist
Warlock
Wild and th#
Innocent
Woman Obsessed
W'orld. Flesh and
the D#vtl
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
A1 Capon#
Angry Hills
Atk Any Girl
Badlandgrs
Bride Is Much Too
Beautiful
Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof
China Doll
Compulsion
Count Your
Blessings
Cry Terror
Damn Yankees
Defiant Ones
Doctor's Dilemma
Don't Give Up
hhlp
4 Sku!!. of Jona-
than Drake
Gldgat
Gigl
Ha Who Mu.t Die
Horse • Mouth
Imitation ef Life
In.pector Maisret
In lav. and War
Life begins at 17
I.ong Hot Summer
Journey
Lonely Hearts
Machete
Man tnaide
Man Who Could
Cheat I>eath
Mating Game
Mirror Haa I
Monater on Campue
Mugger
Naked Maja
No Name on the
Bullet
Notorloug Mr.
Monks
Of Life and Isvs
Operation Dames
Outcasts of the
City
Pir.troop Com-
mand
Remarkable Mr.
Pennrpacker
Rio Bravo
Roots of Heaven
Senechal. th*
Magnificent
Separate Tablet
7 Guns to Me.a
Sound and Fury
South Pacific
Tank Commander
These Thousand
Hills
Th i
• Earth La
Mine
Wild Straw be rrtee
Young Phila-
delphian*
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
Alaaka Paaaags
Attack ot 50 Foot
Woman
Beat Generation
Blood of Vampire
Born Reckleaa
Don't Go Near
the Water
Eighth Day of the
Forbidden Fruit
Frankenstein's
Daughter
From Here to
Eternity
Guna. Glrta and
Gangaters
Headle.a Ghost
Homo Before Dark
Uorrora of Block
Museum
1. Mobster
Intent to Kill
La ParUlenne
Land of Fbaroaha
I-*at MU#
I-aal Paradis#
Middle of the
Night
Mlaalle to the
Moon
Naked Africa
Naked Paradis*
Night of the
Quarter Moon
Of A Lust
P«rf#ct Furlough
Separate Classification
Rally 'Round th#
Flag. Boy.
Riot in Juvenile
Road Racer*
Room at the Top
Some Came Run
ning
Some Like It Hot
What Price
Murder
White Cargo
Anatomy of a Murdar Tha rllAlcal analysis with which (he subject mat
tor of this film (rapo) la ao eapUctiy and frankly detailed, la judged to aa reed
tha bounda of moral acceptability and propriety la a maas medium of enter
lalnmont.
Condemned
need Jo Weak Goddooa Love la Mr Mademoiselle
Llano* Junglo Profession MrtpUaao
Reviewing the New Books
Th *" "• ‘ompiUd from "Bet Seller,.- fiublnheJ hy the IWeru'/y of S,r*n,..n.
AMERICAN CATHOLIC CROSS
ROADS. By Walter J. On*. S. J.
Macmillan. »J*. (Adult* only be-
cause of advanced content and
alyle).
Father Ong, who haa already
surveyed the frontiers of Amer-
ican Catholicity, now undertakes
to appraise that Catholicity in its
contemporary setting. It is a
formidable task which he has as
sumed, and it is an achievement
that with felicity and facility of l
expression he encompases so
much so succinctly. In this en-
deavor, however, he will startle
if not annoy some of his readers,
for he does arrive at some con- 1
elusions and he argues from some'
assumptions which may not be ac-!
ccptable to those of the laity and
the clergy whose intellectual fron
tier does not rise above the rut of
conventional thinking.
"hat Father Ong urges, and
“bat might bo considered the
theme of his work, is that a dy-1
namic Catholicity needs to come
to grips with the world, particu
1-iHy the American world. In de-
veloping this theme, he evaluates
Catholicity, analyzing its political,
social, educational and spiritual
spheres. In the process, he de-
molishes some fondly held myths
which have fostered a static Ca-
tholicity.
He also challenges any thinking
American Catholic, and he de-
mands that much that has been
held sacrosanct in American
Catholic life, has to be discarded
if the Church is to fulfill her
mission among the citizens of the
United States.
The role of the religious-secular
dialogue in a pluralist society is
specifically assayed, and its util-
ity is recommended, especially
since ours is an age of communi
cation. It is proposed as one of
the effective means to brave the
frontier of misunderstandings
which separates non-Catholic
and Catholic Americans.
The unique contribution of
father Hccker and the Paulists
to the American aposlolate is also
examined, with particular stress
upon the fact that Father Hccker
and the Paulists, following the
tradition of St. Paul s missionary
activity, as well as adhering to
the typically American character
of their congregation, were as
l athollc as they could be and as
American as they should be. They
are acknowledged as exemplars I
of the American apostolaie.
Theology, especially in the I
American Church, is arraigned'
for not keeping pace with the
evolution and development of sec-
ular knowledge. Some incisive
criticism and 'comment is made
in this treatment which undoubt-
edly will jar those who subscribe
to a static rather than a dynamic
or creative theology,
American Catholic education,
too. is surveyed and although it
is not found deficient, it does ad
mit of considerable need for rr
adjustment to the secular, Amer
lean educational scene
Father Ong's main complaint
is that American Catholic cdu
cation has not been productive
enough. With what Father Ong
terms "university" theology
rather than pastoral theology
much of this defect could be
remedied.
I inally, this reviewer feels that
father Ong's "hook cannot be ade-
quately criticized to be appre-
ciated. It has to be read, for even
its sentences are pregnant with
stimulating thought which cannot
he appraised in a brief critique.
It should be read by both the
clergy and the laity who are seek-
ing new frontiers to cross in fur-
thering the mission of Christ’*
Church among men.
TIIF FRANCISCAN BOOK OF
SAINTS By Rev. Marion A. Ha-
b'g. O.F.M. Franciscan llrraul
Press. 512.50. (For general
reading.)
This volume represents a com-
plete re-editing and reprinting of
lnes of men and women whdse
.dedicated services to their fellow-
| men out of love for God was in-
spired and nurtured by the spirit
of St Francis of Assisi either in
religious life or as Franciscan
tertiaries, lay folk of the Third
Order The volume contains a
"life of saint" (or Blessed or
servant of Godi, an appropriates
1 mediation and prayer for each
day of the year, all documented
I by valuable appendices and an m-
Jdex. Recommended for family
reading.
Cana Calendar
PRE-CANA
JulX »Am 1 _ Srotrh TUlnt. SI.
Bartholomew '■ El. J 1597
Au * Edge. Rt. Pater*.
Aug 1423 Newark. St Francis
Xavtar SO 2 28»7
Aug lO Kept « t liffurla park
Epiphany l O 1 04.1
New Catholic
Book Releases
Following I. a list of new ( athol.c
books compiled bv the Catholic l ni
sersity of America library
, America, by Rov RaymondI- Rnirkberier. O P Amrrnm civil
nation a. tern bv a French Domini
f«n <\ iking St 50)
Secular Institutes and the State ot
Perfection. bv Salvador (anal.
I nmaniy a hiatortcal and canonical
atud» of these Institute, established
in the late HHOa (Scepter Press
(Tllrago S3 75>
Tha Way of tha Cross, bv llenn Ghron
A thorough
revision based on the ,
acting version of the drama bv F.
Marlin Browne (Uugmani. Green
SI 25 paper
Belgium, bv Paul Schoenen A su.de 1
book which rover, many religinu.
monument* and works of art
1Halu-on l-r*u SI JO
4 the advocate July 16, 1959
luy Direct From
Factory at Lowest
Prices
Finest
Men'*, Ladies' & Children's
HATS
W* Specialize In Hats for
the Clergy
"MODERN'7 HATTERS
313 3rd ST., JERSEY CITY
Factory Outlet
4*o C«mmunlpov» A*«., Jiruy City
OL 9-9300 dhdfhg
RADIO GUT MUSIC HALL
Stewpbcnol ttw Nation ■oduMtar Cantu
AUDREY
HEPBURN
•HUDAHBMMfS rtooucnoa or
THE NUN'S
STORY
COSIJUtffIMG Tethn<c!or* froai Wirn#» Bret.
PElERfflftlf * DAME EDETHEVANS • DAME PEGGY ASHCROFT
DUN J AGGER ■«i> MiiDato ounnock • SawapinW aoeiar
MUROM • FnMcad b» HENRY BLANKE • D.ikM t, (MD imutMAlin
Oft THE GREAT STAGE-“BONANZA,” • *citmg Ampficim
K—pH . . . featuring famed Dartmouth Glee Club . . .
f albf—Bt J Rockottes. Corps da Ballet, specialty acts and Sym-
pfsooy Orchestra . . . cllmaung In Alaskan "Gold Rush" scene
atHtraslMsklng flre affects lo "Burning of Nome** spectacle.
need income?
3i*
gi‘ve where high earnings are
paid or compounded four
times a year. Your money is
fluctuation-proof, always worth
IOOd on the dollar . . . insured
up to $lO,OOO by U S. Govern
ment agency. Legal for trusts,
organisations, corj>oratk>n*.
NEWARK
r
FEDFRAI
""" Lb CKirttrca ma Uif«f».s*4 yj
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
sot Caotrol A... co,. file St. N..0,k 7, N. J. • MA,t.| aH0,,,-,: Daily 0 to U Friday« until 6 pm
IMI fAMINO ot «7 1., I,g 5... |,„
omens
'I WNS. frr» d,ot
'P’Mtftat
fC-! .« V r AAd StcrvUry
•IRICTOtI
Huth Pnrnti
Or. Irtnn| n. Cos«
Icon Ortiktn
R- M. FiLrtinseni
iC.it
1. A. McDcnOwCfi, Jr.
** n] P. Tcppcrrua
Of. tra«it Anter
COUHSIU l. KINKY CO
j. SU . . ... . .
*AIUR A HuCHis. fitcu:
’JIM I AASSt RVAN, Irm.'f
AA.TMt A hJCHfS. jft . c -
»RAN f S MIIAO. Ant It tU
c *•»«! RING I. TAiY. An : Tr,
UARCARt T AfPPLIR. An t In
•' ol iOf
Of I
SAMUU Dll SAM
LAST 4 DAYS
HAL LI ROY " UM * ,■UMMIMTIIR't
SHOW BOAT
July 20 - Aug. 2
IlHfYltHiH C Apitol 4 7100
Mon thru Sit. —l ]| Rain or Shin*
Wish You Were Here
[ PINE BROCK
l#m*T It FAMILY MITE (I ».».)
R'dt Admitted (vndte 12 jrt )
locK N>ml May king I Child Fiaa
Mldt
w .«
I» I*. I ro. > 10. mn.ta.fc,.
I'.w. > «>■ I>o 440 |„. ,
Tlckott on Solo at limbiriir'i
Tlckot Sorvic*—Mltcholl 3 4331
OLYMPIC PARK
IRVINGTON • MAPLEWOOD
.
FOR THE
FUN OF IT
Free «how 4 0 9.30
Ridei for All Age»
Rclrcihmcnlj
Picnic
Grove
OtT A PR FF SOUVENIR
Confadarala kill $ jivan with all pure hasa»
•/ rido tlcLah Monday and Tuatday only
ART FORO
3-3 p. m. Tuesday through Friday
free dancing during broadcast!
§ BUFFVS
864
g
9xia
Domestic Type
Rug Cleaned
REPAIRS • ALTERATIONS • STORAGE
5-YEAR GUARANTEED MOTHPROOFINO
< Oldfield 6-2700 LOwell 8-7900
HUDSON COUNTY BERGEN COUNTY
Wall to Wall Carpeting SHAMPOOED
in Home, Office or ButineM
toss/nm\ iiiuwvkS
I
CUD
Anticipated
•at.
SAVINGS INSURED
UP TO SlO.OOO
ACCOUNTS OPINED »Y
THI loth EARN MOM
TMI lit.
Monarch Federal Savings
255 KEARNY AVE , (Near Bergen) KEARNY. N J.
Daily 9 A M. to 3 P M.
Fridoy 9 A.M. to 7 P.M. continuously
TILL THE SANDS OF THE
DESERT GROW COLD
Is of If quoted as a drscrtpllun of llir
la also a description of a ~*er
ir uilsikion
la»ting poser of ynunf
f old love." The love of
u i pnrvt for his flock.
The prlrst at Nanirr (Mria) has
lo\rd his Hot k for niora years than
he Hill admit ifor fear of being sent
4 mb
°n * 4r4 ** un hy hl» bishop), and yet
V>
***» doullon lo l heie poor people la
strougcr and deeper than the day h«
first armrd at this desolate outpost.
Soldiers and robbers, storms and suf-
fering have come and gone while his
mission remains on this outpost of
rivilLution lie never complains, hut
recently he askrd our help In build*
Inga permanent chapel. Who could re-
fuse such a request’ We could not . . we sent him $'2,500 rely-
ing on your generosity. Did we make a mistake? We think not.
We are confident you will want to help (2.500 Is the amount
HA\K YOU Clif t hhi) YOUR WILL RECENTLY . . . HAM
YOU M ENT lON ED TIIK CATHOLIC NKA It FAST?
Ttr HJy fj.-irr) Miunu .tj
yW thr Onmu! Chunk
STRI.N(iI || mil HIE ARMS (II C HRIST la Ih. beat de-
arrlption we know (or a atrtnglraa sift. Sometimes we become
to courcrncd with an org anil allon and Ita . , l-T-r|.-r»
minj parU lhal vie mar lo>e sight of Ihr W .••
baalr (aria The (AIHOIK MAR EAST
MISSIONS are well organized .we oper 1]
•le with an absolute minimum (or admin V
lalratfou and appeal . . . HI T II la nol
we who have done Ihta. Ralher II la l hrtal. A
lllmaelf. working through you and through —* 1
ua who haa done all Ihla It la Ilia work and l( la done hr HIM
among Ills people Our Holy Ealher. the Vicar of Chrlat. has
Ihe chief responsibility (or Ihla work of l hrlal Will you help
him? A airing leaa gift make. It possible to Vuvh help where it
la moat needed Will you give STRENGTH TO IHE ARMS Of
CHRIST before you leave on vacation? Send a atrlngleia fill
today
n
v-
A SIMPLE REMINDER . MASS OKI EKINCiS ARE TIIR
SOI E SI I’PORT OK YOUR MISSIONARY' PRIESTS!
•M here are I WO VERY GOOD BOY S . . ." al leatl ao apeak
Ihe netghbora of JOSEPH and IK ANTIS 1 heir blahop
Ihtnka ao loo’ Asa mailer of fact lh.
Blahop would like to send Ihc.e Iwo boys
lo the seminary to aludy for the priesthood
—a dream Ihey have long cherished. Be-
fore they ran begin, however, earh boy
mual hava a aponaor who will be willing (.
pay SIOO a year for necessary eaprnac-g
during the all year course. Would you car.
to help In the formation of a prleatT
GLAD YOU JOINED Til AT VACATION Cl.I H LAST YEAR
• IT IS CERTAINLY PROVING ITS WORTH NOW WHY
NOT JOIN A MISSION CLUB IT WILL PAY EVEN
GREATER DIVIDENDS NOW AND IN THE LIKE TO COME
. . . THE DUES ARE A DOLLAR A MONTH AND PRAYER
A DAY EOR THE WORK OE THE CLUB!
m
SISTER MARY ANN and SISTER M \R \ (.RACE ar. ae nanxious to become ('lariat Sisters
fire their lives to the poor and unforlu
nato members of the Mystical Body You
can help them—in fact lomebody must
help them. F.ach girl must hate a apon
aor who will be willing to pay her nrcet-
aary expenses of |ISO a year for the two
year period of novitiate training. Christ
haa called these two girls to give their
lives In Ilia service . . . perhaps He haa
also railed you to help them!
that they
hi
GIVE TO WIN THE WORLD EOR CHRIST!
lMll2earHst(nissionsiMi
FRANCIS CARDINAL SKI LIMAN, rr.tid.nl
Ma*r. Falar f. Tushy, Nal l Way
Send all wm—unUstl—va le
CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
4SO Lexington Av«. ot 46th St. Now York 17, N. Y.
SCHOOL ADDITION: This is the architect’s concept of the planned addition to St.
Philomena’s School, Livingston. Rev. William A. McCann is pastor. The building
includes two new classrooms and an all-purpose room to be used for additional
Sunday Masses. Provision has been made for a later addition to connect this build-
ing to the existing church auditorium. Architect is J. Gerald Phelan of Clifton.
Fr. McGuinness Again Named
President of Workers for Blind
DETROIT Rev Richard M. McGuinness, director
of the Mt. Carmel Guild Center for the Blind, Newark,
was elected to a second term as president of the Ameri-
can Federation of Catholic Workers for the Blind at its
convention here July 710.
The convention was attended
by 60 delegates representing 15
volunteer agencies for the blind
Convention business included a
recommendation for a system of
screening parochial school stu-
dents to detect eye damage or
ailments in the early stages.
father McGuinness, who
has headed the blind program in
the Newark Archdiocese since
July, 1955, was elected president
,o( the American Federation of
Catholic Workers for the Blind in
August, 1958. Since then member
ship in the federation has grown
from 13 to 15 guilds, with the en-
rollment of the Detroit and
; Scranton guilds.
Also elected at the convention
were William Lynch and Gene-
vieve Durand, both of Chicago,
and Mrs. Grace Nolan of Buffalo.
Paul Saurland of West New
York, assistant director of the
Catholic Guild for the Blind in
New York City, reported on a na
tionwide survey of the work of
Catholic guilds for the blind. Hej
stressed that the blind should be
helped to mingle with the sight-
ed, and that their activities
should be geared to that end.
Holy Name Fetes
Father Sullivan
hast ORANGE Close to
1 200 Holy Name members, par-
ishoners and friends turned out
July 8 to honor Rev. Eugene
f X. Sullivan on his departure
from Holy Name parish here to
assume the pastorate at the new
ly formed parish of Our Lady of
Good Counsel, Washington Town-
ship. Father Sullivan had spent
24 years as assistant at Holy
Name.
Among those attending were
Auxiliary Bishop Curtis. Msgr
William 1,0ui5, Paterson Chan-
cellor, and civic and political fig-
ures A purse was presented to
father Sullivan.
The parish choral group and
Irish dancers provide the enter-
tainment, with Irish songs by
Andrew Cordero
Contest Zoning
In Saddle River
\ SADDLE RIVER-A zoning
j ordinance that would prohibit
building of private schools here
is being contested by a parish-
ioner of St Gabriel's parish.
1 Gerald McNamara filed a tax-
payer's suit Monday in Superior
|Court, Trenton Also contesting
the ordinance adopted June 15 is
the Saddle River Country Day
School, which charges that the
ordinance set up “illusory" land
standards and that it discrimin
aled in favor of public schools,
i St Gabriel's has no plans for
a school, but McNamara is act-
ing in the interest of the parish
so that it would not be hamstrung
by the ordinance if a school were
planned in the future, according
Jto Frederick J Gasscrt of Gas
j serf, Murphy and Gasscrt, coun
s<ls to McNamara.
Appointed to Staff
Of Montclair Hospital
MONTCLAIR
- Dr Cesar
Jerez of the Dominican Repub-
lic has been appointed to the
staff of St. Vincent's Hospital
here
Dr Jerez received his SI D,
from the University of Santo
Domingo in Trujillo City in
1950 and served his internship
ai Ricardo I>omardo Hospital
on the island, lie came to the
U S in 1955 and will practice
obstetrics and gynecology at
St. Vincent's.
Cana Dance in Clark
CLARK Mr. and Mrs. Ed-
ward King and Mr. and Mrs Ar
thur Engclberger have been
named chairman of the Cana
dince at St. John the Apostle,
scheduled for September.
| THE FEAST of Our Lady of
the Rosary, observed Oct. 7, was
instituted in 1571.
New York State Has Aided
Its Scholars Since 1894
By Edward J. Grant
NEWARK The New Jersey state scholarship pro-
gram for high school graduates, as set up under the Hillery
law, parallels a program established in New York since
1894.
Starting with 150 scholarships that year, the New York
program has grown to an annual
list of 6.500 scholarships in five
categories, with a total value of
ever $lO million. It is administer-
ed through the Regents of the
University of the State of New
York.
Like New Jersey, New York
had no state university until re-
cent years. But where New Jcr
?ey entered into an agreement
with one school, Rutgers, which
has taken the name of state uni-
versity, New York has located its
state colleges at several estate
lishcd universities, including Cor
nell and Syracuse.
RECENT STATEMENTS by the
commission established under the
Hillery law to administer the New
Jersey program indicate they be-
lieve that something more than
the results of a single examina
lion should be used to determine
scholarship award recipients
Their initial recommendations
mention the total school record of
the student and statements from
teachers and administrators.
Before any final decision on
the method of making the New
Jersey awards has been reach-
ed, there may be interest in
learning how New York han-
dles its program.
The New York Stale Recent?
are the same body which annual
ly administer end-of-term exam
inations to students in all accred-
ited hich schools in that state
public or private. These exams
take place in January and June
But the scholarship examination
is given each Fall, wi tbs the 195a
dates being Oct 14-15.
Applications for examinations
must have been filed by the prin
opal's office of each school be
fore June 9. Complete instructions
concerning administration of the
tests together with information
about shipment of examination
material and question papers wdl
arrive at the schools about Oct
THK FIVE TYPES of scholar
ships given in New York are. (lj
general college, (2) nursing; (Ji
engineering and science, (4) for
children of deceased or disabled
veterans, and (5) Cornell tuition
reducing. A candidate may ac
cept only one of the first three,
U successful, but can combine
this with cither or both of the
other two
There are about 5.000 genrr
al scholarships given each
year, valurd at $250 to $7OO per
year according to financial
need. Nnrsing scholarships to-
tal 300 and are worth $2OO to
$5OO per year. Engineering and
scientific scholarships number
1,000 and are valurd at $3OO to
$B5O per year.
There are 100 scholarships for
children of deceased and disabled
war veterans, valued at a flat
$450 per year. Cornell gives a
minimum of 58 grants which re-
duce tuition by from $lOO to
$l,OOO.
All of the scholarships, except
those for children of veterans, are
made on a regional basis. Each
county is given a number of
general scholarships, pro-rated
against the number of high school
graduates of the previous year
who resided in that county. Nurs
ing scholarships arc allocated two
to each assembly district and
Cornell grants to one to each
senatorial district. Half the en-
gineering scientific scholarship
go to the counties of New York
City, the rest to upstate counties
from the time the exam-
inations leave Albany until they
return for marking, great care
I is taken to see that security is
maintained both for the questions
and the answers. Only the appli-
cant himself may open his book
let and then only when he is in
the examination room itself. After
the tests arc completed they arc
sealed again and forwarded to
Albany for marking.
The general scholarship test
will be given on Oct. 14 and must
be taken by all applicants. It
lasts 6-1/2 hours and contains
multiple choice questions on Eng
lish, history, science, mathemat
ies. health, art and music, as
well as an essay question.
No candidate who fails to
show minimum competence in
writing ability in the essay is
eligible for a scholarship, no
matter what his score on the
objective portion of the exami-
nation.
On the morning of Oct. 15, the
nursing and engineering-scienti-
fic examinations are given, the
subject matter being appropriate
to those studies. A candidate may
take both of these specialized
exams, one in the morning, the
other in the afternoon, if he wish
es.
ELIGIBLE FOR the grants arc
all New York residents attending
an accredited high school cither
in New York or elsewhere. The
candidates must also meet eer
tain citizenship requirements
which vary with each award. The
scholarships can be used only in
New York universities and col
h ges and the list of approved in
stitutions includes minor and ma
Jor seminaries.
The marking of the tests is
kept as objective as possible.
The multiple choice answer
sheets are checked twice by
mechanical brains, while the
the essays marked only by
the applicant's name and the
code number of his school—are
checked by teachers from
another part of the state. I'p-
state teachers mark New York
( its papers and vice versa.
When the results have been
compiled, each school receives a
full list of marks for its appli-
cants, with those who have w fon
scholarships or who have been
rut on the alternate list clearly
noted Notification is simultan
cously sent to the successful can
didates.
At this point, parents or guar
(bans of scholarship winners must
file a strictly confidential report
ol financial ability to the Stale
Education Department so that the
exact figure awarded to each stu
dent may be determined. Each
scholarship is awarded for a full
four years, but adjustment is
made each year according to
parents' earnings.
SCHOLARSHIP winners are not
required to maintain any definite
average in their studies other
than the normal requirements of
the college they attend. If a boy
is dropped from school or changes
to a course not covered by his
Brant, the unused portion of the
scholarship is then given to the
top alternate from his county.
Cost of the New York pro-
gram in the past five years
has been $10,791,370, this being
figured on the initial yearly-
cost of each scholarship. In
1959, there were 6,880 scholar-
ships awarded—about 5% of
the graduating class, as pre-
scribed for New Jersey by the
Hillery law—and their value
was a little over $3 million.
There has never been a court
test of the New York program
and, in connection with this point,
a member of the State Board of
Education says:
“SINCE THE program is sup
ported by public monies and since
the parents of a candidate from
a private secondary school con-
tribute (in the form of taxes) to
those monies in the same manner
as the parents of a public second
ary school candidate, it seems I
unlikely that private secondary
school students would ever be
barred from the competition, pro
vided that the school is. ap-
proved
... as stated in the re
quirements.
In regard to our scholarship
winners being able to use the
stipend at private colleges in New
York State, we felt that this i*
one of the strongest aspects of
I the program. A basic purpose,
is to enable deserving students
to attend the colleges of their
choice and not limit them only
to programs offered at public in
' stitutions.
“This, in turn, gives greater as
surance that the people of New
\ ork will receive a greater dm
dend on their investment which
it seems would bo an inherent re
quirement in any such stale sup
ported program."
Cardinal Cushing
Is Hospitalized
BOSTON (NO Cardinal
Cushing of Boston has entered a
hospital here after an attack of
asthma and shingles for several
days of complete rest
The Cardinal was to have been
made a Grand Olliccr in the
French Legion of Honor in the
French Embassy In Washington
on July 9. but Ins illness torccQ
cancellation of the ceremony.
Former JerseyansNamed
Pallottine Fathers
Fill Key Posts
ROME Two priests who once served in New Jersey
parishes have been elected to high posts by the Pallottine
Fathers at a general chapter here.
\ cry Rev. Louis J. Lulli, S A C , a native of Italy who
was stationed at St. Philip Ncri, Newark, 1934-37, has been
elected Vicar General of the so-
ciety. lie had been serving as
Provincial Superior of the Im-
maculate Conception (Eastern)
Province in the I S. and is being
succeeded in that position by
Very Rev. Guido J. Carcich,
S AC. former paster at St. Roc
cos, Inion City.
I" Ol R PRIESTS. including
three now stationed in New Jer
sey, were elected as consultors
for the Eastern Province They
are Rev. Pasquale Schimizzi.
S A C , pastor at Our Lady ol
Grace, Fairview; Rev. Mark
Martorclli. S A l , principal ol
Bishop Eustace High School
Pennsauken: Rev. Nicholas Rin-
aldi, SAC., of St. Joseph’s,
llammonton, and Rev. Maria
Schettino, SAC. of Baltimore
The Pallottine Eahcrs came to
the C S. in 188-1 and now have
two provinces here llcadquar
ters for the Eastern Province
j.s located in Baltimore and serves
Pallottine houses in New Jersey.
New York. Maryland and Wash
ingon. DC The society is repre
|scnted in 19 other countries and
numbers 2.200 priests and Broth
cs.
FATHER LILLI was ordained
in Rome on July 23. 1933, and
came to St Philip’s a year later
He was elected Provincial for the
first of two terms in 1952.
Father Carclch is also I na-
tive of Italy but came to the
l S. with his family and was
living in l nion City prior to
entering the Pallottinrs lie
attended Cregorian l nivrrslty,
Rome, and was ordained there
Sept. 22. 1945.
He served in Pallottine parish-
es in Baltimore, Brooklyn and
Ham monton and was pastor at
St Rorro's in 1955 In 1953 he
was made vocation director and
mision procurator for the prov-
ince and in 195 ti was a
provincial consultor.
Father Carcich
Polish Reds Ask
Bishop's Ouster
BKRLIN iNO Polish Com
'munists arc pressing demands
for the removal of Rishop Cres
law Kacrmarrk as head of Ihr
Kiclce Diocese. U was learned
he re”.
The Bishop was plaeed under
house arrest hy the Reds in 1951
after being eharged with "anti
stale" actmties but was allowed
to resume administration of his
dioeese in 1*157
; Reports receised here stated
that the communist press has
leveled sharp attacks against the
Bishop. It was learned that local
Red authorities have refused to
approve parish priests appointed
by him. or to settle any matter
in which Church authorities are
obliged to appeal to the state.
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Dedicate your life to Christ
and His Blessed Mother in
helping teen-age girls with
problems . . . become a
Sister of the
Good Shepherd
ACTIVITIES i
Social Work. Toachlng, Dlototic*.
Nurtino. Cltrlcol Work. otc.
High School recommended
For further information write toi
MOTHER SUPERIOR
Convont of the Good Shepherd
214 Suite* Avonuo
Morristown. N. I.
THI SISTERS
OF TMI
SORROWFUL
MOTHER.
conducting
hospital*.
schools, orphanage*, homes for the
aged and convalescent, Invite girls to
loin them in their charitable work for
th# love of Cod. For information »nte
to Vocational Directress.
MATER DOLOROSA
PREPARATORY SCHOOL,
SO Morris Avenue, Danville. Morris Ce .
New Jersey
THE FRANCISCAN FATHERS
Third Order Regular of St. Francis
Offer to Young Men and Boys special opportunitiei
to iludy for the Priesthood. Lack of funds no obstacle.
For further information, write to
DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONS
Franciscan Preparatory Seminary
P. O. Box 289, Hollidaysburg 6, Penna.
THE
TRINITARIAN FATHERS
offer an opportunity to young men and boys of Grammar
School ond High School to become o priest or a Brother
in the Trinitarian Order. Lack of funds no impediment.
Write to:
VOCATION DIRECTOR, O.S.S.T.
Box 5743, Baltimore 8, Maryland
this handsome, newest of
Sheaffer Writing Sets
...when you open a
NEW savings account
with $lOO or more
Shcaflers Newest
Fineline "Cartridge"
Writing Set. Fountain prn NOT
o ball point -with 4 cartridges ot Sknp
ink. Matching pencil. Packed in Gift Boi.
Mohawk now pays
INCREASED DIVIDENDS
PAID OR COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY
Sove by the 1sth of ony month,
tom from the 1st.
OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT BY MAIL
Mohawk pays oil pottage. Gift stnt promptly,
or
OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT IN PERSON
. . . ond toke home your gift.
MOHAWK Savings
and Loan Association
40 Commerce Strut, Ntwark 2. N J. • Phont, Mltchtll
Doily, 9 to 4; Wednesdays to 8 p.m.
FRII PARKING AT KINNiY GARAGE ACROSS TNI STREET
FOOT PROBLEMS ? ?
m
Why trust amateurs? fay
br« '» corn*, callouMi. urtmu.
burning when you wear shoes mad*
for you alone from blueprints of
your foot. Scientific apparatus In-
sures perfect fit. You'll feel the
difference at encel Women's S2S.SO,
AAan's 529.50. Consultation Free.
Memo calls arraneed. Write, call or
visit us
Cashman & Massat
744 Broad S»., Newark
Suite 1205 MA 3-2609
LASTING MEMORIALS
fj CHALICE
or
CIBORIUM
from
$5O
‘JSM
MltcK.ll 3-2260
37 HALSEY ST., NEWARK 2. M.J
RECEIVE «nh GIVING
V**' w * "W moll Y°» 0 «*>•<* • ver y ‘l* month* for Ilf* If you Inveit through our
LIFE INCOME MISSION CONTRACT
Th# rate of interest depends upon your age. . [ l
You will help the educational work of our S V D Catholic' missionaries In
japan and the Philippines.
You will receive an aisured in. c jr<t r y Spj r ,
remembrances after death.
An investment for LIFE and ETERNITY I
FURTHER REDUCTIONS
Stenchever s needs room for new incoming fall stock.
Space is limited in our temporary Poterson location .
.
and to encourage your immediate participation, thou-
sands of pairs, summer and year-round shoes are now
on sale at extra generous reductions.
as
low
as
• All SlyU. . . Including d.a..y, walking and comfort typ.i
• All h MI ha.gKt. . Including flat,, low. mmf.om. and
kigh Kmli
• All mat., lab Including ..Ik., fabric.. Uatfi.r.
• All color. . . including a.ory paw unlm, r .had.
• ItS Main St., • Bergen Mall,
Hackensack Paramus
IN OUR GREAT STOREWIDE SALE!
WOMEN'S and TEEN AGERS SHOES
6.99
All Famous Name Brands Included!
• Woman'. Har.Haim • torafaat Original. • Amalfi
• Mill and Data • • Cu.lam Craft
e 120 Market St., cor.
• • <>' Ucko • Caroaaa • Pan.l,.
Main, Paterson • AnJ m.„,. . lh .„
Blood and Moonlight
The drama in the iky over Idlewild last Sat-
urday night illuminated many things. It showed,
for instance, in the skill and efficiency of the’
airliner's crew, that the rigid standards in their
selection and training pay off when the pres-
sure is on.
The same drama pointed up a lot of prob-
lems, most of them too technical for discussion
here. Why the landing gear failed, whether new
senicc roads are required to bring in fire fighting
equipment—items like these are strictly for the
experts.
Then there is a kind of half-technical problem-
atic: witness the brawl between the Fire Commis-
sioner and the Port Authority. Half human, half-
technical. it may yet do some good, if it provokes
better procedures or sharpens the lines of
responsibility for the next time disaster threatens.
But the most dramatic aspect of the whole af-
fair is purely human and on this every one of us
might hope to make a contribution.
For miles around the roads were jammed.
Bumper-to-bumper. the cars of thrill seekers ef-
fectively sealed off the airport from outside help.
Through the gates and over the fences washed
the waves of gaping spectators: if we can
believe the pilot, they constituted the worst
hazard of all
A mechanical failure had imperiled a
little .more than ino lives The instinct that drew
tens of thousands to the field put thousands more
In jeopardy
Why were they there?
The answer depends on what you mean by
"why?”
If you mean: what drew them?—then it is hard
to avoid the judgment that they came for the
same reason that Romans thronged the amphi-
theatre. It was the age-old fascination with hor-
ror and violence, inseparable from tragedy
which jammed the midn.ght roads.
If you mean: what made their presence pos-
sible?—then the answer must be that the news
broadcasts, the interrupted programs on radio and
television made the swarming inevitable. Given
human nature as it is, where the bodies may be,
there the eagles will gather and it was the news
services which told them where disaster lurked.
In our gratitude that disaster was forestalled by
skill and courage, we should be foolish to miss
the warning. We do not mean to curtail the First
Amendment by suggesting some second thoughts
on responsibility to the news services What
would have been lost if silence had been main-
tained until the emergency landing had been at-
tempted? Whose rights would have been violated?
No doubt, it will be answered, the sudden bur-
geoning of the crowds was unforeseen. Perhaps,
perhaps. But we are the same people to whom
tickets could be sold to see the ending of the Graf
Spee in 1939, the same faceless masses capable
of shredding wrecked aircraft for grisly
"souvenirs
"
The next time human lives hang between sky
and runway, we think sending for the firemen
will be enough: never mind the "public ’’
Fear of Population Explosions
A* on* read* the statements of Planned
Parenthooders. he learns that they seem to dread
something more than a hydrogen booth explo-
sion. It is a population explosion A hydrogen
bomb might blast thousands of people out of
existence In a way. this would serve the
Planned Parenthooders' purpose, which is the
prevention of surplus population A population
explosion, on the contrary, does not wipe out
people but increases their number To the
Planners, this is bad It is remarkable how
propagandists ran coin frightening expressions
which gain wide currency Throughout the
world there is now talk and fear of population
explosions
In the New York Times of July It), 'here was
an article reporting the results of tests of oral
contraceptive tablets Two tests were made on
1.000 women over a three-year period The
tablets gave a higher degree of conception con
trol than contraceptives now in use The preg
nancy rate was found to be o 2 r r Low as this
was, it did not please the chairman of the
Planned Parenthood Federation of America "We
do not feel that the present tablets are ideal he
said ‘ In 10 sears a belter conception control
method will he available' Where were these
tests made’ In Puerto Kico. Haiti, and San An
tomo. Tex The increase of Latin Americans
must t>e controlled, because of population ex
plosions among them
A birth control campaign is now in lull swing
in Formosa because of the rapid expansion of
the population Another population explosion The
Family Planning Association of China, which is
directing this program, is receiving active sup-
port from Protestant churches and American aid
officials. The only organized opposition to the
program is being offered by the Catholic Church
One of the arguments of the Planned Par-
enthooders is that a population explosion prevents
the raising of the general level of living, because
all available resources must be used to provide
food for the ever increasing number of mouths
It is ironical to find the "People's Journal" of
China regretting that people speak of "mouths.''
as though man were merely a consumer "Man.”
It says, "enters the world with a mouth but he
also has two hands
"
lie consumes, but he also
produces If man were only a mouth, it cor
tinues. a great population would be an Insup
portable burden Though the newspaper insists
on family planning, it holds that the "God of
Genesis" was right In saying to the first man
and woman "increase and multiply.” Of course,
the "People's Journal" does not reveal that in
communist China hands are complaining because
the work that is demanded of them is crushing
them, and mouths are complaining because the
food that is offered to them is totally insufficient
Neither the artificial birth control of the
Planned Parenthooders nor the slave labor of the
communists is the answer to the problem of a
large population Industrialization, emigration
and other natural means have Pern advocated
and should be used.
'The Greatest...Is Charity
’
St Vincent de Paul, whose feast we cele
bratc this month. Is honored as the patron and
guardian of all charity workers, and the Vincent
de Paul Society is recognized as the haven and
refuge of people who are in physical need. How
many poor, destitute, and starving people have
been helped by the Vincent de Paul Society is
something that is written in the sealed book of
credit, to which only Almighty God has the key.
It goes without saying that works of charity
are nothing new in the Catholic Church, and St
Vincent de Paul was not the first to stress the
plight of the indigent and help them We are
all acquainted with the classical text of St Paul
to the Corinthians "And if 1 speak with the
tongue of men and angels and have no charity.
I have become as sounding brass or a tinkling
C) mhal
Bishop Sheen, and others who thoroughly
understand the problem, have told us that more
than one-half of the world's population is under
fed and improperly clothed These people have
never enjoyed what we in America call a square
meal And the hoscls that they call their homes
and in which they live, would be destroyed in
most American cities as places unfit (or human
habitation
These people are dependent upon the charity
of others or the help that the government is
jhle to give them, to supply them with the neces-
sities of life Very often these are not forthcom-
ing And if the people who have enough to satisfy
their needs, with a surplus in reserve, turn a
deaf ear to the cries for help, real suffering and
hardship are sure to follow And if the govern-
ment is not in a position to help, as is frequently
the case, the poor and the destitute are doomed
to a life of starvation, perpetual sacrifice, crip-
pling disease and an early death
The Pharisee in the parable, who boasted
that he gave one tenth of all that he possessed
to the Temple, was sharply condemned (or his
arrogance and his hypocrisy But we should keep
in mind that as a matter of fact he did donate
to charity.
How many of us could say that we give
one-tenth of all that we possess to charity'’
Figures that are supposed to be reliable and
accurate tell us that many of our people give
less than 1% of their annual income to charity
and the Church. It is very easy to verify this
I-et us take our gross income and divide it by to
How far is that figure from the actual amount
that we donate to charity?
We are often tempted to complain about the
various and countless drives that are conducted
in the name of charily: The Red Cross, the
Heart Fund, the Cancer Drive, the March of
Dimes
... to mention Just a few We sometimes
call them a public nuisance and an unnecessary
drain on the family income And still if mis
fortune strikes someone in the family, in the
form of sickness or accident, we expect these
agencies to be at our bock and call and give us
immediate relief If everyone called these charity
drives a public nuisance and refused to donate,
to whom would we turn In the hour of desperate
need’
On the day of the Final Reckoning the Judge
will say to the Just "I was hungry and you
gave me to eat I was thirsty and you gave me
to drink. Whatsoever you have done for the least
of my brethren you have done for Me
"
Any lime we feel inclined to give ourselves
some kind of a degree or medal of merit, for
something that we have accomplished, let us
pause and ask ourselves: "In doing this have I
sinned against charity?"
"If I speak with the tongue of men and
angels, and have no charity, I have become as
sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal
"
'No, My Darling Daughter ’
from all outward appearancs, the boys and
Kiris seem to be on their Rood behavior in the
resort spots along the Jersey shore Police of-
ficials report that, for the most part, the peace
of the communities is not hems disturbed as
frequently as in the past.
We think, however, this is more to the credit
of the police than to the young people Past
trouble spots, as well as likely new ones, are
receiving closer attention, and the rowdies are
being nipped before they have a chance to act up.
Also, it is very difficult for a group of young
people to rent bungalows without adults in
residence and assuming lull responsibilities.
But let no parent be so naive as to be de-
ceived by the outward appearances While
bungalows are empty of teenagers, the rooming
houses are doing a flourishing business with
young guests And not too many of “mine hosts"
• re willing to play the part of police officer,
parent and moral guide
Parents who yield to the requests of their
offspring to spend a week or a weekend at a
vacation resort simply because the rest of "their
crowd" is going, are being very unrealistic to
the moral dangers to which they are permitting
their young people to be exposed. Actions which
would never be condoned at home, are common-
place in the free and easy atmosphere of resort
life Liquor is an essential part of their good
time —and it can and is being secured by
them or for them.
No matter how good a youngster is, or how
far or how long he or she can be trusted, the
pressure of the actions of the rgst of the crowd
make it almost impossible not to join in with
the otliers.
If you find it impossible to be with your
teenagers as they enjoy the sun and the sea.
then be sure your place is taken by a responsible
someone who will impose the same restrictions
you would impose
If not, far better to say, "No, my darling
daughter (or son)," when you're approached
with the "whole gang-ls-going" routine Other
wise the good time you think they are enjoving
at the shore, unchaperoned, will be anything but
a "good" time.
Peter Speaks
Christian Education
It must never be forgotten that the subject
of Christian education Is man whole and entire,
soul united to hod) in a unity of nature, with all
his faculties, natural and supernatural, such as
right reason and revelation show him to be, man,
therefore, fallen from his original stale, but re
deemed by Christ and restored to the supernal
ural condition of adopted son of Cod Every
form of pedagogic naturalism which In any Way
weakens supernatural Christian formation in the
teaching of youth is false. Every method of edu-
cation founded, wholly or in part, on the denial
or forgetfulness of original sin and of grace, and
relying on the sole powers of human natur • is
unsound.—Plus XI, "Divlnl Illlus Maglelri," Dec.
11, 1131.
Look Again , Mr. K
Communists Are Devising
New Traps for the Young
By Louis Francis Budenz
A« Provident Kucnhower was
?sjunnc us on July 1 that the
l . S would not he draped to the
summit under Soviet duress and
would ne»er abandon West Her
lin. communist* here, armed
with their Aes-
opian terms
‘peace and de-
mocracy.*' and
were spreading
out into new
sectors of the
American I do
in the en
(lessor to break
down our mo-
rale Prominent
among t lies'*
endeavors is th
enlarged panning for the sub
version of America s youth, ex
pressed so positively in the June
Political Affairs
There are those people who
consider the ronstant repetition
of communist announcements
that they are shout to engage in
this or that work, to he boring
and trite But it Is precisely by
this constant examination of how
to outwit us, of how to readjust
to changing conditions that gives
the communists a great advan
ta ge
Moreover, in the Political Af
fairs contribution hv Hyman
l.umer. educational director of
the Communist Party. "On Party
Youth Work," we learn not only
what the comrades are doing
among the young people but al
so, incidentally, what appeals
they are making to American
adults
IN TilE be ginning of burner's
report to the national committee
of the Communist Party, which
is the basis for his article, we
bad ‘ln the momentous strug
gle for peace, democracy, and sm
rial progress taking place today,
the youth of our country occupy
an uniquely important position
"
Then we learn: “The Com-
munist Party rannot wage suc-
cessfully the fight (or progress
and socialism without striving
to win a solid base among the
youth, and without a continual
Influx of young people into its
tanks."
It is Interesting to examine the
tactics which the comrades are
advised to pursue in order to
brine about this end—Kirst and
above all To take advantage ol
and stimulate the growing inter-
est of young people in progres
s.\e and communist views, as
well as in the lands of socialism "
That is why The Worker so
eagerly recommends on June IS
that young and old Americans be
induced to "take a subway to
J socialism." that is, to visit the
Soviet exhibition in New York
That is why the comrades are
I now popularizing Deputy Premier
Kozlov’s cynical statement that
he would "support" the Pope if
the latter were for peace.
ON THE VERY day that these
remarks were reported, the So
Met delegate to the Geneva con
ference on nuclear weapons
bluntly stated in effect that
"peace" meant complete yielding
,tj Soviet terms and that this in
turn meant a ban on nuclear
tests without controls or checa
ups of any sort. In other words,
"peace" on Sonet lips (and as a
direct result of Soviet communist
| philosophy) is once again noth
inc other than full capitulation to
Soviet expansion
I Since this interest of the
youth In "the lands of social
i*m" Is now to be the basis for
winning them to the Red cause,
we have some obligations to
safeguard young -people from
this trickery.
It can be readily appreciated
that the present atmosphere of
awe and adulation at things So
| viet. cultivated by "cultural ex
I changes." Sov iet exhibitions, and
the current Red smoke screen
that the word of Soviet Russia
and Red China can be depended
upon, must be dealt with critical
lv and analytically for the bene
fit of our youth
IT CAN RK shown that the
brazen threats by Kozlov before
the Washington newspaper men
gives us a measure of the true
a.ms of 'he Soviet ' peace" and
"summit" campaigns
It can be further emphasized
that the enforced schism among
(. at holies in China and the denial
of the true right to worship in
ail Red countries discounts the
pretty pictures being drawn >o
otensively of socialism at work
It ran be brought out that
the "recent renewal of Soviet
assaults and of oppressions
against Jewish citizens ' is so
great that it railed forth a
strong protest by the Rabblni
cal Council of America on
July 3
The Red stimulated admiration
for socialist countries is to be
accompanied bv other features,
includ.ng appeals to the young to
stand for a Soviet t\ pe peace."
"en to the extent of Red on
rouragement of pacifism among
our youth There is also to be the
creation of discontent over unem
ploy ment and the 'deterioration
of American education
"
But the new adulation of so
(.alist countries is to be the chief
Red weapon, and consequently
mu chief immediate concern de
cidcdly seems to be to expos- the
ugly truth in regard to the reall
ties of Soviet communism
The faith in Focus
The Sacrament of Pardon
By Msgr. George W. Shea, S.T.D.
There Is a marvelous parallel
between nun’s life of grace and
Ins natural life As we have seen,
the body's birth, growth, and
nourishment have their counter
parts in Baptism (the Sacrament
of spiritual birth), Confirmation
(the Sacrament of spiritual
growth a,.d maturity i. and the
Holy Eucharist (the Sacrament
of spiritual nourishment i
But the parallel does not stop
there Unfortunately, the »oui.
like the body, can fall ill and
need curing And so, in His bound
less wisdom and mercy, Christ
made provision for restoring sin
ners to spiritual health—through
the Sacrament of divine pardon,
the Sacrament of Penance
“In the Sacrament of Pen
ance," Pope Pius XII declared.
a saving medicine is oflereu to
the Church’s members who have
fallen into sin, not only to pruv.de
for their own health, but to re
move from other members of the
Mystical Body all danger of con
lagloii, or rather to allord them
the tonic of virtuous example"
.(Encyclical on "The Mystical
Body of Christ")
As the Council of Trent ex
plained, "If all the regenerated
had enough gratitude to t.od to
keep forever the justice received
in Baptism by His grace and
goodness, there would have been
no need to institute any other
sacrament than Baptism for the
remission of sms
"But since Hod Is rich in merry
| (Ephesians 2,4) and know s our
frail structure (Psalm 102, 14 1.
He has also prepared a remedy
of life for those who, after Bap
tlsm, have given themselves over
to thesisvery of sin and to the
powfl'of the devil rills remedy
Is the sacrament of Penance, and
through It the benefit of Christ’s
death Is' applied to-those who
have fallen after Baptism "
| Through this Sacrament those
who have sinned seriously after
Biptism are given another
chance and that is why the
Fathers of the Church liked to
call the Sacrament of Penanie a
"second plank lllfesaveri alter
shipwreck Baptism the
"first plank
"
Indeed the Sacrament of Pen
ance is also a third piana, and
a lourui, and so on muciinileiy,
in the sense that it is always
uvai.a.iie io rescue u> no matter
how many limes we may sulfer
spiritual an.pwrecK through tail
mg back into sin As the same
Luuncu ol i rent cs,named, un
like Baptism, which can be re
ccivcu omy once, toe oat lament
ol Penance can bring aooul our
pardon not once omy, nut as
often as we turn to it in true
repentance
''hen did Our laird give us this
Sacrament oi paruon, oi spiritual
healing, this ’ second plains alter
smpwreck ? He instituted It, the
Council of Trent tells us, Nota
lily on the occasion when, alter
His resurrection, He breathed
upon ills Ulstiplcs, say Ilia lie
celve the Holy Spirit, whose sins
yeu shall lorgive, they are lor
given them, and whose sms you
Shan retain, inry are retained
(John 20, 22 22). The universal
agreement ol the Fathers has at
ways understood that by such a
Milking action and by such clear
words the power of remitting and
of retaining sins, and ol recon 1
ciling the faithful who have fallen
aftei Baptism was imparled to
the Apostles and to their Icgili j
mate successors
"
So It was there and then, in
the Upper Hoorn at Jerusalem
on the evening ol the first Easier
Sunday , that the Sacrament of ,
Penance originated, the Sacra-
ment by which sins committed
after Baptism are forgiven
through the absolution of the
priest. |
THE QUESTION BOX
.
Mott *« Wesltrr IT Curia, 76 Bro*i Sl„ Bloomfield. XJ+
it editor of Tbe Question Box. Questions msy be submitted to him
tor sntuer in tbit column.
Q. A friend said that birth I
control ia not in the Ten Com
mandmenls. What ihould I an-
swer?
A What does he mean' Doe?
hi mean that the words ' birth
control" are not in the words o(
the Ten Commandments’ ot
course they are not —but (her,
neither are things like “assault,
"bribe," "read immoral liters
ture" and countless other things
that your friend would certainly
count as immoral
Does he mean that the sin o[
birth control is not a part of the
Ten Commandments at all and
therefore is permitted’ If this is
his meaning, he is complete!)
wrong.
The Sixth Commandment
“Thou shall not commit adul
tery," forbids adultery by name
but it includes in its prohibition
all misuse of the sexual powers
of the body. The sin of birth
control is such a misuse of the
sacred powers of reproduction
end therefore is against the law
of C.od
Although we should not expect
to find an example of every kind
of sin in the Bible, nor of Cod's
punishment of it, we do find that
Onan was guilty of the sin of
birth control and was punished
by God for it Read Genesis
28 8-10
Q. Where can I obtain
l.ourdrv water? I cannot travel
to l.nurdrs but I should like
to obtain some of the l-ourdc*
water for devotional purposes.
A There u a rhurch in Roslnn
lhat oh’.nns water from the
Shrine at Lourdes and distributes
it in small bottles Write to
l.rurdes Bureau, 27 Isabella St
Boston 16, Mass
Q. A friend claims that she
will never eat meat on Friday
even If a dispensation Is given
because the Pope and Bishops
have no right to give such fa
vors. Incidentally, she is not a
good church goer.
A Your friend needs a great
deal of instruction for there seem
to be very many things about
her faith that she does not know
I wonder how she has obtained
the authority to. tell the Holy Fa
ther what he can and cannot do
Does she know more than he does
about the Catholic Church?
Abstinence on Friday came
from the Church by her law. She
can change that law or give ex-
ceptions to it The Holy Father
is in charge of such laws and by
his authority Bishops can make
exceptions to abstinence for cer-
tain das*. for example when a
r Ml holiday comes on a Friday
Your friend ought not worry
so much about this maGcr She
does not have to eat meat on
1 ridav if she does no! want to.
She should do considerable wor-
rying about missing Mass on Sun-
day since this makes her an ene-
my of God if it is her own fault.
This means that she is in danger
cf Hell and will end there if she
does not repent before death
comrs
Q Who was Flias'
A F.lias (Hebrew spelling F.ll-
)?h) was a great prophet of the
Old Testament He is spoken of in
the Old Testament in 1 Kings 17
and following and t Kings l *rj
2 He appeared at Our loro «
Transfiguration Because of their
hehef that was to cores
again, some of the Jewish people
wondered if John the Baptist wal
F.lias
Q What is meant hv the
words of the fords Praxer:
"
'nd lead iis not into tempta-
tion’"
A In the catechism \ou will
find a brief explanation of all
parts of the Our Father Question
498 tolls ut
W hon u p say and load us not
into temptation' up pray that li <\
xv, ll give us the grace to
o.crcome the temptations to sin
which come to us from the world,
the flesh, and the devil
Q- I' It wrong to hake a rake
or to wash ones hair on Sun
day?
A No, although it would he
hotter if household chores were
done on other da\s than Sundae
when this can he done convrn*
icntlv
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In Your Prayers
remember these your deceased
priests
Archdiocese of \eicark
Kev Joseph K Ostino. Jul> 18,
19J’6
Rev Joseph Asrheri Julv 21,
1910
Rev James P Ferguson July
19. 19.14
Rev John J ( assidv. S J . July
21. 1911
Rev Arthur Dombrow ski July
22. 1942
Rev Sebastian J I'rnaurr. l).
( arm . July 22. 1911
Rev Thomas F <) Donnell July
23. 1948
Diocese of Pnterst)n
Rt Rev Nlsgr Michael F Me-
(.uinness. July 22. 1941
Rev Marcell us Kolmer. () F' M ,
July 24. 1911
AROUND THE PARISH
Father John used to think he'd like to drive a sports
car; but when a friend offered the opportunity, he
began to reconsider - what if he met the Bishop?
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Finds Civil Servants
A Dedicated Group
By Msgr. George G. Higgins
In 1942. the distinguished Brit-
ish Catholic historian and social
philosopher. Christopher Dawson,
published an article in the Dub-
lin Review entitled "Freedom
and Vocation "
His thesis was
that a sub-
stantial degree
of government
planning is in-
evitable in Eng-
land (and pre-
sumably in oth-
er democratic
countries) and
that political
freedom cannot
survive under such a system
unless there is a strong and
religiously motivated sense of
vocation and professional honor
in the civil service
Dawson. now teaching at
Harvard University, was reason
ably optimistic about the ability
ed England (and presumably the
IS) to solve this problem While
there is a real danger, he ad
nutted, that bureaucratic plan
ning will undermine political free
dom. this danger, he said, can
be avoided if the growing power
cl government is accompanied by
‘ a corresponding growth in the
sense of personal responsibility
on the part of the adminis
trator . ."
He hastened to add. however,
that “the task to be achieved
is so great that it cannot be
accomplished by political and
social means alone. It in-
volves the action of deeper
spiritual forces which belong to
the religious sphere."
I hart forgotten about this arti
fir until recent events brought
1 to minrt again anrt prompted
Jne to dig it out of the files
The first was my service as a
»P pclal consultant to a cabinet
Director, Social Action Department, NCXf'C
| agency which brought me into
jcontact with a large number of
competent and dedicated civil
servants. I have great admira
tion for these men, and my deal
ings with them have persuaded
me that Dawson s optimism was
not completely unfounded.
ANOTHER EVENT that set
me thinking about Dawson's ar
tide was the publication in a
Washington newspaper of a very
encouraging report by U. S. Civil
Service Commissioner Barbara
Gunderson on a recent inspection
trip to a number of government
offices throughout the country.
Mrs. Gunderson was enthusi-
astic about the job being done
by government employes and
was impressed by their unsel-
fish devotion to the public in-
terest. So am I. I have never
found a higher percentage of
competent and dedicated men
and women in any other pro-
fessional calling.
There are a certain number of
ne'er do-wells, misfits and incom
petents in government service as
in every other walk of life Sure
ly, however, they are in the
minority.
| The majority are a credit to
the country which they serve so
jeffectively. Their "sense of vocation and personal’honesty" gives
reason to hope that freedom can
and will survive the inevitable
growth of centralized govern
men!
Instead of belittling them as
bureaucrats' in an uncompli I
mentary sense, we would be bet- 1
ter advised. I think, to follow the j
example of Apostles Peter and
Paul. who. in Dawson s words,
regarded the public officials of
their own day as men who were
doing disinterested service in
their own calling and were there-,
b>re ministers of God even as
they themselves . ."
Letters to the Editor
« ;•>*
' 1 * . *>- *
Night-time Radio
Paul Thuring,
Jersey City
Editor:
It is not surprising that one
of your readers should suggest a
late night time radio program
which is aimed at introducing and
Strengthening our Catholic faith
A non-l atholic. through this
' it*l communication, may get his
or her first knowledge of sound
Christian principles If a fallen
away Catholic is hesitant to re
turn to the fold, and given in
thoughls of despair, perhaps as a
result of radio appeals" he may
reconsider the folly of his deed
and return to his Father's house
There are countless other souls
whose diseases and afflictions
render them bed ridden Hence
wp can readily see the cm rmous
opportunity of servicin these
unfortunates via the air waves
Moreover. In the light of m
creasing misinformation about
Catholicism, we may suppose
that a radio question and answer
series would do much to clarify
our position
There is a small minority of
bitterly anti Catholic people who
lack that openness of soul, who
are hostile, rven untruthful in
their attacks upon the Church
On the positive side, we can share
with them the lessons of Chris
tian morality and repentance
Keep Your
Rosary Handy
A.J. Battel.
Roselle Park
Editor
Our I.ady has asked that all.
all rente her Rosary More dec
ades of the Rosary would be
said if people kepi them handy
t° say. the same as the ignition
car key or house key or their
cigarettes
A Rosary put at their bed
sirle. also one hanging on the
easy chair, in the kitchen in
plain sight as a reminder, on
Dad s work bench in the cellar
to say instead, perhaps, of curse
w ords
Rosaries on car handles of
the windows, both front and
back, in pick up and say, on the
lawn summer chairs, on the TV.
on your person but not to be for
gotten
Tut it in with the smokes so
you know it is present to say
and it will hecome a habit as
your smoking habit Rosaries In
church pews the same as the
h> mn books
Rosaries out of sight are nut
of mind, within easy sight, easy
to rente
A Rosary should always be
handy for the faithful, especially
at her holy shrines in churches
or wayside shrines
God Love You
Christ Lives
And Is Hated
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
No one ever raises a clenched
fist over Caesar, nor crowns with
thorns a follower of Confucius,
nor labors with stripes a disciple
of Buddha. These men are dead
and hatred was interred with
■their bones.
I But Christ is
I hated because
IHe lives. Since
I they cannot
I touch Him in
I His glory, His
I enemies seek to
J drive His am-Ibassadors, with
I His Divine Pow
ler from the
\ surface of the earth
In communist China, two aged
and sick Sisters were forced to
stand for hours during their long
tr.al before communist judges
When one became exhausted, she
asked permission to kneel—she
was refused (But if there be no
God why not allow them to
kneel’ l
WHEN THE JUDGES were un
able to sustain any scandalous
arguments against a priest on
trial, with colored ink they wrote
false charges on his cheeks and
forehead in red and blue and
C pen In addition, they put a
high hat on him to which were
attached pieces of paper bearing
such charges as "imperialist,"
adulterer." "robber,” etc.
There is one charge the com
munists never bring against
the faithful—a charge which
was brought against o ur lx.rd
They never say that a priest
or a believer is a devil.
Why'’ Because they sav: "We
are devils That is why they
hasp ordered omitted at the end
of the Mass the prayer to St
Michael which begs him to pro
tect us against "the wiles and
| snares of the devil "
Will you make a little sacrifice
jto he one with the Church in Chi-
na. by sending a sacrifice, how-
ever small, even a dime, to the
Holv Father for his Society for
the Propagation of the Faith’
C.OI) LOVE YOC to C, A J [.
We won this silver dollar in
town the other day for being In
the right store It is yours for
your work
"
m JC M for
5M Enclosed herewith are
somp money orders I received
for notary fees t 0 Mf)
for "I am sending you this
money which I earned by taking
rare of an invalid woman for six
h< nrs
"
For Information about annui-
ties in the Society for the Prop-
agation of the Faith request
one of our pamphlets. We will
be happy to send it to you.
Cut out this column, pin your
sacrifice to it and address it to
Bishop Fulton J Sheen. National
Director. Society for the Propa
gallon of the Faith, 366 Fifth
Ave . New York I. or to your
diocesan director Bishop Martin
W Stanton. 31 Mulberry St.,
Newark 2 Rt Rev Msgr Wil-
bam F I-ouis. 24 DeGrasse St.,
f’atrr^on
Daily Masses
Following are Hated rhurchea with
lata
morning «rfk.l»y Man
Tha Ad\orate would »flcom# auch
hatinga from other paatora.
WEEKDAYS
At Pat rirk'a Pm Cathedral. Waahlng
ton St and Central Avt.. Newark. 12 13
p m
**» Alnyalua. M Fleming Ave . New
ark. 11 43 a m
St Bridget 'a 404 Plane St.. Newark
12 10 pm*
Si John > 24 Mulberry Si . New
ara. 12 13 pm
St. Mary‘a Abbey Church. High St.,
near Springfield. Newark. 13 13 pm*
Sacred Heart. 78 Broad St.. Bloom
field. 11 10 a m.
St Mirharl a. 70 ( roaa St at Market
Si Pateraon. 12 noon
St Peter % («rand and Nan Vorei
su Jrraer ClL* 1103 p m
•earept Saturdaya
STRANGE BUT TRUE
Little-Knowa Facts for Catholics
By M.J. MURRAY hfhgdh
Marriage, Human
Relations Find
Strength in Eucharist
NCV'C News Service
Following II the text of a menage tent hy Pope John Will
to the firtl (enlral American F.ucharnt ( ongren in February, 1959.
Fbe Holy Father laid the Holy F.ucharnt itrenglheni family life
as u-ell ai the natural link i whnh hind together societies, nations
and the international community.
It is with great emotion that We address at this time
Our paternal greetings to you, very beloved sons of Guate-
mala and the other sister republics assembled together to
close the first Eucharistic Congress of Central America
We wish to express to you the intimate consolation
provided Its by the celebration of
triumph for the Eucharistic King
before whom you raised your
prayers for Our intentions, for
the sanctification of the home.
for the Church
of Silence and
for the reign
of justice and
peace under the
reign of Christ.
The Sacred
Most Is raised
today above
your heads like
a radiant star,
as the center
of that magnificent scenery re-
sulting from that chain of moun-
tains encircling your beautiful
cities with their precious orchards
and their exuberant greenery.
AND IT IS by this Heavenly
Body that We wish your whole
life lo be illuminated, kindling
the fire of your charity and
strengthening with Christian vir-
tues the bonds of your family,
the social bonds of your national
and international coexistence.
"Congregavil nos In unum
Chrlstl amor.” (The love of
Christ has gathered us togeth-
er.) The unity of the entire
flock under the staff of a single
Shepherd, the unity of all the
faithful was this not His last
wish? Was this not the aim of
of His most insistent prayer "ut
omnes unum sint” (that all
may be one) (John 17, 21)?
The Eucharist, Instilling in the 1
heart of man anew energy, su-
pernatural love, strengthens at
the same time as it directs and ,
purifies human affection, making
it stronger and more authentic.
Man is complete when he has
God within his breast who re-
mains united with him. strength-
ening his personality by which
the natural virtues themselves
are elevated in quality and ripen
into the ideal type of the perfect
man made in the image of God
and conforming to the example
of His Son in whom the Father
is well pleased (Matthew. 17. 5)
IN THE SAME way human re
lations acquire anew tone from
him who possesses God through
the Eucharist because, by engen-
dering and nurturing true love, it
softens souls, curbs desires,
calms the troubles of the spirit
and spurs him effectively to
good works, justice and mercy.
Christ in the Sacrament of the
Altar is more truly and com-
pletely with us than in any other
of His manifestations It is love
which gives itself, and because of
this, it is in Him that the highest
spiritual fusion can be achieved
between husband and wife; it Is
love which sacrifices itself, and
because of this it sanctifies and
transforms the sacrifices proper
to marriage, giving stability to
family existence What a magnif
icent school of virtues is the
Tabernacle for the members of
the homr!
Still more. Every agreement
between men can find the
purest spring In this aourca of
love, like the prolongation of
the reality of friendship pro-
duced internally between the
soul and God, between soul
and soul.
On the level of civil life, in-
ternational community ten
,dencies a.vsert themselves more
powerfully each day so as to re-
spond to the fundamental de-
mands of human nature which
today, better than In other times,
openly shows and affirms Its es-
sential unity
But on the religious level the
Church has this seed of unity
which, far from annulling or
weakening these natural links,
consolidates and ennobles them:
it is the Eucharist "because
the bread Is one. we though
many are one body all of us who
partake of the one bread" (I
Cor . 10, 17)
This wish is contained In the
liturgy which invites us to pray
so that the I>ord may grant to
His Church “the gifts of unity
and of peace which are mystical-
ly signified beneath the gifts" of-
fered on the altar (Secret Prayer
of the Mass of Corpus Chrlstl).
CONTEMPLATE then, very
beloved sons, the Holy Host and
ask the I.ord to bless your homrs
with the most perfect harmony
and faithfulness and with the
fruit of many priestly vocations
among your sons, ask that He
may enlighten the actions of your
leaders and give a Just balance
to the social life of your peo-
ples Ask that He may keep you
firm in the faith so rooted In
your traditions which are un-
fortunately threatened today by
so many enemies of unity, ask
that He may fill your homes with
prosperity and grant true prog
ress to your nations.
These are also Our wishes and
Our most ardent prayers to the
Love of Loves Meanwhile, as a
pledge of Our benevolence. We
Impart to Our very worthy Car-
dinal Legatr. to the venerahle
episcopate, to the authorities, the
clergy and to all the faithful Our
fullest and overflowing apostolic
benediction.
Saints of the Week
Sunday. July 19—St. Vincent
de Paul. Confessor. Born 157fi.
devoted life to the poor and
frunded the Vincentian Fathers
and Sistrrs of Charity Died In
Paris. Sept 27, 1660. ranontied
1737
Monday. July 20—St. Jerome
Aemilian. Confessor. Born in
Venire, miraculously freed after
being taken prisoner while in the
army Pounded a congregation of
clerics regular called the Soma
schi to care (or orphans Died at
7j in 1537 of an illness contracted
while tending the sick Canonized
1767, declared patron of orphans
and abandoned children, 1928
Tueday, July 21 SI. Praxe-
des, Virgin. Daughter of a
Roman senator and used her
wealth to aid poor
Wednesday, July 22—St. Mary
Magdalen, Penitent. Raised by
Christ from a life of sin. Sister
of I.azarus. whom Christ raised
from the dead, and St Martha
She stood with Mary and John a'
the foot of the Cross during the
Crucifixion Relieved to have
found refuge in France during
letter persecutions
Thursday, July 23—St. Apolll
narls. Bishop Martyr. Believed to
he a rompamon of St. Peter and
first Bishop of Ravenna. Contin
ually suffered at hands of perse-
cutors Was banished from See
three tunes and died of torture
end fatigue in 79
Friday, July 2i—St. Christina,
Virgin-Martyr. A Roman convert,
she destroyed golden idols he
longing to her father, was tor-
tured, bamahed and later put to
death
Saturday, July 23—St. James
the Greater. Apostle. Brother of
St John the Evangelist and a
familiar companion of Our Sav
ior. When brought before King
Herod Agrtppa and accused as a
Christian, his confession so
moved the prosecutor that he de
dared himself a Christian and
both were put to death.
Biology, Psychology, Custom
Slate Kin Marriage Taboos
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.
Assistant Professor of Saanlog}. St. Loutt l oners tty
Can a boy marry his third cousin? What is the reason
for the laws prohibiting marriage between relatives like
cousins and in-laws?
Such prohibitions have their
source partly in the facts of biol
ogy and psychology, and partly
in custom.
What is called the incest taboo,
that is, the sacred or religious
custom forbid
ding marriage
between per-
sons related by
certain de-
grees, is the
most universal
taboo known to
man Histori-
cally, a few ex-
ceptions are
feund concerning
royalty when no unrelated royal
mates were available to carry on
the royal line
The prohibited degrees, particularlv tn regard to in laws, have
varied considerably, being very
extensive in some cultures and
relatively limited in others
_IT IS NOT difficult to under
stand why marriage between men
and women living in the intimacy
°> the family circle should be
prohibited
Psychologically, it would he
''ry difficult to live in such
intimacy if they regarded each
othor as possible marriage
mates, that is, to use a term
borrowed from psychiatry, as
sexual objects. Once they de
fine their relationships as sex-
nally neutral, they can lire to-
gether in the family circle with
little strain in this regard.
HOWEVER, there Is another
I rrason for such laws Most people
hive always assumed that rer-
Itain parental traits eould be pass
ed on to offspring Hence it was
believed that too much in breed
mg was not good
Modern biological research
confirms this general belief,
but explains that heredity
K transmitted not through thr
"blood" but through discrete
onits railed genes contained
in the parent sexual cells. Too
close in breeding. therefore,
limits the variety of genes
Iransmitted and through a bio-
logical mechanism not neces-
sary to explain here, may pro-
duce combinations of traits
harmful to offspring.
Finally, longstanding custom
expressed in both civil and
Church laws tends to define the
degrees of relationship within
which marriage is prohibited
The Church's rules governing
marriage between relatives is ex-
pressed in the Code of Canon Law/
roughly as follows
PKOPI.r MW RK related
either b> blood' or by marriage
Blood relatives in the direct line,
that is. when one descends from
another, cannot marry. Thus,
marriages between fathers and
daughters. grandfathers and
jgranddaughters, and so on, are
prohibited
] Blood relatives in the indirect
I line, that is. when neither per-
| son is descended from the other
I but both are descended from a
common ancestor as brother and
sister, are forbidden to marry up
to the third degree of descent in-
clusive, that is, up to and inclu-
sive of second cousins
Relatives by marriage can-
not marry in the direct lina
of descent. For example, mar
riage between a man and his
mother In law, daughter-in law,
and so on, is prohibited In the
indirect line of relationship hy
marriage, marriage is prohibit-
ed up to the second degree
inclusive, that Is, between a
man and his sister in law, hit
aunts or nieces by marriage,
and so on.
| The appropriate Church author-
ities may grant a dispensai.cn
I from these prohibitions for cer-
it.'-in degrees of relationship, pro-
vided just and grave reasons
exist for the marriage However,
dispensations are never granted
for the dirert line of blood rrla-
t.ves or in the first degree of the
indirect line ibrothej- and sisten?
They are seldom granted for re-
lationship hy marnage in the di-
rect line
Hence the answer to vour first
question. Jack, is affirmative.
may contemplate marriage
with your third cousin since this
degree of kinship does not fall
withvn the prohibited degrees
July IS. 1959 the advocate 7
MAIN MUTUAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.
6 Watsessing Avenue Bloomfield, N. J.
Statement of Condition, June 30, 1959
ASSETS:
first Mortgage Loans $3,077,594 14
Other 1-oans 78,377 51
federal Home Loan Bank Stork 81,500 00
Government Securities 2.500 00
Cash on Hand and in Hanks 338,747 57
Office facilities and Equipment 23.054 74
Miscellaneous Assets 3.389 03
TOTAI. ASSETS: J3.5R6.083.89
LIABILITIES:
Member's Savings 53.150.839 33
Advances from federal Home Loan Bank .
...
160,500 00
Other Liabilities 12 joq jg
Deferred Credits 12 486 50
Specific Reserves 4 728 40
Reserves and Undivided Profits 245.400 32
TOTAL LIABILITIES: J3.586.063.89
CURRENT
DIVIDEND ANI
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Jamaa W Ratta
Thotnaa W Clnhna* >
Howard J C nnror
William L Pfijnan MT>
Martin T Dillon
William r Ham
Hobart I. Hollar
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Godfrey K Praia# r
llanry lanl'Amltrofia
Nathan Turoaky
Thomaa W. Clohoaay.
Touaml
OFFICim
Daniel I. Mr< ormirk
PrtMdani
William K Mayaa.
Vlra Prealdent
Jamaa W Ratta.
Treaaurer
llanrtk Tvadt.
Sac rat ary .Manager
Howard J Conroy.
Aaaiatanl Treaaurer
Virginia Laigh.
Aaaiatanl Treaaurer
Gall Patteraon.
Aaaiglanl Secretary
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CowpUtt for ON
NO MONEY DOWN£vS‘ WettinohoutoAutomaticWethor or
ALL YOUR FOOD
Plus A Self-Defrosting Refrigerator-Freezer
LET US SHOW YOU HOW TO SAVE
MONEY ON YOUR FOOD BUDGET :
Wnfmghouu
a« hp. r*
Amp Air
Conditioner
NOT JUST MEATS
BUT ALL FOODS
• MEATS • lAIY rOOO
• GROCERIES • SEA EOOOS
• VEGETABLES • SOAR ROWO
• DAIRY RROO • POULTRY
• CEREAL • SOUPS
® TREE Sprvica pud Warranty!
A TREE Id* ipturpntt!
• TREE T. 04 D.l.p.ryl
• TREE TooW Spo.lo*. Inswrancl
® TREE Hama Ecaaamnt SarvKal
• NO MINIMUM ORDER
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-
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UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE ON ALL FOODS
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CALL TODAY I
Collect Calls Taken 24 Hours a Day. Eve, _
.
Newark MArket 4-1800 Prtm,, U
Merriitew. JEffersaa 9-5202 Red took _SHadyelde 14702
NewBrunswick
_
CHcrter 94664 State. Island Elftt. 14600
UNIVERSAL HOME FOOD SERVICE
kore
'«p> a»wnto«t .w call for fwrth.r detail*
2583 Morris Av« Union N J.
NAME
40" I lect rlc
or Oos
Ron**
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE
Vi/NIVERSAL WH AOuhJJ, UiC/p
MIMBFR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE IN NEWARK & UNION N J
?*5 33 MC® 9 $ Avf N U f Uf• ■ O N N J
Mission Society Equalizes
Aid Given by Americans
Missionaries from the U. S in
•11 part* of the world number
le** than 5% of the total num-
ber of missionaries in the ter-
ritory of the Propagation of the
Faith alone.
Thui, 95% come from other
countries. The poorer countries of
the Catholic world cannot sup-
port them so the burden falls on
the U. S. which is most blessed
materially. If we supported only
missionaries from the U. S we
would have nationalism, not
Catholicism
,
Ireland has one missionary
prieat for every priest in Ireland;
the same ia practically true for
Holland. The U S. has one mis-
etonary priest for every 23 at
home
It can readily be seen why the
Holy Father hat his Society for
the Propagation of the Faith: To
equalise alms, to permit the ne-
cessities of the poor to be re-
lieved by the superfluities of the
rich
African Missioner
Needs Small Car
An ordinary bicycle served
Rev Crispin Ograny's transpor
tation problem for many years
Then he was weakened by pneu
monia, so his people bought him
a motorcycle which has proved
satisfactory until now
"My present parish," he
. says, "is 30 miles long and
nearly as wide. The time has
come that the motorcycle Is
no longer for me. I am at
Mawegn. Kenriu Ray. Fast
Africa, and have been here
alone for the past nine months.
"I have 6.000 Christians to at-
tend At my age I cannot travel
the distances in the cycle any
more. A small car is what I
need, and I would appreciate
sincerely any small donation to-
ward a small car So would all
of those under my care
"
Bishop Stanton
At St. Paul's
Bishop Stanton will make an
•ppetl on behalf of the Society
for the Propagation of the Faith
on July 19 at St. Paul’s Church,
Jersey City, Rev. I,eo L. Ms
honey, pastor.
Bishop Stanton Is deeply
grateful to Father Hahwey and
to the other pastors of the
Archdiocese for their coopers
tion In making these appeals
possible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D.. Ph.D., LL.D
31 Mulberry St„ Newark 2, N. J. Phone: MArket 2 2S*3
Hours: Daily. 9 a m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday. 9 a.m. to It
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis, J.C.D.
24 Da Grasse St., Paterson 1, N. J. Phone: ARmory 4OlOd.
Hours: Dally, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, • a.m. to 12.
School Destroyed,
Priest Seeks Funds
Big trouble" came to Rev
Otho Tchang, 0 K M . on a day
that atarted out to be a fine one
On hi* return from a Pontifical
High Mas* at Hong Kong foot-
ball stadium, lie found a portion
of his mission in ruins
"I had taken 20 new converts
and 40 children of my squatter
are* to Hong Kong for the cere
monies. You ran imagine my
conaternation to find on my re
turn that everything in this area
had burned down'
“All the poor children cried
and wrpt because not one of
them knew where their par-
ents were nor whether they
were alive. The converts cried,
too, at they could not Inratr
their families, their wives nor
their children.
"I was crying, too. My squat
ler refugee school was gone, as
were about 250 huts of our new
model village The conflagration
had left 1,500 homeless. 300
families lost their homes
I had worked hard on the vil-
lage, and now I have to work
hard again with my own hands
to help rebuild The question is:
How can 1 rebuild my refugee
school? for 15 hours a day for
the past six months 1 have been
just like a workman. Can you.
dear friends, help me some’"
Father Tchang is a native
priest carrying on Gods work
among his own people. Will you
make a sacrifice and help him
in his great need He should
base »5,000 to rebuild the achool
Obituary
It is a holy and wholesome
thought to pray for the dead
that they may be loosed from
their sins. We recommend to
the prayers of our readers the
repose of the soul of the fol-
lowing who hai recently de-
parted this life:
Vlncenra Dell'Orto
One Priestl Serving
Thonsandis in Africa
Assistance from the l r S. re
reived a year ago kept Rev. Jo-
seph Kelly, v' S Sp . going up un-
til the present at hi* mission of
Moshi, Tanganyika. Africa As
I write my funds are so low that
I shall have to borrow the money
to post this appeal." he says
My mission is on the western
slope* of Ml Kilimanjaro and
rovers some 400 miles," expla:ns
Kalher Kelly. • Since the area Is
so large all the people rannot
rome to the main mission, an we
have a series of outpost* where
Mass ran be offered and the
sacraments received
"Now we have It outposts,
but unfortunately I am the only
priest. This Involves a great
deal of safari work, because we
also have srhools to be visited
and supported In addition
there are still some tl.noo peo-
ple yet to converted.
"I wish we could do all the
work that is still to be done with-
out paying bills But this is not
possible, to | ask that you please
take tome of this worry off of
my shoulders
Fund at Manhattan
Totals $436,163
NEW YORK Thomas R
Finn of Hawthorn?, chairman of
the Manhattan College Alumnus
Program for Engineering Devel
opment. reported a grand total
of R36.153 for the Engineering
Development Fund
The fund will aid Manhattan in
construction of a *5 million en
gineering center, for which
ground is eapected to he broken
nest year Finn, a member of
the class of 19XT ,< president of
T. R Finn and Cos., Inc , Ha v-
thorne
Intentions for July
The Holy Father's general
Intention for July is
Safely on the highways
The mission intention sug-
gested for the Apostleship of
Prsyer by the Pope is
For the prosperity of the
apostolic labor of Church in
Slam.
THK PRAYFR.S tairl in rent-
ing the Rotary rail to mind the
chief tearhingi of the faith.
Maplewood Man
In First Vows
As Benedictine
MAM HESTER. N H. Krater
Martin Joseph Maser, son of Mr
and Mrs. frank V Maser of 66T.
I Irvington Ave . Maplewood, is
one of three young men who on
July 11 pronounced simple vows
for three years as members of
the Order of St. Benedict
As candidates for the Bene-
dictine Abbey at St Anselm s.
their vows were received by Ab
hot Bertrand C Dolan, OSB,
during a solemn Mass in the col
lege chapel at which he pro
sided
Krater Martin who entered the
novitiate a year ago. professed
vows of obedience, stability, and
reformation of life Implicit in
the vows of the Benedictines, in
addition to the foregoing, are also
the vows of chastity and poverty.
Krater Martin will now enter
upon a five year program of
theological studies in St An
selm s Abbey Seminary. After
three yrars he will be a can
dldate for solemn vows in the
Order of St Benedict I'pon com
pletion of his theological studies,
he will be advanced to the priest
hood
A native of Newark Krater
Martin graduated from SI Bene
dirt s Prep there in 1953 and from
St. Anselm s College in 1957.
SIMPLE VOWS: Frater Martin Joseph Mager, O.S.B.,
of Maplewood (kneeling), presents the scroll of vows
which he has written to Abbot Bertrand C. Dolan,
O.S.B., of St. Anselm's Abbey, Manchester, N.H.
Looking on is Rev. Christopher Hagen, O.S.B., master
of novices at St. Anselm's, under whose direction
Frater Martin completed his novitiate.
Brothers to Hold
Edueation Meet
SANTA KK Christian Broth
frj in the C S will hold their
?bth annual education convert
I on at SI Michael s College here
July »24
Theme (or the convention is
"Inlelleclual Kducalion "
Among the topics discussed will
he the intellectual life of the
teacher, training of gifted and of
slow students and evaluation of
intellectual excellence.
There will he a high school and
a college section.
Greetings vs ill he ronveved to
the delgatcs hy Rrother Kliphus
Victor. CSC, assistant to the
Superior General for the l’ S
on hehalf of Brother Nicet Jo-
seph. KS C Superior General
Brother Christopher Victor.
FSC, St Josephs Boys High
School. West New York, will
serve on the administration com
Baptisms Busy
Lineal Missioner
NYKGINA. Kast Africa - "[
haptire thee . .
If they didn't know the entire
formula hy heart before, two en
ergetie Maryknoll missioners. in
eluding one from Jersey City
know it now They have repeated
I" S3O limes in the last two
weeks, and in one three day pen
od baptized nine classes of SO
catechumens each
The two are Rev. Thomas
I*. McGovern. M M . of Jersey
City and Rev. Joseph P. Bag-
got. M.M., of Wisconsin
And now they are instructing
another Too men and women
one of the largest catechumen
classes ever organized In their
area They re confident they'll
have their charges ready for Bap-
tism by Christmas
Earlier
Deadline
An earlier deadline Is now In
effect for all local news and
pictures intended for publica-
tion in The Advocate.
All such material must be In
The Advocate office no later
than 4 p.m. each Monday; any
stories and pictures received
after that time will either be
omitted or used the following
week If possible.
Two Make Vows
As Benedictines
At Kansas Abbey
ATCHISON, Kans —Two Es-
sex county students for the
priesthood made religious vows
here July 11 as Benedictine
monks, thereby becoming mem-
bers of St. Mary s Abbey, Mor-
ristown.
The youths are Krater Richard
Edward Lott, OS R , of St
Mary A. Nutley, and Krater Giles
Peter Hayes. OSB, of Our Lady
of Lourdes. West Orange.
The young monks completed
their year of novitiate, or trial,
in the Benedictine life at St
Benedict's Abbey here They
spoke their vows to Abbot ruth
bert McDonald, OSB. of St
Benedict s, at a Pontifical Mass
in the abbey church.
Krater Richard is the son of
Mr and Mrs Edward Ixvtt, Nut-
by. He is a graduate of St Ben
edict s Prep, Newark, and has a
bacehlnr of arts degree from Se-
ton Hall.
Krater Giles is the son of Dr
and Mrs Gerald W Hayes. West
Orange, and is a graduate of Del
barton School Morristown He
also completed two years of
study at St. Vincent’* College, La
trobe, Pa.
Cited for Aiding
Camp in Charge
Of Newark Priest
G RAKENWOEHR, Germany
< NC»—Archbuhop Michael Bucli-
berger of Regensburg ha« been
given a certifK ale of outstanding
service for promoting German-
American friendship through his
support of Catholic activities at
the Seventh U S. Army Training
Center here
Spiritual director of the Cath-
olic community at this base,
which accommodates IS.OOO
soldiers and is the largest l .S.
Army training renter in Ger-
many, Is Rev. ((’apt.) Frederic
S. MrTernan. a chaplain from
the Newark Archdiocese.
The scroll for Arrhbishop
Buchbergcr, AS. was accepted for
him by Auxiliary Bishop Josef
Him
Presentation was made at a
luncheon in honor of Bishop Hi It I,
who had earlier administered
( onfirmatlon at ihe center and
blessed a number of statues for
the Catholic chapel here
The statues, all hand carved
from wood. are gifts Irom
various uniti of the Seventh
Army Father MrTernan assist-
ed Bishop HUH at the Confir-
mation and blessing
St. Joseph's Club Closes
40th Year Commemoration
UNION CITY —Si Joseph*
Catholic flub here will close its
40th anrmersary celebration July
21 with ceremonies in the club
rooms, 71J 14th St . starting at
Bpm The anniversary observ-
ance was inaugurated June 7
with a Mass of Thanksgiving
On the 21»t. a highlight of the
anniversary will he the minutes
of the first and second meetings
of the club, held July 22 and Aug
4, 1919 Anthony V Biegen. gen
•ral chairman of the anniversary
committee, will read the min
utei
A bronie plaque, presented to
William F Schreek as a tribute
to his 40 >ears of continuous
service as treasurer and 37 years
as chairman of the board of
directors, will also be dedicated
on July 21
Thirteen charter members still
affiliated with the Cluh will be
presented wnh gold engraved
life membership yards
Officers of the club are Rev
Huliert Arliia, CP, spiritual dir
ector, Waller P Maerhler, pres
Ident; Jamea J Hlentn, vlre
president, William E Schrerk,
treasurer, Ralph J Kauruno,
financial aecretary, Krancia X
Btegen, recording aecretary; 1
Robert Looby, corresponding sec
retary, and Eugene Rosier, aer
, geant at arm*.
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FILM DEVELOPED
Black and While Service
• bp«ivr* Roll jo
Ktaf Ww OUtty Reprint* 05
COLO* FILM PROCESSING
I (ipoiure ■•II
developed and enlarged
_
2 75
Reprint* 2J
I mm R«l| Developed 1 30
ft«ni» Mef. Developed I 00
ISmm Developed
20 lapotwro 130
Write for mailing envelope*
RYAN FOTO
BOX 24 CHATHAM, N. J.
ABBEY
NURSING
HOME
36 VAN NESS PLACE
OH Clinton At.
Blgalow 3-0303
MALE ond FEMALE
*OID CONVALESCENT, and
CHIONIC ALLY 111
lic«n««d by Stot* of N. J.
PARKING AREA
NEWARK
TRAVELER’S AIDS:
TRAVELERS
CHECKS
The fundi p.y
for your ripen vi
*fe-to-c»rry
form.
BANKING BY MAIL
The way to conduct your
routine banking buiincti
ii thoughyou hadn't left
home.
SAFI DEPOSIT BOX
The place to lifeguard your
valuable* until you return.
ASK US ABOUT ALL OF THEM BEFORE YOU SET OFF
ON YOUR NEXT VACATION OR BUSINESS TRIPI
HUDSON COUNTY NATIONAL BANK
IN JIRfIY CITY
Mentfomery at WesHinften |l.
★ Jacksen at Wilkinsen Avg.
★ Central Ave. Mar Bawore ft.
★ P evenla Ava. at Ortvt ft.
★ 40 Journal Square
★ OPIN MONDAY IVININO
IN BATONNI
• Breod way at SSrd ft.
IN OUTTINBIRQ
★ BB’k S» et Ber§enline Ave.
IN HOBOKIN
★ River at First ft
• OPIN FRIDAY IVININO
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
ROUND AIR CONDIT/q*,^
Mambar NATIONAL iO.ECTXn MORTICIAN! (Urvtna th« Uaitad
!UUa. Canada, Maaleo and moat foraian countrlao. Oaljr Tunarmi
Dtractora in Narth Nudaon arovtdtna Ihia aarataa.
A Worthy Tribute nead not bo Expensive
Wa prtda aunalvai an oM.rm, tk« Plnail runarol Sa
of pncai for »Ko*a of liml»od mioni.
LEBER FUNERAL ROME
CORNER 20th ST. «n4 ROULIVARO, UNION CITY
TELEPHONES* UNIon 3-1100-1101
Oar Strt'Ut it AvailabU lo Entry family
Rtgardlan ef financial Conditiom
RESORTS
NEW JERSEY
HOTEL BRIGHTON
111 Thitd »»•»»!, Atbury Rath. N J •
On* Black la Ihi*—0**n All Vaar
• IFFICIINCY APARTMENT! FOR
FAMIIV OF 1 OR 4 FROM US i
WEEKLY
• ADJOININO FAMILY ROOM! - 1
4 PEOPLE IS* WEEKLY
• CONVENIENT TO IHOPPINO
• ROOM! WITH PRIVATE BATH
• COOKINO FACIllTIEi AVAILABLE
• FREE OCEAN BATHINO
• TV ROOM FOR CHILDREN
• CHURCH NEARBY
• RATE! !1 PER PERSON DAILY,
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY
Mr. & Mr* John Kawot
Ownir and Mflr
w 44IH — PI 5-9501
MacReynolds
ASBURY PARK, N. J.
Delightfully situated 2 blocks from ,
ocoan opposite beautiful Sunset
lake. Comfortable rooms. Especially !
good meals, 3.000 sq. It of spacious
vsnronda with sundeck Convenient J|
to churches Rotes $40-157 50 weekly |
per person WITH WONDERFUL
MEALS. RESERVE NOW
307 Sunset Ays. PRespect 5-1442
Madison Hotel
104 7TM AVI.. AIRURY PARK N. J.
2 BIO PORCHES OVERLOOKING
OCEAN. Amer A Euro Plan Family
1Hotel Moderately Priced Famous for
Home Cooking 4 Bakina Catholic
Ownership Ml AR OCR AN • NR AR
CMURCMRt. PR 1-4444. JIANNI
JACOURt, Owner Met
HOTEL COLLEEN
ASEURY PARK. NEW JERSEY
S ] Blocks from Ocoon Bathing Roach
and Oultid* Pools
• AIR CONDITIONED
COCKTAIL LOUNOE
• PRIVATE BATHS
• IUROPEAN PLAN
110 7th AVENUE PR 5-B414
HOTEL GRENADA
JOB 7th AVENUI. ASiURY PARK. N J
1 BLOCK FROM OCEAN
All OUTSIDE ROOMS
AMERICAN t EUROPEAN PlAN
J MEALS A DAY
PR 5-9503
SH0REHAM m Third Ave.Asbury Perk, N J.
PR 4-9409
Free Ocean Bathing From Hotel
Beat location 1 block* to beach
Home-like atmosphere Near restaurants
Room rate* — Weekly.
person
and ch
__
single Sia up Double IIS
Alan private hatha
MeimbeckeO'Conner owners
The Wyandank Hotel
AIRURY PARK. N.
.Jii — *rd Ave. PH ON ■ i191
r«! B OC,AN RATHINO rr«m no
''ell located 1Vy blocks to beach l
fort a hie. homelike Popular with N
Jersey people Near Churches R„
rania and AmuiemrnU ROOMS 05
Ill Up weekly. Double, til it
| wklv. per person
Mr A Mrs. Prank B Morris. Own
PIRIT MOTIL PROM THI OCIA
AURORA-BY-THE-SE
"F'jrif.''*’ :,r,N r.J .
With Meals ISf up per person
JeW!, * °C BAN BATHIIJosephine A Perlelle—PRoteect
Christian Cllont.l. Nea Chu
Asbury-Hollywood Hotel
AkBl' R Y PK Ph PR a
» 1tee an Mil PARKING
230 4th
720© Bl
Restaura
Amer p
• W RBkly
I OCIAN
F red J
HOTEL
10 4th A*
HI
CARLISLE
O.cor.l.d Atburr Pk , N J
»ck to R-arh 4 Boardwalk
Pnrr • Ocean Bathlnp
rUCC • Continental Braakfas
# Parking
Double Rooms from I2.t 00 Wkly.
Private 4 Semi-private Baths
Write or phone PRospert 4 OMW
MONTAUK HOTEL
American 4 European plana Attract
rates from fi 00 daily per person V
churches Ere# ncean bathinc F
parkin* Owner mar ftal Malania Pht
STRATFORD INN
AVON BY THE SEA N J
OCIAN BATHINO
ATTiACTIVI RATES
A Iona Ume favorite at tba Jersey
hho Cha • like
mosphere Fine fnev1
1.ounce Monmouth Park Raca Track
Summer plavhnuse.
music Circus.
Swimmm* Eisblni. Boatinc etc
all Churchea Children undar
12 TREE
fled
BIks
ith Pa
lOWARO OATH Y
O Bos 444. Avon. N
Phena PRosptct 4 JJOO
lessen from Juns I44h
•NORWOOD INN
kina
rR 4IHI31
BAY HRAO. 4 J
OCEAN VIEW HOTEL
nn a a a f
OUR MIDWIIK SPECIALI
Avoid Waah End Traffic! Mon 1PM
rn i p m four ruu. days fn,
••ch. Daubla Occupancy Hhfat. 4 I
nar dallr FREE BATHING PrK
Baarh Praa Parklna No Ealraa
RltlRVATIONl: Ph. TW lltll
M CUDAHY YILYON. Ownar-Mar
McCANN'S HOTEL
A Whala Black *< It at tlth Ava.
Balmar, N. J., Ocaan Prant
Ocaan Kathlna Dlr.ctlr from Your
>Room European A American Plana.
BEAUTIFUL, AIRd-ONDITIONCt)
’ DINING RM A COCKTAI1. UlUNGE
| Raaarvatlani # Phana Mutual 14411
PAT A m. McCANN. Own Mart.
WILDWOOD
HONBYMOONIR1 * VAC ATIONIITI
eugenia rr,■:»;
Ocean View and Hot 4 Cold Water. Prt
Bathe Betblna from Hotel Center
nr All Activities Reesonahle Reserve
LAKENSEA HOTEL
11 Beevlew Ave., PR 4-1111
Oeeen Grave. N J.
blk from ocean. Block to Asbury
fork Nr Cafslerlsi comfortable rooms.,
hot 4 cold nmnlna water Color TV
tacludad. Johnson, Mar.
RESORTS
NEW JERSEY
F«f • Perfect
ON THE OCEAN
AT SEA G I R T. N. J.
Modified A(Mrlf«R Pl"n
and (urapann Plan
COCKTAILS • DINNER
DANCING NIGHTLY
In thp UHn-Spiart
SURF ROOM
Ov«rU*liin9^h»«$H
Own to the Public
Convenient to Monmouth Pork Rare Trk
For Hotel and Restaurant Reaervatlona
Phone C.lhaon • 7200
OUI STICK. Owner Mir
FINEST LOCATION
?F: ,;toc-
‘ l«*. CINTU
Of TOWN
funnmede
■ OTKI.V i*m
On •••»*.j«pI ai«, #
b»>w»tn ON>o
o-o
ATI ANTIC CITY. N.J J
FREE PARKING
FREE IREfiKFRSl
• Tal#pk**«t m ■
• fp«M I*«*|
• TV • f
• I'M t«ll».»f
H. 1. KtOSNtr.
a ro.»H i«»k« y
r;^i
Mir. GlNMAl IAANAGH W
ELLIOTT HOTEL
27 S. NEW YORK AVE.
It/iinnaTi .
N*w YerA A laordwalh \ IKliT
ATLANTIC CITY. N. J.
2p
a • AM Ipitb Cam*rur'ao
DU • ’"*••• o*d SK«.„a
• >»
* ■•itovrsnl a lr*«Pa#kmf
• Ipocoul l«6b «lond P»P(K
<►*' • • Mediioii '
*•'— IIIVATO* TO STRUT llVIl
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>2
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NEW YORK
Put yourulf in this picture at
WESTPORT INN
AMO COUNTRY CLUB
III (l')l an lap. Chim.l.in
private btich A eelt court*
American laaraaa • Cut
Duncan Hlnat
FAMII.Y A It ommodationh
Harmon Hacenburkle tlanairr
For rrwndtiona »fila Rot 1*
WESTPORT INN WPLSTPORT NN
N J Offlra Ml Ibarry « 2277
RESORTS
NEW JERSEY
mamm
lllMf j: 1111
POOL & CABANA CLUB
AS Th* Boardwalk 6 2nd 4v«.
ASBI RY PARK. A. J.
★
FIBMI Lacatlah _ Ip C.nt.r .1 Tawh.
Canvanlant fa Church... Ihap.lp., lit.
Plartdtan Ft. I ap P r .mi. «i
Fraa — Haallhfut Otaan •alhlntAlr-Cendltl.n.d I. il.ur.nl
A Call., that Papular Prlca.
Cantlnanlal Iraihl.tl Pr., i. oua.lt.
Writ* or Call-PRoipoct 6-8300
N. Y C. Tot.: Dlgby 9-1199
Fpppppppppppapddpt-...-rrrrr it
OlltCTVT
OCtAH
at Spring Lake, N. 1
* laiar, Hotel at Dilllaial.tad
RlOullllon 10 mil., Iran, ..war.
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attiactivi rams
OUI OWN PIIVATI BATH1NO MACH
Tarraca Cola laackaaa. far |,i* m
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.
•••"» H« | V
tan. Ton... Span. A laoai fr.„ m
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SU1ITIST Of SIAtIDI AftOATS
JAN(S J c „ , J *
fUH H STAHDCH, ■«,. M |r
Raviititu run Qltinn . inn
c- .t—,*r ixz
■ IOC from It Cothor
STONE POSTS INN
Ul WAIHINOTON AVINUfe
IP R INO IAKI II AC H. N J.
OPEN ALL YEAR
Ri ock noM reach
Mod if tod Amonran Plan
Dining Room Open to Public
Olbton 11714 Milton J. Afpltiilt
The Lake View
tpriftf lake loach, N. J
A Choico Vocation Spot.
Block to Ocoan L Board
walk Golf Fishing, otc
Mod.fiod Amor. Plon At
troctisro Ratos Free Pork
mg Gibson 9 6913
JAMIS I FITZPATRICK
DAY • WEEK • SEASON
IUR0PIAN PLAN
THE WEDGWOOD
Pdll PA MONO
201-205 FIRST AVENUE
SPRING LAKE, N. J
Mrs Gerald Dundon Olbson *••48
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Wits Robin Inn t% niC4
a delightful vacation
•pot in the Berkshire
foothills with modern
accommodationi and a
i r and vor.aty of aporta
Anvata laktshoro beach,
tanmt Golf and riding
naarby Dancing, partial,
outdoor barbacuas 2VV
hours from N Y Catholic
Church adjoining. Now
color folder Mac A.
Chamberlin, owner
WAKE ROBIN INN
EVA'S FARM
MOOBRN COUNTRY 1ITAT t
VACATION RBIORT A COTTAOII
PUN A RIL AXATION
for the entire family
Gorman American making, .1 maals
•tally. M 10 per da*. M.1 M per »eek
Children 120 up ( nn\rnt»nt to
e r > thing awtmmmi in RHINGI.K
KII I F Al l S all sparta. Summer
i*te». parties. Rut
ea wolcor
Y Thru Esit 21 Rend for
• Open to cx-t |
VA IT IVI . Prop
NEW YORK NEW YORK
SO CAIRO, N. Y. "Ireland in the Catskill*" MAdiion 2-9524
isle iioi si:
SPECIAL I)M ORATION WEEKEND 111 INCI_ MEALS
Ideal vacation apol for young & old. The best In rourtesy A hoapl-
ulltv. l-arge airy rm*. 110 l A (old shower*. J full home rooked
meali dally liar A Grill, TV. Muair, dancing A entertainment night-
ly In the new ballroom 100 yd» from main house.
Knjoy our brand new awlmmlng pool, lawn tporli. and nearby arehoraea, bicycle*, golf course A rhurrhea. Open May 291h. for reser-
vation* call or write Owen A Julia lamb
* S, ° P rr P rr,on -In rm • *tJ. one person In rm.
• Children up to 5 yr*.. Jl5 per wk.; up to 12 vra, |25 per wkj
ever 12 full rale CAIRO 9 0526
CRUISE TO PLAYLAND
RYE BEACH, N.Y.
Over 60 rides and attractions!
I v. J«raay City. F «ch hjc« A M.
tv Manhattan Mattery py 10-OOA.M*
A/ PUyland.Noon . . .Lv FtayUnd SJO P M.
ADULTS |UO CHILDREN $1.30
WILSON LINE
I 7 BATTIRY PUACr. N Y C. 4
PNONI BOwlmg G/nnn 9.|9M lln N.J.-Ml 4 71*01
PENNSYLVANIA PENNSYLVANIA
ONTWOOD HOTEL
in MT POCONO
SPECIAL RATES TO HONEYMOONERS
FINEST HOTEL IN THE POCONOS
• COCKTAIL LOUNGE • GOLF
• SWIMMINO POOL • VOLLEY lALL
• DANCINO EVERY EVFNINO
TErminal 9-3271
ll 44 l. 411 - IS M.U. N«rth .« St,...Ur,
West Berlin an Alarm Clock
Alerting Rest of World
By Frank A. Hall
WEST BERLIN (NC) What is th« stake of the
Catholic Church—indeed, in the broader sense, of religion
—in the continued international battle over West Berlin?
The contest, as the world knows, is over whether the
larger part (population. 2V* million) of this city, entirely
surrounded by a Red controlled
area remains free or is turned
over to communism.
Many confusedly believe the
struggle, though linked with the
International conflict between
communism and freedom, is just
cne Incident but it is far more
than that. Catholics may under-
stand this better if they realize!
first what it means to the Church 1
and their fellow Catholics
THE SITUATION was outlined
t> me in talks with Cardinal
Doepfner, young and remarkably
vigorous Bishop of Berlin. Dr I
Karl Bringmann, veteran Cath-
olic press leader; Dr Arthur
Janssen, Berlin correspondent
for the German Catholic news
agency, and other priests and
laymen familiar with the pro-
blem.
It would be lamentable to
abandon Red-ruled East Berlin
completely to communist hate
of religion but at present there
Isn't much to be done directly,
escept to rely on. and en
courage, the dogged heroism of
the Christians there. While the
percentage of Catholics is
small (11.8%) aome 81% at-
tended Evangelical churchs not
so long ago.
How to lend encouragement to
theie churchgoers’ East Berlin-
ers can and do have their hopes
constantly replenished by the
fart that there is a frer Berlin
‘ just across the street
"
East Berlin has 130,000 Cath
olics (out of 11 millioni, 35 par-
ishes and 66 priests Laymen and
priests have been unshaken in
their loyalty and have shown a
remarkably tough determination
not to give up their Faith In the
teeth of continued and vigorous
atheist propaganda
Tubllc religious activity has
been made Impossible Exit by
Catholics to West Germany to
attend conventions or retreats Is
obstructed Prelates from West
Germany are forbidden to enter
the Red area to attend ecelesi
astical ceremonies or deliver
addresses The Catholic press
has been stifled ruthlessly Cath
olic associations have been plain
ly forbidden.
WEST BERLIN, In contrast,!
has bravely scored a remarkable
success story, culturally, eco-!
nomically, politically and re-
ligiously. despite the difficulty of
being enUrely surrounded by
Ked-controlled aress. The Church
flourishes and makes energetic
progress.
However, there Is agreement
that, should the West agree to
I Soviet proposals placing the
i area at the mercy of surround-
ing communists, then freedom
would be choked out and the
Church would then swiftly be
throttled as It has been in East
Berlin.
In West Berlin, there are 280,-
000 Catholics, 74 parishes and 145
priests. There are 96 convents
for men and women, and these
latter contain 1,627 priests, Sis-
ters and Brothers. Catholic
schools thrive and increase
Catholic associations are vigor |
rus and grow.
IT IS NOT only that the sturdy
freedom of West Berlin gives
hope to East Berlin, but it gives
hope also to all East Germany,
and to others living under the'
communist yoke nearby
Some two million Germans
have already used West Berlin
as an escape channel. In 1958, 1
the escapees included 200 unlver
sity professors, 2,500 college stu
dents, 3,100 teachers. 1,300 phy
sicians, dentists and veterinar-
ians.
Throughout the surrounding
Red-controlled area, everyone
knows the route. If word
came to them that the channel
was closed, there would be
despair.
East Germany, not including
East Berlin, is known in Western
parlance a.s the "Zone " It haa
1,763,700 Catholics; something
near 1,000 parishes, mission* and
other places where Mass is said,
and 1,257 priests.
Church administration of this
area is tremendously difficult,
chiefly because of dislocations
under communist rule and cal-
culated Red harrassment. From
near chaos at one time, an
arrangement of four "commiss-
ariats" has been evolved, under
the chairmanship of Cardinal
Doepfner, so there is order to
the extent this is feasible.
No one doubts that should the
communist* win West Berlin,
they would at once attempt to
swallow West Germany itself. |
Msgr. Walter Adolph, for de-
cades a prominent Berlin
journalist and now press chief
of the Berlin diocesan chancery
office, puls the whole matter
thus:
"WEST RERUN .
.
. must be
a permanent alarm clock.’
telling free countries all over
Europe that they themselves
are in danger from commu-
nism."
DIMDKD CITY: Map shows manner in which Berlin
is divided, almost half being under communist dom-
ination.
New Bishop for ‘Priestless’ Land
By Anne Mae Buckley
NEW YORK The Franciscan Father, recently
arrived from the United States, had deep sadness etched
on his young face as he watched the people of Coroico,
Bolivia, at Communion time on Easter Sunday. Only five
of them approached the Communion rail—five in a Catho-
lic town ©{ 3,000
That wai In IW7. Thi* week
•hat tame Franciscan prieit,
Rev. Thomas R. Manning.
0.F.M.. stood before the high
altar of St. Patrick's Cathedrsl
and was solemnly elevated to the
episcopacy. His See? The newly
created prelacy of Coroico, Bol-
ivia. embracing an area in the
Andes mountains the size of
Pennsylvania.
BISHOP MANNING will return
to Bolivia In September to the
very same church, 200-year-old
St. Peter's, Coroico, In which he
spent that first ssd Easter. Since
then the Communions have In
creased there were MO last
Easter.
"Still, the tssk fscing the 37
year-old prelate is s complex and
gigantic one, as he prepares to
renew his battle with the spec
ters of religious Ignorance, cler-
gy shortage, poverty and dis-
ease, among 130,000 mysterious
Indians.
"About *O% of the 130,000
people In the prelacy of Coro-
ico are baptized Catholics,"
Bishop Manning said In an In-
terview this week. “Yet many
are Ignorant about the Faith
because of the shortage of
priests for over a century.
The ratio Is one priest to 7,000
people.”
s hive clung tenaciously to
the training about Baptism in
stilled in their ancestors by the
16th century Spanish missionar
ies—they will walk many miles
day and night with a baby to
have him baptized. But that baby
may grow up without any under
standing of Mass, the Blessed
Sacrament or the sacrament of
Penance And perhaps he will
find his main vehicle of religious
fervor in the colorful fiestas and
processions of which he is so
fond.
IN HIS FAVOR as Bishop Man
ning begins his mammoth 'from
the ground up" venture for the
Faith In Coroico are a number
of factors.
"The Indians are deeply de
voted to the Blessed Virgin." he
explains, adding that "unques-
tionably" this devotion has been
the grace that saved them for the
Faith during so many priestless
yeara.
The Legion of Mary, vital and
efficient in the area, is another
of his hopes. "The fact that the
Faster Communions grew from
five to 650 In a year Is due al
most entirely to the work of the
Legion," he noted.
Lay catechists to assist Con.
ico's handful of priests—there are
lh Franciscans now, and four
more will join Bishop Manning
in the Fall—are a necessity to
•he work, and plans are being
made for training them. Bishop
Manning explained:
"For 23 years a group of
Austrian Cistercians have been
doing parish work in the Coro-
ico area. It Is now necessary
for them to return to the mo-
nastic way of life called for
by their rule.” But the "loss"
of the eight Cistercian priests
Is really a gain. Bishop Man-
ning aald, because they have
been given permission to open
a friary for the training of lay
catechlsta.
Also on the credit side of the
ledger is the fact that Coroico
will soon welcome five Sisters—
Missionary Sisters of the Immac-
ulate Conception and St. Cath
erine of Siena from Colombia
Founded for the care of the South
American Indian, the Sisters are
accustomed to living among the
Indians as they instruct them tn
the Faith, prepare them for First
Holy Communion and Confirms
t'on, help them with marriage
problems, etc.
(A group of Austrian Cistercian
nuns, who. like the Cistercian
priests, had been engaged in the
active apostolate in Coroico. will
now return to the contemplative
life )
AMONG TIIF FIRST projects
Bishop Manning will embark up
or is a seminary, he explains,
pointing out that the goal of the
missionary must always be to
educate a native clergy and then
leave the fruits of missionary
labors to them Of course the
seminary will depend upon a
great many factors—funds, of
course, but more important, Im
provement of (he living standard
to provide the sort of homes
from which candidates for the
priesthood may come
Schools, too. are a vital need
in this country which is 90<"r il-
literate, aside from the religious
ignorance. There are two In ad-
dition to the one formerly oper
ated by the Cistercian nuns at
Apolo—one, a grade school at Co-
roico was founded by Bishop
Manning when he was pastor of
St Peter's: the other is at Sor-
»ta, a coeducational high scjipol
The Bishop also hopes to util-
ize a radio station manned by
Maryknoll Fathers. Radio receiv-
ers would be placed In centers
throughout the prelacy where the
people would meet to listen to
the religious and cultural pro
grams, under direction of a
trained leader. Such plans point
toward the evolution of an edu
cated middle class to become the
backbone of the Church in the
area
The economic and health
condition of his people are of
vital Interest to the missionary
Bishop. Bishop Manning ex
pressed concern about the high
infant mortality rate, and the
incidence of tuberculosis and
hepetitis (a disease which has
stricken Franciscan mission-
aries recently, drspite precau
tions I.
He hopes In provide medical
facilities for his people eventu
ally, and will enlist the help of
AID, lay missionary organization
with headquarters in Paterson
ASKED WHAT HIS day-to-day
activities will consist of the
casual mannered young prelate
smiled. "I'm still a missionary
priest." he said "I guess my
activities will be pretty much the
same as they were before "
Travel will occupy much of the
Bishop's time, as he endeavors
to survey the needs and fathom
the potentialities of his flock
And travel in the Coroico area
is a rugged business—"by mule,
balsa boat, jeep or shanks
mare," explained Bishop Man
ning.
The Indians live In adobe
huts scattered at every level—
from semi-tropical terrain to
areas near the snow level as
high as 21,000 feet. They work
at harvesting coffee beans,
bananas and oranges, and many
chew the native coca leaf,
from which the narcotic co-
caine derives. Priests set out
from Coroico for two or three-
week trips to minister to the
far-flung parishioners.
Forward looking and energetic
Bishop Manning has a plan for
uniting Coroico's mission sta
tions—of which there will be
more and more In the future—-
by means of a radio net No
telephones are in the area, of
course
BORN IN BALTIMORE
Bishop Manning was assigned to
a city parish in Boston, a south
ern mission in Statesville, N C .
and to St. Bonaventure Monas-
tery, Paterson, before he went
to the mysterious land which was
wrested from the Incss by the
Spanish centuries ago.
Bishop Manning speaks of his
people with affection and a sense
of urgency regarding their many
problems. Of their background
ind culture neither he nor any-
one know* very much.
"They are an anthropological
myatery," he explain!. "They
hear a resemblance to the A»i
»Uca—including the hlne spot
at the bate of the aptne at
children. Yet they have no his-
tory of migration."
One Indian legend describes
very definitely their origin, how-
ever Sorata. one of the towns
in Bishop Manning's prelacy, the
vtory goes, was the location of
the Garden of Paradise, the home
of Adam and Eve, and the place
in which human speech the
Aymara dialect, of course was
first heard.
Bishop Manning hat no time
for such legends He is concen-
trating not on the past, but on
the future.
He will reach Into the past
for only one observation—“We
In the I’nlted States were de-
pendent upon Europe for the
foundations of the Church here.
Now we have the obligation to
do the tame thing for Latin
America."
Bishop Manning
Cardinal Consecrates
Bishop Manning
NEW YORK The missionary priest was described
here as "a migrant worker in the vineyard of Christ"
sorrowed by the fact that only lft r r of the earth's popu-
lation is Catholic.
The description was given
'at St. Patrick's Cathedral
on July 14 by Very Rev. Colsus
|R Wheeler, O F M , Minister Pro
I'lncial of the New York Francis
|cm Province Me spoke at the
I consecration of Most Rev Thom
as R Manning, O F M , as Titu
jlar Rlshop of Arsamosala and
I first Prelate of Coroico, Bolivia
| BISHOP MANNING, youngest
member of the Bolivian hierarchy
1 si 37, was consecrated by Cardi-
nal Spellman Co-conaecralors
were Archbishop Abel Isidore
Antetana y Rojas of La Par,
Bolivia, and Bishop Eustace J.
Smith, OF M , Vicar Apostolic
of Beirut. Lebanon
Among members ol the hier-
archy attending the two-hour
ceremony were Bishop McNulty
of Paterson and Auxiliary Bish-
ops Blanton and Curtis of New-
ark. Also present were Abbot
Charles Corlaton, 0.5.8., of St.
Paul’s Abbey, Newton, and Ab-
bot Patrick M. O’Brien of St.
Mary’s Abbey, Morristown.
Bishop Manning, who studied
and later served at St Bonaven-
ture s. Paterson, was named to
head the Coroico Prelacy on May
3 The misaion there, located In
the heart of the Andes Mountain!,
was established by New York
Franciscans In 1956 Bishop
Manning waa in the first group of
eight asaigned there.
IN HIS SERMON, Fether
Wheeler noted that St Francis of
Assisi, founder of the Franciscan
Order, "waa the first saint to in
elude a chaptar of his Rule on
the foreign missions." He noted
slso that the Order's Initial art
was a mlsalonary journey," and
that the miasionary vocation hai
remained a Franciscan calling
through the centuries.
The obstacles faring today’s
missionaries, he said, are “the
half-truths of truncated Chris-
tianity taught by rival sects,"
the "barrier of human weak-
ness and passions,
”
and the
work of the devil.
Declaring that only the Holy
Ghoet can supply the (race for
conversion*, Father Wheeler
nevertheless declared that all
Catholics "a* fellow workers in
the cause of truth" can help mis
slonaries supply the conditions of
conversion through prayers and
sacrifices.
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NOT FOR SALE
Un Auuiiaj
FOR *c Bp Hum
Tki. mahogany hora. 1, tha Chicago Market Rally Aw„d.
7** r *' I* a»arded to tha lurnitura nor* rhoien
lh» outstanding retailer serving a large metropolitan shop,
ping area. Thaaa stores ara chosen above all othrri In iba
f®nnlf7 . . . Kiraait . , .
• ihey have rraalrd a demand lor naw lumishings tbrongb
laadarahip In styl. In d design
• they baa a maintained tha high itandardi ol home-goods
r«*tai 1 in | • profauion
•they bar a rontribnlrd la tha impt n> arneol ol tha Araeri
aan homo and to lha ganrral svallare ol lha community
TV. year, MODERNAIRE was ,b...n to receive thl. A.gAesr auurd ol egrallanea. and t.
inscribe ,u, n.m. an tha Cblc.g. Market Rally Au.rd .hlald .1 national rorogni,,..
a. tba jaar • outatanding ralailar aarrlng a major urban araa.
modernaire furniture
Air-Conditioned • R.uta 4, Paremus, N. J. • Ph, n. HUbbard 71474
1959 FRANCISCAN PILGRIMAGES
in honor of Our Blessed Mother
to these Shrines in Canada
In Montreal
SHRINE OF THE SACRED HEART
BR ANDRE'S SHRINE TO ST. JOSEPH
NOTRE DAME CHURCH
THE SEAMEN'S CHURCH
In Cap de la Madeleine
OUR LADY OF THE CAPE
In Beaupre
SHRINE OF ST ANNE DE BEAUPRE
rVice Include* 13 mealt, 5 night* lodging, tronaporta-
tion in de luxe Air-Conditioned Air Suspenaion buses.
A ttmlMm Prtaal n Chaplain an all Pilgrimages
Pilgnmogal leo.e l'«m the tronciiron pilgrlmoga Office
I}) w,.' li,i Ji.aai. Nr C
on Monday ol 7 * M and return an Saturday about * P M.
All proceed* tor tha banatll ol eur franc.icon Seminary.
S' Joteph ■ Sa'ophi, San.nary Collicaon, New York
tor toldar with full dateila wri,a
t« ARNOLD f MOWN OIM FRANCISCAN FAMILY CIICII
111 Waal Hal llrani NYC
Phana PI 4-4445 - Offiso Hours 10 la 4 - Man Ihraugh PH.
TIGHT
QUARTERS
AM A
“Hot Weld”
This P S worker is welding
together two sections of Gas
main. Making welds stronger
than the pipe itself calls for
expert technique particu-
larly when the work is done
under difficult circumstances
Skilled craftsmen . . . spe-
cialized equipment . . . lons
term planning and capable
organization all combine
to make your Gas service so
highly dependable.'
SERVICE
Jersey City and Bloomfield Boys Are Goin’ Campin’
By June Dwyer
There are two very happy
hoya in the Young Advocate
Club this week. One is David
Samuel of Bloomfield and the
the other is Richard Doyle of
Jersey City These lucky lads
have won themselves a free
month at Camp Christ the King
for the month of August.
Since the two prizes were the
largest ever offered by the
Young Advocate Club—thanks
tc the generosity of the CYO—-
we were very careful in choos
lng our judges; one was a
priest, one was a married man
and one a single young woman.
All of the judges were jour-
nalists which made them espe-
cially able to judge the 150-
word essays
DONALD lives at tl State
St in Bloomfield and is in
Sacred Heart parish He is 12
years old and had Sister M
Cortilia as a teacher In the
sixth grade
When we gave the good news
to Donald's mother, she said
It was the answer to many
prayers. Donald is one of sev-
en children and the whole fam-
ily was hoping and praying
that he would win
When Donald derided to enter
the contest, his mother and
father told him he should work
step by step He worked every
day on his article for about
three weeks At first he put
down just words and ideas.
Next he put the thoughts into
sentences and finally into para-
graphs.
WHEN HE read his finished
paragraphs, Donald found that
the article was too long. He
had to chop it down until all
of his ideas on why he wanted
to go to Camp Christ the King
were put into the 150 words.
When the entry was finished
end the whole family had taken
a look at it, five-year-old Andy
took it to the mail box and
put it in "with a Hail ‘Mary "
When the good news was
heard at the Samuel house the
whole family joined in the
celebrating. This isn't the first
time the Samuels have had a
winner in the Young Advocate
contest either. Mary Jane
Samuel was a first prize winner
in one of the contests. And ac-
j cording to Mrs Samuel, "we’re
j going to try and have some
more winners too.”
RICHARD lives at 340 Dun-
can Ave. in Jersey City He
is also 12. He had Sister Agnes
Marilyn in the sixth grade at
St. Aloysius School
Richard, who is one of 11
children, has a different way
of doing his work. No one knew
Richard had entered the con-
test until the entry had been
written and mailed. He men-
tioned it to the family but that
was all
One of the proudest mem-
bers of Richard's family was
Richard’s brother. Rev. John
Doyle, who is stationed at St.
Joseph's, Oradell Father Doyle
brought Richard down to the
office where his picture was
taken after he learned he was
a camp-contest winner
Though he proved he is a
good writer, our contest win-
ner is more interested in be-
coming a detective when he
grows up
THE BOYS will leave for
their vacation Aug 2 and will
be at Camp Christ the King
until Aug 29 We will visit
the boys with our camera in
August so we can show the
rest of the Club members just
how they are making out.
It's a happy day for two boys
and for the Young Advocate
Club too We want to thank
the CYO for giving us this op-
portunity. We know that our
two winners are going to be
the best campers at Christ the
King, for they have to repre-
sent all of the other wonderful
boys who tried to hard in this
contest and were not as lucky
Happy vacationing. Donald
and Richard
VIS[?]ING: Richard Doyle visited the Young Advocate
office and tried out the typewriter for sire Richard
also met the camp contest judges at the office and
was given a tour.
EARLY PACKERS: Donald Samuel, a winner in the
Young Advocate contest, got a helping hand from his
sister, Debbie, and from his brother, Henry, when
they heard he would be leaving for camp. This early
bird will certainly be ready when camp time comes
Aug. 2.
Pat O’Brien Speaks to Youth
PARAMtJS A "rpp|" and a "real''
friend nf youth took limp out from touring
in his play. "The I.oud Red Patrirk." to civp
us an interview for the Young Advocates The
artor who has played such heroes as father
Hanagan of Roys' Town and Knute Rockne
of Notre Dame, is Pat O'Brien
In his "real" life Pat O'Brien has re
reived so many awards that we would not he
able to list them all To namp Just a few
that might be Interesting to Young Ad
vocates. there are Catholic Youth Orgamza
tion award for being an "Inspiration to Youth
of America . Kittle l.casfue Baseball Associa
tion Award, the Papal Award of Knight nf
(harity. Knights of Columbus Achievement
Award, the Notre Dame Athletic Award and
the valedictorian award from Boys Town.
Omaha. Neb
Though Pat O Brien is a Catholic he has
also been honored by the National Confer-
ence of Christians and Jews For hs
tinguished service in promoting brother-
hood and received the Mum anil a nan
award from the Beth Israel Congregation in
Omaha
MK WANTED to know what Mr O Brien.
who has been voted Father of the Near
twice, had In say about young people They
are no different than we are." laid the
artor 'When I think of Juvenile delinquents
I think of that old saying hut for the grace
of (,nd. there go you and I'."
"I have been very fortunate w th mv
family he continued "Someone asked me
why I built surh a big home in California
The rrason Is simple I wanted my .nns and
daughters to have 9 home to come to with
their friends
"
Mr O Brien has four children a son In
the air force and a son who will start
fieorgetown School of Foreign Service in
Washington this year, a married daughter
Mavoureen, and a daughter, Bridget, who is
13 and attends Mary mount School in Califor
nia
Mr O'Brien had another *aying on the
subject of youth If you go hunting aith
your boy, you'll never have to go hunting for
him The same idea is still true It doesn t
make any differenre if a boy is an artor s
son nr a baker's or a grocer's a father
has to be close to his children When there
are Juvenile delinquents you will usually find
it i the parents' fault "
PAT O’BRIKV thinks the acting profrs
sion is a wonderful one for doing good "We
have many contacts that we ran use to help
people and ue re asked to visit crippled chil
drens homes and hoys' schools - th.-v nev-
er ask hankers nr lawyers or ether profes
Sions to help in this way
"
This is Ihe pari of
show business that appeals to the real"
rat O'Brien
SI (ienesms came in for a little praise
100 Speaking of acting s relation to his roll
gton. Mr O Rnen said "We hasp a patron
saint all nnr own and that < pretty n oo d
"
"This play." he said, referring to "The
I.ond Red Patrick" which will open at Ihe
North Jersey Playhouse, port July 26.
is the only play I have evrr been in where
es cry night Ihe east rome into my dressing
room and says the Iwird s Prayer It's a lit
tie like Noire Dame going into a huddle
"
Mr O Prim didn't claim ,in\ rrrdlt fnr
thr prr curtain prnvrr Hr said J Robert
Dioti of Catholic t nlvcr*i'>, thr p|a\'s di
rrrtnr. suggested the spiritual timr nut Mr
O'Brien added Rut I have always knocked
myself out making the Sign of the Cross
every night before each scene
"
RRIIMiKT is the only voting O'Rrien who
ieems to l>e interested in following in her
father * footstep* If she choo*r* to necome
an actrr** that * all right with F’at HBrien
If any youngster want* to go into thr
thratrr. hr ha* to hr prepared to facr heart
arhr* and to makr *arnfirr*. hr added
Before leaving wr asked Mr O'Brien
"hat hi* f.iNoritr nun ir rolr* have h< rn Hr
mrntionrd thrrr Father Huffy in ' Fighting
bather Huff> Knutr Rockne, thr famous
ro.irh of Notrr Damf, and hi* rolr in thr
Iron Major Thr*r film* arr before the
time Young Advocate* became movie view
ers. hut check with Mom and Had and you
"ill find they were al*o favorites of Amrri
can movie goers
June Dwyer and Pat O'Brien
Lives of the Saints
God’s Heroine
Modern television points up
action stories and heroism This
week’s saint might well be a
heroine on a TV program in
modern days for her life is
filled with excitement and dra
mi.
St Maria Di Rosa was nurs-
ing on the battlefield in Italy
a few years before the valiant
Florence Nightingale took up
her post This same woman
faced attacking solidiers with a
crucifix and kept them from
destroying a hospital Once she
even saved someone from a
bolting oorse and carnage
BEFORE our heroine (whose
real name was Paula) was SO.
she had set up two spiritual
centers, worked in the Brescia
hospital during the cholera epi
demlc and opened schools for
abandoned girls ard for deaf
and dumb boys
W’hcn Paula was 27 she start
ed to organise a group of worn
en which one day became the
Handmaids of Charity. The oh
ject of the religious order was
to look after the sick in hos
pitals, not simply as nurses but
as giving the whole of their
time and interest to the sick
and suffering
Paula and her friend (lahriela
Bornati and four other women
took a small place in Brescia
near the hospital Soon the
croup crew to 32. and praise
for their work grew m quickly.
One doctor printed an arttcl#
in a newspaper thanking them
for their work
Rut there were others who
thought the women should not
interfere with the hospital
work To this St Maria said:
1 hope that is not our last
cross, because to tell the truth
1 should have been sorrv had
we not heen persecuted "
IN IMS when war came to
Italv. St Maria and her wom-
en went to work at the military
hospital Here the women treat-
ed civilian and soldier alikc It
was also here that the soldier*
attacked and the brave saint
met them at the door She car-
ried tf.o crucifix as her or.ly
weapon There were six other
Handmaids with her
The soldiers stopped Then
they turned and went away.
The crucifix was taken from
sick bed to sick bed for the pa-
tients to kiss gratefullv
I\ IK.M) Pope Pius !\ named
the Handmaids of Chanty a*
a religious order approving
their constitution In IVS 2 the
first 2.*> nuns and the foundress
made their vows Paula be-
coming Sister Maria Crocifiss*
or Sister Marv of the Cruci-
fied
St Maria once said 1 can t
go to bed with a quiet con-
science if during the day I've
missed anv chance, however
light, of preventing wrongdo-
ing or of helping to bring about
soine good What a wonder-
ful thought for us all
St Maria
St. Wane Cro[?]fissa Dr Rosa [?]
portrayed by Kathleen Coulter
of Holy Fa[?]ly. [?]lorham Park,
[?] is [?]ted by the S [?]
of Chris[?] Char[?] St. Maria's
F[?]a[?] d[?] [?] D[?] [?].
Uses Slavonic
At Masses
For Jubilee
DANVM.LE. Pa iNT) _ The
Sisters of SS Cyril and Metho
d'US will fealure the relehralion
of Glagolitie Masses Ihe use
of an ancient Slavonic language
in Ihe Roman Rite in their
golden Juhilee observances Ihis
year
Such a Mass heliesed the firs'
offered in the western hemis-
phere. uas celebrated on the
feast of SS Cyril and Methodius
July 7 Another Glagolitic Mass
will he offered during Ihe sum
mcr and the third to which the
public will he milled will he
celebrated Sept 7
The Slavonic language is usual
ly used .only in Pastern Rite
Masses It is now used in only
eight dioceses in Yugoslavia and
Is permitted for certain special
feasts- in certain churches in
( rechoslovakia, the Sisters noted
The Sisters were founded to
thwart the danger that the Slo
\ ak heritage would he lost among
the younger generation of Amcrf
cans
Dunbarton Fleas
Jersey Leaders
VVVSHINGTnS Rarhnr*
S« rnfnni of Fngleuood .mfi
Mary l.ou O'Rrirn of Pl;,mf
v
1
have horn rl or tori pros'Hon I an i
vicp president. re sport i\el\. of thu
Munharton College M»phomi*r«
r lave
Miss Srrofam Is a graduate of
Holy Angels Academv. port Ire.
Miss O'Brien graduated from Mt.
St Mary's Academy North Plain-
field
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GEORGIAN COURT
COLLEGE
Conducted by the Sittart of Mercy
FOUR-YEAR COURSf LIAOINO TO
BA. and I S DEGREES
W*||-int#grated program in Liberal
Art*. Fine Art*. Science. Mu tic. Home
Economic*. Butinett Adminittration
Teacher Training lor Elementary and
Secondary School*. Fully Accredited
Addret* SISTER SECRETARY
Oeergion Court College
Lakewood. New Jertey
MT. ST. DOMINIC
ACADEMY
CALDWIU NEW JERSIY
n»tnrni*rY School for Girl*
Re«ld*nt and Day
Call
Directreti CA 6-3660
College oi Saint Elizabeth
Founded In 1899 by the Sister* of Charity
Convent Station, New Jersey
CALDWEU, NEW JERSEY
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited Offering A.B and B S. Degree*
CAMP ST. JOSEPH'S VILLA
FOB BOYS Completely Staffed by Xavenan Brother*
The beat >ou are lonkinc for in Health
Site - Sanitation - Supervision - Recreation
UNIQUE SWIMMING POOL
Open Air Theatre Rollei Skalin* Kink - Va»t Ball Field _
Pioneerina Home Cookin* and Baker*
INSPECTION INVITED FROM MID APRIL ON
Weekly Rate*: t)S Season Rate 111 I
Booking* for If f Weeks—Seaton from June 17 to Auguit IB_Aeee 4 14
For Information and direction ( onault
NEW YORK OFFICE Rt Rev Migr John J McEvoy
107 la*t ljrd St.. New York 14. N V Tel MUrrey Hill S 41*4
CAMP TEGAKWITHA
Owned and O (urjtcd b\ the
Arcbdtoccie of Sewark
SEASON: JUNE 27-AUG 22
Two-Week Period . . . .$70.00
Four-Week Period .
.
. $135 00
Full Seaton $260.00
ATHLETICS - SWIMMING - RIDING
TENNIS - ARTS AND CRAFTS
DANCINO - DRAMATICS - SPECIAL
EXCELLFST CARE • T RAISED COL SSEI.ORS
VODERS FQI'IPMF.ST
Apply: MRS. EILEEN A WELCH, Director, 51 Smull Ave.
Caldwell, N.J -Telephone CAldwell 6-4696 after 3 P.M.
FOR GIRLS
6 to 16
on
LAKE HOPATCONG
NEW JERSEY
PROGRAM To, CHILDREN
y Your most important
food purchase is
BCEAO
Be sure you get the BEST.. always ask for
a HH: I=U
BUTTERCUP
Buttercup is i delicious loaf
that everyone in the family
will love. It's nutritious, too
—each pound contains the
non-fat milk solids of 7
ounces ef milk. That's why
housewives everywhere say,
__
Mod* with lOO’/,
Pure Vegetable Shortening
You tig Advocate Club
Refugee Contest
Senior Division: Draw a pooler remindinc people that up arr
enterinß Refucee Year You ma\ ask lor help for iho
no homes on a poster no larger than 12 inch'. h\ in ~,r h e
Junior Division: Color the pint tiro of le-.p \|.,r\ and the , hil
dren of the world that appears on this pa.tr
j Name
| Address
j City
I .School
! Teacher
I I am a member
(Ir.ulc
1 "on Id like to i o j n '
Rules. Entries should be send to lime Y p u \er
voeate Club, 31 Clinton St Newark 2. N .1 Your entrv
a member
Entries must be in the Young Advocate office hvAug 12. IRSP
All entries must he accompanied hv the attached
by a copy of it
Younc Ad
makes you
Wednesday.
coupon, or
Your Neighborhood
Pharmacitt “Soys"
3
lam
NEWARK
fttori* Mirtonni
LIU PHARMACY
Flsla hlished over V) rei
Four Refistered Pharmn
Traa l>ellver> Open User
Fmm U a m in II pm
Tf 4 Ml Prospect Avenue
Montclair Avenue
HU 1474 t Newark.
JERSEY CITY
PALMIRA PHARMACY
Arthur I Pelmera. Ph 0
Preemption Phirmartiti
Rlolnf tr a I *lck Room Supplies
C nametire
Preemptions (ailed lor
and ftellvered
PYI Serpen Avenue
Jeraev Cltv N J HI 1 4421
JERSEY CITY
VALINTI I PHARMACY
Joseph Valenti. Ree Pher
Preemption* Rabv Needs
Photo rvpt Free i>ell\erv
n I West tide Ave npp talrMew
Jeraev Cltv. N J
Phene Ol S 1014
WESTFIELD
CINTRAL PHARMACY
Michael J Cermele Ree Pher
Prearrlptiona Careful!?
C ompounded
r>ru*a Perfumes C nametire
Rlrk Room Supplies
*l4 Central Ave. Wlatfleld 11411
NUTIEY
BAY DRUO CO
James Riccte. Ree Pher.
Preemptions Promptly Tilled
Cut Rate Hr\i|s and ( oametlrs
lit Franklin Ave. NUtlev l-3«tV
ORANGE
FORD'S DRUO STORB
Paul Daniel. Ph O
Prearrlptiona Called for
and Delivered
Free Del!
OraiSß# rv j.
Academy of St. Elizabeth
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Author Says Juvenile Delinquency
And Poor Reading Have Connection
WASHINGTON (NO
- There s
■ »winjj from "light learning"
to phonetic instruction in teach-
ing reading, says a Sister whose
own phonetic method has re-
ceived wide attention.
Sister Mary Caroline, an Im
maculate Heart of Mary nun who
teaches at St. Ann s School. San
Bernardino, Calif , also said in
an interview here that she firmly
believes there's a connection be
tween juvenile delinquency and
the inability to read or spell.
Sister describes her method j
j- now used successfully not |
only by herself, but several olh
er teachers in California —as
based on a four part mental
process that she calls “tech
niques of attack."
Anyone with maturity and dis-
cipline from 7 to 70 can
acquire the skill of reading based
on the four part mental process
which asks these questions; How
does the word begin” 'What are
its vowels?' 'What do they say?'
and What is tne word?"’ Sister
maintained.
SIGHT learning In which chil-
dren rely most heavily on mem
ory for reading and spelling is
general now, she admitted, but
she is convinced phonetics is be-
ing regarded with new respect
"Something has to be done.
Everyone knows that. Too many
school children are not learning
how to read or spell properlv.
"Eighty-seven
per <-.nt of the
juveniles in trouble with the law-
are retarded readers." Sister
said "Yet nowhere near that
percentage has any other form
of mental retardation. Many
have above-average intelligence ”
Caldwell Alumnae Remember Others
On 25th Anniversary of Graduation
( Silver jubilar
lanv of Mt. Si Dominic Acad-
emy gathered rrcrntlv to rrmi
msec and to say "thank you" lo
their former teachers The six
members of the class of 1934
also honored the memory of
their classmate Ramona Kern
ahan. who died shortly after
finishing nursing school.
The reunion was held at the
home of formrr senior class
president Mrs. (.eorge Earle of
Treakness. The Sisters attend
ing represented »o>~ r of the 1934
arariemv faculty.
The six women presented a
replica of the Argosy, a ship
representing the school paper,
decked in $lO hills to the Sis
tors The school paper was first
issued when the class were
freshmen and is now in its 29th
year of publication The funds
are to be applied to the Domini-
can Sisters' Infirmary Building
Fund in honor of Ramona Ker
nah an
The Sisters surprised their
former students by presenting
each with a silver Rosary
bracelet in honor of the anm-
\ ersary.
STATISTICS unearthed at
the event showed that the six
women married and had a total
of 20 children ( who were pres
ent for the celebration with
their fathers i All the women
went on for further study after
high school three became
nurses, one a lady embalmer,
one a teacher and one a sec-
retary. Mrs Brown is still
working in the funeral busi-
ness with her husband in Con-
necticut, Mrs Temple has just
finished 20 years of service as
a public health nurse in
Orange, and Mrs. Babcock is
engaged in psychiatric nursing.
The faculty did some remi-
niscing too. Sisters (iermaine
and Fortunata are still at the
Mount Sisters Alovsius and Fi-
leen are now associated with
Caldwell College on the same
campus. Sister Manms has re
tired, and Sister Alina, who
was unable to attend, is also
at Caldwell College.
Nor has the future of AISD's
been neglected by the former
Mutilities. Two of Mrs. Spind-
ler's six children are third-
generation Mounties, while
Mrs. Temple's daughlrr claims
second generation rights.
Mrs. Collerd spoke for the
group "We all admitted using
the ideas of the good Sisters in
raising our own children We
have been deeply influenced by
the gentle and ofttimes stern
discipline of the faculty
try evading an assignment and
rec.tation in a class of seven
"
GRADUATION ANNIVERSARY: The faculty and students of the 1934 class of Mt.
St. Dominic [?]demy, Caldwell, posed again after a 25-year lapse of time. Faculty,
left torig[?] are: Sisters M. Mannis, M. Germaine, M. Fortunato, M. Aloysius
(past principal holding the money-decked Argosy), and M. Eileen. Past graduates
are: Mrs. Elise McIntyre Brown, Mrs. Taafe Temple. Mrs. Mary Flitcraft Babcok,Mrs. Pauline Banfield Spindler, Mrs. Kathryn McDermott Collerd and Mrs. Rose
Massero[?] Earle.
LISTENING IN: Sister Leona, O.S.B., president of the New Jersey Catholic Round
Table of Science, is testing reception on a tape being prepared by Mother Mary
Thomas. Round Table vice president. The nuns are at work at the tape institute
at Mt. St. Scholastica College, Atchison, Kan, this summer with three other New
Jersey nuns. Sister Leona of Benedictine Academy and Mother Mary Thomas,
principal of Our Lady of the Valley, Orange, have a great consolation in their
work—the booths are air-conditioned
Women
around the
World
The Ceylon Cabinet ha* re-
voked an order forbidding Cath-
olie nursing Sinters to work in
the Mate operated hospitals. The
nuns may remain on hospital
staffs for the next fi\ e year peri-
od when the question will be re-
considered Buddhists have long
opposed the use of nuns in state
hospitals
.
Karachi. Pakistan. will have a
cloistered comont thanks to the
Dominican Sisters <>( luis Ante
les. who will establish the com-
munity there by November Moth-
er Mary (.abriel left the Cali-
fornia convent for the first time
in .15 years to survey the situa
lion Her plane trip was also a
first for her.
Exposes Red Fallacies
WASHINGTON iN( » _ The
Senate Internal Security Subcom
mittee has issued anew booklet
( ont radict ions of Communism."
which, it announced, is aimed at
exposing the fake front that com
munism exhibits.
Pope Pius Principal
Heads Dominican Order
NKWBI RCH. N V The
Sifters of St Dominic elected
Mother Leo Vincent, principal of
lope Pius Xll Diocesan High
.School in Passaic, mother gener
nl of the order a! a general
chapter July 3 4 The election
was held at the motherhouse
here
Mother I-eo \incrnt. the
daughter of the late Thomas and
Mary Short of Ireland, assumed
her position July 8
IN 1930 Mother Vincent entered
the novitiate a: Mt St Min’s.
Newburgh. She earned a hache
lor's degree at Seton Hall l ni\er
Mty and a master's at Catholic
Innrrsity. majoring in educa
tmn administration and mperw
sion
The new superior general was
assigned to teaching positions m
.St Pauls School. Jersey City
Our Lad\ of \ .ctory % School.
Yt Vernon. N Y and wa* prin
cipal of St Patrick s School
Newburgh, for s.x years before
j .ning the teaching staff of Pope
Pius XII High School.
Mother Leo Vincent
Nun-Educator Asks Support
For Grapho Analysis Program
ST l ot Is i\( i— A call for
educators to hark the u*r of
lie nil w riling analysis in schools
u a\ issued here h\ Mother M
Ceriha Koehler a! thr 30th an
nual com ention of the Interna
t c»nal (irapho Analun *Societ>
Sjm a k in g on A Teacher luniks
** (irapho Anahm, ' Mother ( e
c * 11a. a certified grapho analvsist
urgefj adoption of the grapho
tec hmq sir in school testing pro
gi a m *
School authorities recogni/r. ”
the ITsulinr nun said. the lim
its of present methods for mens
wing inborn intelligence, the in
adequaev of tests for vocational
determinations and the weak
nc*\ of rating of emotional im
maturity
"
MOTHKR ( ecilia said that the
grapho analvsis rnethfKi is W,
accurate and emphasized its
c|ui ck and cam value in arriving
‘’’t the determinations desired
and required in the mxtern
classroom.
She also stated that it is espe
ciallv uselul in counseling and
in understanding teat her pupil
parent relationships.
Addressing the (irapho Analy
»i‘ Society 1959 graduating class
Mother i ceil, a pr.nscd the pro
fessional ethics of the group anti
w ged a continued spirit of loyal
tv She compared grapho analy
os to ps \ chiatry in its fight for
public recognition and accep
tance
The educator, who has served
I>oth as religious superior and
counselor in her community, also
pointed up the potential value of
grapho method in the training of
religious
Pope John XXIII Praises
Italian Nuns Planning Union
ROME (NO— Represent a In <v
of 270 congregations (,f Sisters in
Italy hair won the praise of Pope
John Will for Ihnr work in rn
couraging Ihe moirmrnt tow aril
frdcratinc religious societies
F'ope John said in a lrttrr to
thr women religiouv
Sincularly happy ha* been the
encouragement given to thr frd
••ration moirmrnt among worn
rn a institute! of perfection, which
has been quickly extended and
consolidated on a national and In
ternatinnal basis, disclosing an
instrument among the most ef
fectue and fruitful in the com
mon effort always to develop
better means for the iri
terlor spiritual. Intellectual and
technical formation for every lei
el and form of the apostolate
"
TIIK POPE'S message was ad
dressed to the seienth council of
Mothers Genera! in Rome, which
embraces teaching Sisters, worn
en religious in the hospital and
assistance fields, and cloistered
nuns
The movement toward co
nrdinating the work of religious
communities got its major im
petws nine years ago when the
first world Congress of the Stales
“f Perfection was held Since
then, conferences of major su
periors of both men and women
leligious and secular institutes
have been organized in over two
dozen countries
Europcans to Train
Oriental Nurses
WUPPERTAL, (lermany t SC)
—St Peter's Hospital here plans
to train Japanese, Chihese and
Korean girls who want to be
come nurses in Europe.
Eirst preference will be given
tr girls who wish to Join a rell
glous community, but were un
able to do so in their respective
countries because of a shortage
of Catholic institutions.
St. E’s Alumnae
Receive Award
CONVENT STATION -Thr Col
* c t! e °F Si Elizabeth was honored
the 4ttli general conference of
the American Alumni Council at
Mackinac Island, Mich , with a
i-hare in the annual direct mail
campaign competition award
The college's homecoming pro
motion piece wav cited tor third
place. Mrs Edward J, Hogarty
i» alumnae executive secretary.
Little Sister Auxiliary
Plans Benefit
NEWARK—The Auxiliary of
the Ijltie Sisters of the Poor has
circled Oct 3 for a dessert-
bridge to be held at 309 Park
A»e , Orange, at 1 30 p rn
Mrs Daniel K Burns is chair
man assisted by Mrs. Charles
Moore.
Benedictines
Profess Vows
FLIZABF.TH Nine Bcnedic
tine Sisters who have completed
the canonical novitiate made
S'mple profession before the Of
fertory of the ( ommunity Mass
at the Motherhou.se here July 11
Ihe \<»ws professed for three
years, enable the Sisters to con
tinue training as scholastics and
to resume secular studies at the
Mothcrhousp in compliance with
the Sister Formation program
Those professing urns were
Sisters M Annunicata. Lake Mo
hawk. M Joachim Maplewood.
M Bernard Washington. D C
Marv (ieorge. Kh/aheth. Thomas
Mane. New York. \t Caro'.
Washington M Brian. Spring
field. M Boniface. Washington,
rnd M Benedict. F.li/abeth
CDA Raps Ruling
Of Supreme Court
CLEVELAND The supreme
directorate of the Catholic Daugh
t«rs of America spoke out against
the recent L\ S Supreme Court
decision reversing a New York
slate ban of the film, Lady
Chatterley's Lover "
The women also heard Bishop
Vincent S. Waters of Raleigh, na
tional chaplain, say that: "Seg
regation based wholly on race is
immoral, and therefore may not
he approved by a Catholic ." The
national chaplain also urged the
250,000 CDA members to promote
racial justice and an appreciation
of American documents and
ideals.
THE ( RITKTSM of the high
court ruling was in the form of
a reaolution which was adopted
leaders at the four day
conference It states. "There ii
cause for grave concern at a
present disposition on the part of
the judiciary, to approve moral
, license in the name of liberty
and to extend the Bill of Rights
to protect the teaching by mo-
tion pictures of adulterous con-
duct
"
Noting that the U. S. was
founded on a belief in God, the
"omen stated that the Constitu-
tion framers never intended its
provisions sh«ild "contradict"
the explicit commandments of
'God
! In other actions the board
| urged planners of the 1960 White
•House conference on youth to
j keep in mind the existence of
jC.od, the natural law and the
eternal destiny of each human
being
"
Relief on School Taxes
Seen by Nun-Lawyer
< I.K\ F.LAND (NO - The lime
may bp coming when Catholics
W 'H less burdened with double
taxation in supporting both par
ish anil public schools
So believes Sister Mary Ann
Joachim, lawyer and hrad of the
social studies department at Si
cna Heights College. Adrian
Mirh
In an mtrr\i«*w her?. Sister Ann
Joachim, who has hern admitted
to practice before the t S Su
premr Court, pointed out that the
high court has upheld the con
stitutinnahty of public bus trans
portation for Catholic school pu
pill She expects additional state
courts and legislatures to author-
lie such auxiliary services
SISTLR ANN Joachim noted
that in some district* public
school students are being asked
to bear more of the direct coat
of education In Dearborn. Mich.,
for example, free textbooks are
no longer supplied by public
schools, she said.
The more those using public
schools pay for equipment and
other expenses, the less tax mon
ey » ill be needed "
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St. Rose Upsets St. Joseph's;
Rout Gives St. Peter's Loop Lead
NEWARK Previously win-
less St. Rose of Lima, Newark,
pulled the upset of the season
on Sunday, throwing the Essex
County CYO intermediate base-
ball race into turmoil with a
stunning 7 1 victory over previ-
ously unbeaten St. Joseph's
Spanish, Newark.
That, coupled with an inhu
man, 31-0 victory by St Peter's,
Belleville, over St. Patrick’s!
Newark, boosted St. Peter s into
first place for the second time
this year. St. Peter's now has a
4-1 record and is a scant half!
Same ahead of St. Joseph’s, Our!
Lady of Lourdes of West Orange |
Our Lady of the Valley, Or-1
| ange, two mora of Sunday'i vic-
tors.
! Bob Pepsin recorded the vic-
!lory over St. Joseph'*, fashion-
i ing a four-hitter and slamming
out a pair of double* himself. A
bascs-loadcd two-run *ingle by
Joe Lasko gave St. Rose a per-
manent edge in the third.
OCR LADY of Lourde* got an-
other sparkling pitching perform-
ance from Frank (perfect game)
McCarthy. This time he came
up with a four-hitter in beating
St. Anthony's, Belleville, 5-1. He
fanned 16 men to give him a
total of 37 strikeouts in the last
two games
Our Lady of the Valley
banged out 17 hits, including ho-
mers by Bill Spagnoli, Bob Lon-
go and Tony Moreno, in whip-
ping St. Aloysius, Newark, 13-2,
behind George Boutilette.
Our Lady of the Valley drew;
a bye for this Sunday and will.
be able to sit back and watch
proceedings with glee as Our
Lady of Lourdes tangles with St.
Joseph* and St. Peter's ap-
proache* St. Rom wondering if
another upset is possible. Our
Lady of Lourdes is expected to
go with McCarthy while St. Jo-
seph's will probably put its best
foot forward with Joe Mendes.
Ed Szep, winner of three games,
will be the choice for St.
Peter's.
IN THE JUNIOR circuit, St.
Francis Xavier, Newark, contin-
ued to move toward a first-half
championship the CYO has de-
creed that a second-round elim-
ination be played by eliminat-
ing another contender, St. Val-
entine's, Bloomfield, 7-1. For the
fifth straight time it was Pat
Piegari all the way for the win-
ners, the only run he gave up
being the result of a homer by
John McGrath. Batting stars for
|St. Francis were Bob Remondel
, li with three hits and Larry Ven-
; ture with two, including a triple.
I St. Francis needs but one
more victory to ice first-half
honors but will have to wait a
week as it is not scheduled to
play this Sunday. Instead, its last
two rivals will be fighting for
survival as Mt. Carmel, Mont-
clair, tackles St Thomas the
Apostle, Bloomfield.
Mt. Carmel snapped back into
the win column in the only oth-
er game this week by edging
Sacred Heart 2, Vailsburg, 5-4,
in extra innings. Frank Cardell
won his own game with a run
scoring single in the eighth.
The week's schedule: (All
games on July 19)
,INTERMEDIATE LEAGUE
At Branch Brook Extension
I OL Lourdcx. West Orange, vi St Jo
•rph'i Spanish. Newark. 1 p m
St Patrick's. Newark, va. Immaculate Con
I ception. Montclair. 1 p m
At Newark Schools Stadium
St Roae of Lima. Newark, va. St. Peter's.
Belleveilla. 1 pm
Si Aloyxiua. New ark, va St. Anthony'a.
Belleville. 3 JO p m
JUNIOR LEAGUE
At Wsttetsin* Park. Bloomfield
St Marys* Nutley. va. St Valentino's.
Bloomfield. Ipm.
Ml Carmel. Montclair, va St Thomas
the Apostle. Bloomfield. ] ]0 pm
At Branch Brook Extension
Sacred Heart 1. Yailaburg. va Sacred
Heart 2. Vailsburg. Ipm.
Attention:
Irish Fans
PHILADELPHIA The an
nual trip of the Notre Dame
Fans of Philadelphia will be
held the last weekend in Sep-
tember when the group goes
out to South Bend. Ind , for the
opener against North Carolina
on Sept. 26.
A special 16-car tram will
leave Philadelphia on Sept 25
at S3O pm After the game
the group goes into Chicago
for the remainder of the week
end Accommodations will be
provided at the Sheraton Tow-
ers Hotel. The train departs
for home on Sept 27
Reservations are pneed at
$7O per person including round-
trip on special, bus transfers
reserved seat at game, room
at Sheraton Hotel and Saturday
night party
Area residents interested
may write to ND Fans of
Philadelphia. P O Box 444],
Philadelphia 40. Pa . for a free-
brochure.
ImmaculateLists
Same 9 Rivals
Montclair immacuiaie
Conception has listed the same
nine opponents for the 1959 foot
ball schedule as it had posted
for 1958. with Harrison being the
only public school rival
The Harrison game was wash-
ed off the 1958 schedule when
Immaculate wound up with a 53
record With most of last year's
club reluming, coach Joe liarscy
figures on a big season this Kail
S<-t* 17. SI M.ry ■. away IVI l o„„,
el I'waca 10. Pi a*. ..... ;„ Ml.uk*
a. away; 2a. Ilarrlaon. away Sev
>• Baylwr Kllard. n Smloo Hall. 15 SL
Joarph’i. 22. V allay
Szeigis Stars
In Hudson Loop
JERSEY Cm' - Jack Szeigis,
The Advocate's baseball player
ot the year in the Newark Arch-
diocese for 1958, has lost none
of his skills during his freshman
year at Holy Cross
The southpaw pitching star
twirled three hit ball and had a
grand slam homer to lead the
Jersey City Yanks to a 10-0 vie
tory which put the team a half-
game up in the southern division
of Hudson County's Build Better
Boys Sandlot Association
On the Yank roster with Szeigis
are three former St. Peter's
teammates. A1 Weigand. Jim Bo-
dino and Larry Hrebiniak, as
well as Joe Salerno of the St.
Peter's College frosh and Richie
Lakata, ex St Aloysius star. The
second place Jersey City Giants 1
are led by Nick Langone of Vil-
lanova, out of St. Michael's (UC),
and Hank Kurch of the Seton Hall
frosh.
Development Meets
Listed by AAU
NEW YORK A series of
track and field development
meets will be conducted by the
metropolitan AAC, opening July
9 at Van Cortlandt Park Stadium
Other meets ara listed for July
23 and Aug. 6, 20 and 27. Entry
blanks may be obtained from the
I AAU office at 15 Park Row All
j meets open it S pm.
Bayway Takes
Legion Crown
ELIZABETH—With Bill Henry,
Jim Manhardt and Bobby Hal
leek of St Mary's in leading
roles, Bayway Post captured the
Union County American Legion
junior baseball title in a best
of three playoff with Westfield
last week
Henry pitched two hit hall in
a 1-0 victory on July 11, then
came back to go the route, de-
spite yielding 12 hits, in the de
ctsivc 10-3 triumph on July 13
Westfield copped the July 12 con
test, 7 3
Halleck had four hits, including
a home run, in the three games
and Manhardt knocked in four
runs with two bases loaded
double* in the clincher. The St
Mary's basketball star also came
up with a great fielding play.
' Bayway now meet* Irvington
in the first round of the state
legion tourney. opening this
week at Warinanco Park.
One Game Left
For St. Joseph's
BOGOTA Victories over
Ridgewood and Westwood en-
abled St Joseph s CYO to main
tain a slim lead in the Bergen
County Connie Mack I-eague last
week as the schedule headed
down the homestretch
Joe W'ohllcben picked up his
sivenlh win of the season in a
C-2 defeat of Ridgewood, while
Bill Rikcr accounted for his sec
or.d win in a 13 2 rout of West
wood Jack Wright had a triple
in each contest
St. Joseph s. with one game to
play, shows a 15 2 record, as
against 14 2 for second place
Ramsey, the only team still in
contention Both clubs will open
Play ‘n Ihe New Jersey lourna
ment this weekend.
League
Standings
ISSIX COUNTY CYO
INTI RMI 01 AT | LIAOUI
St. Belleville
Si Joseph 1* Spanish. Newark i \
OLV.lU,.O r ,ni, 3 j
O I. I.ourdea. W eel Oranse 3 j
ImnuruUl# Conrp Mont 2 2
St Aloyaius. New ark 2 3
St. Anthony *. Belleville 1 2
St lloae 0/ lima. Newark 1 \
St Patrick'*. Newark 0 4
Result*
01.. \ alley 11. Si. Aloyalu* 2
O L Inurdea i. ftt \ nthooy a l
St lloae 7. 61. Joaeph'a 1
St. Peter a 31. S\ Patrick a 0
JUNIOR I lAOUI
St Franc 1* Xavier. Newark 'j 0
Mi ( armel. Montclair 3 j
St Thomaa. Bloomfield 2 1
St Valentine
*. Bloomfield 2 2
St Mary
*. Nulley j 3
Sacred Heart 1. VaiLaburg 1 3
Sacred Heart 2. Vailabun 0 3
Last Week's Result*
Mt ( arinel 3. Sacred Heart <2» 4
St Ft and*7 St. Valentine a 1
AS>AIC CTO
JUNIOR LIAOUI
St Nicholas
H 0
Mt l armel 7 3
St Anthony*
4 2
lloly Trinity 4 3
St. Nlrholaa ( kraintan 4 4
St Stephen
a 1 fl
Holy lloaary n a
St. Mary • 0 7
Last Week's Results
Ml Carmel 13. St Mary a 0
St Nicholas U 04. 81. Stephen a 4
UNION COUNTY CYO
INTIRMIDIATI LIAOUI
St. Joseph's 1. Roselle 2 0
ftt. Genevieve's. El Isabel* 2 0
St. Patrick's. Ellas bet* 1 1
St. Tereaaa. Summit 1 2
St. Joseph's 2. Koeelle 0 2
Press Box Paragraphs
What Now, Mr. Brundage?
By Ed Grant
Avery Brundage. the grand
panjandrum of international
amateur athletics, will be in
Philadelphia this weekend for
the U S -Russian track and field
meet and it is to be hoped that
he will make himself available
to American aportswriters who
are anxious to get the “inside
dope" on the China affair.
Evidently believing in the old
adage, "A rose by any other
name, etc ," Brundage's Inter-
national Olympic Committee
(IOC) last month asked Nation-
alist China to temporarily with-
draw from the organization un-
til it could come up with anew
name, preferably Taiwan (For-
mosa).
The idea was that this could
pave the way for Red China to
enter the organization How-
ever, the Nationalists' first
choice of nomenclature was the
“Republic of China" and this
has still to be decided upon
officially by the lOC. Unofficial
reports from headquarters in
Geneva indicate it will be re-
jected.
NO SOONER had the news of
the Nationalist China Red China
affair been released in this
country than the lOC and, in
particular, Brundage felt the
full salvos of public denuncia-
tion from press, public, com-
mittee and Congress. Brundage
claims the whole affair is a
misunderstanding, hence the In-
terest in getting the story
straight from the lips of the
knight defender of pure ama
tourism
Reaction of Brundage and his
colleagues to the criticism
heaped on them is reminiscent
of that which emanated from
Notre Dame, following the re-
lease (firing’ resigning’) of
Terry Brennan last winter. The
lOC was shocked that anyone
would dare to impute political
reasons to what it called a
purely ‘'jurisdicitonal" matter.
There is. It is true, some
merit to the lOC position. For-
getting international politics for
the moment, the idea of the
Olympics is to include every
amateur athlete in the world
capable of qualifying for the
games Anything that hinders
its jurisdiction over all areas
of the earth therefore becomes,
in the mind of the lOC, an
obstacle which must be re-
moved.
THE PROBLEM of the two
Germanys, East and West, was
solved a couple of years back
by the setting up of a joint
Olympic committee to repre
sent both zones Until then.
West Germany was represented
on Olympic councils. East Ger-
many was not
Such a deal is obviously im-
possible in the China situation.
So the lOC accepted Red China
as a separate unit But the Reds
promptly walked out rather
than participate in any contests
with Nationalist China
At the world basketball cham-
pionships in South America
last winter. Russia also walked
out (and lost the title l when
it refused to play Nationalist
China, claiming it couldn't meet
“a country that doesn't exist."
THE NEXT mova on the
chess board was the re-arrange-
ment of names. Nationalist
China competed as Formosa at
the Asian games last summer
But now it appears to he giving
second thought to this now title
when it comes down to its of-
ficial listing in the 1 O C
And. considering the political
situation, they can hardly be
blamed for not wishing to con-
cede to the Reds even this
minor point of how the two will
be listed in a sports organiza-
tion.
So this brings us hack to
that nasty world of reality. For
the chief trouble with Brun-
dage and the 1 O.C. is that they
live in a cloudy world of their
own. Mr Brundage. we feel,
imagines that this is still the
era of the amateur gentleman
athlete, who could not soil his
hands with work for pay. How
else explain his refusal to ad-
mit the least bit of compromise
which might make it easier for
free world athletes to continue
their careers once they have
gone to work for a living.
MR. BRUNDAGE long has
been a hoMout against a ' re-
leased-time" program which
would allow athletes to be paid
normal wages for the time
spent representing their coun-
tries in Olympic games. The
lesult is that the communist
athletes, whose main job is to
run, jump, etc . can have ca-
reers lasting even a decade
longer than those from Ameri-
can and other ‘capitalistic"
nations
The Russian team coming to
Philadelphia is proof of this
Many of their top men, and
women, competed in the 1952
Olympics at Helsinki. The only
American to go hack that far
is shot putter Parry O'Brien
Olympic champions like Boh
Richards, Tom Courtney, Bob
Mathias and Horace Ashenfel
ter retired when still at the
peak of their careers.
DESPITE OUR disagreement
with the viewpoint of Mr.
Brundage. we see no need for
forming any committees to
keep America out of the Olym-
pic games next year. In fact,
right now, the Nationalist Chi
nrse arc almost sure to appear
at the Winter Olympics in
Squaw Valley, while the Reds
definitely will not The same
will probably be true at Rome
next summer.
It could even be that the lOC
is giving the Reds just enough
rope to hang themselves. By
acceding to the minor point of
nomenclature, they will force
the Reds to decide whether or
not they will back down from
their present position not to
play the "non-existent nation "
This may be a Pollyanna
viewpoint, but. who knows, be-
fore all the high-level athletic
diplomacy has ended, amateur
athletics might not only be rid
of the China Reds, but the rest
of the state athletic crew from
Russia and Eastern Europe as
well.
Perhaps a little press con-
ference in Philadelphia will
help to straighten some of
these matters out and. if it
happens, we hope to report on
it in these pages next week
K.C. Tournament
In Semi-Finals
BELLEVILLE - Caldwell,
Bloomfield, Montclair and New-
ark survived first round play in
the New Jersey Chapter 1, K
of C , softball tournament, which
opened July 12 at Branch Brook
and Brookdale parks
Montclair topped Belleville, 6 1
and Bloomfield whipped Summit,
17 6, in the two first round con
tests Newark and Caldwell were
awarded forfeits when their
scheduled rivals failed to appear
In the semi-final contests on
July 19, Bloomfield faces New-
ark on Diamond 1 at Branch
Brook Park Extension, while
Caldwell takes on Montclair on
Diamond 2.
Irvington Girl
On U.S. Team
IRVINGTON Ann Marie
Flynn, a graduate of Cathedral
High School, Manhattan, and now
a resident of this city, will rep
resent the United States in the
dual track and field meet against
Russia, July 18 19 at Philade!
phi a
A high jumper. Miss Flvnn was
also a member of the 1956 Olym
pic team prior to moving to this
side of the Hudson two years ago
She won the national AAV girls
title that year and finished sec
ond in the senior competition to
earn the Olympic berth
Miss Flynn will be the only
North Jersey athlete on either
the men's or women s squad for
this meet, though Don Bragg of
Penns Grove, a Villavnna gradu
ate. will also represent the state
in the pole vault.
Good Counsel Wins
First Softball Game
WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP -
The newly formed Good Counsel
Holy Name Society played its
first softball game July 7 and
defeated Holy Trinity. Harken
sack. 14-9. to end the latter i un
beaten string
Good Counsel is interested in
jlining up additional games with
Holy Name teams in between
j their work on the new church
I and parish house Those inter
iestrd can contact James Doyle
|at NO. 4-0438
Tabor Faces St. Nicholas
After Second No-Hitter
PASSAIC The two-year reign of St Nicholas in
the Passaic Junior ( VO Baseball League faces its greatest
threat July IB when Bruce Tabor of Mt Carmel toes the
mound against the defending champs
Tabor, fresh from his second no-hitter of the season,
i... . n.._
has a five-game winning streak
on the line St Nicholas, which
will counter with either Ricky lav
Re or Vince Meaney, has itself
won all eight starts this season
and leads second place Ml. Car
mel by a game and a half
This game puls the league title
squarely on the line, for, should
St Nicholas win, there would be
little chance of anyone catching
the leaders down the home
stretch. Even should Mt Carmel
t.'ke this one, it must hope that'
someone else dumps St Nicholas,
for there is now a two game gap
In the loss column
ONE FACTOR IN Mt tar
mel's favor Is that St Nicholas
hasn't played a game in the
league In almost a month The
last contest was a 10 1 rout of
Holy Rosary on June 18. Since
then, the leaders have had two
forfeit wins, with a third game
rained out
Tabor's second no hitter was a
li-0 rout of St. Mary's on July 9
He struck out 19 betters to raise
Me total to 79 and walked only
one. Bruce is now averaging bet
ter than two strikeouts per inn
lng in league play.
Joe Dohnoy led the Mt. Carmel
hitters with four safeties in five
trips, including a home run with
two alvoard and two doubles It
was a fairly close game until the
sixth inning when the winners un
loaded with 12 runs, Tabor him
self contributing a single to the
attack
ANOTHER 12-RL'N inning fea
tmed Nicholas t'kralnians
2-t 4 trouncing of St. Stephen's on
July 13 This dozen came in the
first Inning after St Stephens
had jumped off to a 30 lead
Tony Popovich of St. Nicholas
settled down afer that to pitch
a six hitter, while Luzniak
led the attack with a three run
triple
Other games this week include
Holy Rosary vs Holy Trinity and
St Anthony's vs St. Mary's on
July 17, while Mt Carmel has a
date with St Anthony's on July
20
3 Million Members
HOME (NC) Italian Catholic
Action now numbers some 3,262,
000 active members.
North Jersey Enters 100
In Sokol Athletic Meet
READING, Pa. The 19th|
National Gymnastic and Athletic'
meet of the Slovak Catholic Sokol
will be held July 16-18 at Muni-
cipal Stadium here with over 100
athletes from North Jersey tak
ins part.
Frank Petruff of Paterson, di
rector of sports for the organiza
tion founded in Passaic bark in
1905, will be in charge of the
competition, which has attracted
an entry from 18 sokols in 12
states.
Preceding the program on the
18th. which opens at 7 pm.,
there will be a parade depicting
the history and ideals of the
SCS. The 18th annual convention
will open on July 20, with Paul C.
Fallat of Ilasbrouck Heights, su
preme president, presiding.
MESSAGES HAVE been re
ceived at SCS headquarters in
Passaic from civic and religious
leaders, praising the group for
its work in advancement of the
Slovak people in this country
Among those heard from are
the Apostolic Delegate, Archbish
op Egidio Yagnozzi; Cardinal
O'Hara of Philadelphia and Gov.
David Lawrence of Pennsyl-
vania
Cardinal O'Hara commended
"to the prayers of the young
people particularly the cause of I
beatification of the Venerable
John N'epomucene Neumann.
Bishop of Philadelphia a century
ago. Prayers for hn beaitifica
tion are very much in order "
Among those who will address
both the Sokol gymnasts and ath
letes during their competition and'
the convention is Sister Cecilia,
the "Angel of Slovakia,” whose
thrilling escape from the rommu
msts in her native Slovakia was
detailed in the book, The De
Iterance of Sister Cecilia." She
now teaches at St. Ann's paro
chial school, Homestead, Pa
THE DELEGATION from
North Jersey will include repro
sentatives of all nine Slovak na-
tional parishes In the Archidio-!
cose of Newark and Diocese of!
Paterson Among local officers
attending are Joseph Pnisa, su
preme secretary, John Blanda,
general counselor, John Wala
chv, member of the supreme fi
nancial committee; Joseph Stica.
secretary of the supreme court:
| and Mrs Mary Kriss, member of
.the supreme court.
Of the 43 living members who
founded the SCS 54 year* ago,
three (till reside in North Jersey,
all members of SS. Cyril and
Methodius, Clifton. They are An-
drew Klukosovsky of Clifton.
Stephen Bigos of Garfield and
.Andrew Bekes of West Paterson.
Among the features of the
three-day athletic festival will be
the selection and crowning of the
i 1959 Sokol Queen on July 17 at
the Victory Dance. She will pre-
side at the parade on July 18.
Don Bosco Adds
St. Cecilia's
RAMSEY St. Cecilia's ha*
replaced DePaul on Don Bosco *
nine-game football schedule for
1959, as the Dons prepare to en-
ter their second varsity campaign
since resuming the gridiron sport.
Otherwise, Don Bosco will play
the same opponents it faced last
year and in the same order.
There are five games against
Tri County Catholic "A" Confer-
ence rivals, plus independent con-
U sts with Xavier, Harrison, St.
Mary's and Bergen Catholic
Jim Guida will again be coach-
ing the Dons, while Mike Mc-
Carthy will bo captain
I S*pt 17. X»>lrr. »»«j. Ocl 2. H«r-
I naon 'N>. 10. SI. Joseph a. I*. St Mary s.
| 25. St Ortlla a. away. Nov |. Qyrrn of
away. I. Pop* Piua. 13. Bay'.ry-
| Ellard. away. 2*. fWrfrn Catholic, away.
Stibler Becomes
Loyola Assistant
NEW ORLEANS Ken Stih-
ler, a graduate of Seton Hall,
has accepted the posts of assist-
ant basketball coach and head
tennis coach at I-oyola Cni-
versity.
Well known as a basketball
scout for North Carolina Univer-
sity in the metropolitan area,
Stibler also served last summer
as tennis professional at the Mor-
ns County Golf Club. He will
receive his master's degree from
Montclair Slate College next
!month.
THE FOVRTII I.ateran Coun-
cil in 1215 decreed that Catholics
make an annual confession and
Easter Communion
12 THE ADVOCATE Jnly 16, 1956
HOISEV
PONTIAC
HOLSEV A*
PONTIAC
2401 HUDSON BLVO
» Cs PJ* A«r
JERSEY CITY
HE 2-8000
59 FORD
CARS—TRUCKS
SPECIAL SALE
1958 FORDS
SACRIFICE PRICED FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
HIGHEST TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE, CASH
BACK If DESIRED
WARD-FORD
239 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 3, N. J.
Ml 3-8000
t rnilt *o»t of CoriUrt S»ot* Pkwoy.
DON'T BUY BEFORE YOU
GET MURPHY'S DEAL ON A
PLYMOUTH
CHRYSLER
IMPERIAL
59
Top Trade-In! Easy Terms!/Low Bank Rates!
\ also abigselectionof~
GUARANTEED USED CARS
Buy Safe Be Safe See
MURPHY BROS.
Authorized Chrysler, Plymouth, Imperial Dealer
501 N. BROAD STREET ELIZABETH 3-5600
"After W« Sell, We Serve"
Op.n Do. I, I AM. I. 9r M. - Sol MtP M.
YOU BUY FOR
LESS
AT OUR LOW OVERHEAD
ADDRESS!
DANFEUXfSFa
371 BLOOMFIELD AVE BLOOMFIELD
2 blocks from Garde* St tut 146 • P | 8- 5S SS
STATION WAGON
HEADQUARTERS
All Makes
and Models
PACE MOTORS
47 CENTRAL AVE.
EAST ORANGE
IST Itll
PRINTING
HARRY F. MURPHY
8 CLINTON ST., NEWARK 7
Phone: MArket 3-2831
NEW YORK
Dining at its Bet*
GILHULY'S
RESTAURANT and BAR
dit. mi>
Delirious Luncheon* end Dinner*
served In Homelike Atmosphere
DAILY end SUNDAY (Air Cond
Convenient to Collieum A Theatres
Choice Wines and Liquors. Muiak
SPICIAL PACIL IT 111 FOR
PR IV ATI PARTIIt
ACCOMMODATINO II »e 4#
729 lIGHTH AVI. (at 44th fttj
NEW YORK CITY
ff
V.
For the Best in Steaks
MANERO'S
OU« FAMOUS
Filets *3.00
A LA CARTt
Complete Dinners *4.75
“ALWAYS IRINO THI CHIIDRI N“ • Mimbir Dintr*’ Club
PARAMUS ROUTI NO 17 - Nor* et No. 4 - COlfo* 1-101S
YOU TAKE
0
v
On Every |QFQ
Brand New I# J #
PLYMOUTH
and DODGE
Now In Stock Immediate Delivery
* Every Car It
Clearly
Price Tagged
* You Take
20% Off
Base List
Price
• Highest Trade*
No Down Payment—3 Years To Pay
Your AUTHORIZED New Car Dealer
1400-1409 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN • OL 9-7220
"SUCCESS BUILT ON SERVICE
NO VACATION: New officers of the Essex County Council of Catholic Youth,
young adult division, held an organizational meeting last week to map out a pro-
gram for the coming year. Seated are Mary Pat Brennan of Our Lady of the Valley,
Orange, recording secretary; Dennis Hagerty, Our Lady Help of Christians East
Orange, chairman; Lucy Ann Torley, St. Mary's, Nutley, corresponding secretary.
Standing are Charles Trabold, St. John 's, Orange, vice chairman, and Bruce
Byrne, St. John's, delegate to the archdiocesan council.
The Eighth Work of Mercy
BERLIN ( RNS) Hundreds of Catholic and Protestant
young people from European and overseas countries will take
part this summer in remodeling and tending graves and garden
sites of an Andilly, France, war cemetery where more than
30,000 soldiers killed during the invision of Normandy are
buried.
Most of the youths arc Germans, but there also will bo
young people from France, Belgium, Holland Austria and
other countries. The project is under the joint sponsorship of
the German Catholic Kolping organization and the Young .Men's
Christian Association in conjunction with the German Associa
tion for the Care of War Graves
Cooperation of Protestant and Catholic German youth
groups in caring for World War 11 graves began in 1953 under
leadership of Rev. Theodbald Rieth.S J , a young Jesuit who in
itiated the first work camp near the huge German war ceme
tery at Lommcl, Belgium. Since then, several hundred young
( hristians each year have given up their holidays for similar
projects.
Last year they worked on a cemetery near Novillr a
small village near Bastogne, Belgium, site of the Battle of
the Bulge" during the winter of 1944-45
While the largest portion of the workers' day is dedicated
to manual work on the sites, the rest of the time is used for
discussion groups, srnging, and establishing contact with the
local population
Providence Soph Boasts
405 Religious in Family
BOSTON (NC) According to
tradition, having a priest in the
family is a mark of distinction
ll makes parents proud, brothers
and sisters happy, and greatly'
pleases even distant aunts and
uncles and cousins
By this yardstick, Alfred Gen
dron Denault, a naturalized t' S
citizen and a sophomore at Pros
iocnee t R I | College, is surely
the most pleased, happiest and
pmudest young man on earth
Gcndron Denault is a Fourth
Degree Knight of Columbus and
an amateur genealogist. He has
published a completely docu-
mented proof that he has not one,
but 129 priests in his family.
NOT ONLY THAT, but the
book shows he also has 265 com-
ins, aunts, and nieces who are
or were nuns, seven who are
novices or postulants, and four
nephews who arc seminarians 1
In all, 405 members of the family
tree are, or were in their life
time, professed religious
Gendron Denault s book, "A
Family Serving God," covers
four generations and about 125
years, from the time the family's
first members migrated from
France to Quebec
Privately published in an edi
lion of 500 copies -for family dis-
tribution— the book was written
by Gendron Denault over a per
md of three years The book
shows that of the 265 nuns, 167
are still living.
OF THE 129 priests. 63 are
living. One of them. Bishop Ros-
ario Brodeur. a native of Water
bury, Conn., has been Bishop of
Alexandria, Ont , since 1951. Oth
ers are or were members of 17
communities, though the majori
ty were ordained priests of Ca
nadian dioceses
Bogota Girl to Keynote
Third Sodality Workshop
JERSEY CITY Marcella Standish of St. Joseph’s,
Bogota, will deliver the keynote address at the third weekly
session of the series of workshops for the Young Catholic
Leaders’ Institute on July 20 at St. Paul’s School.
“The Vocation of the Layman to the Apostolate” will
bo the theme of Miff St»ndi*h’i
addreit, which is scheduled for
1 p.m. Twelve workshops will
follow, starting at 1:30 p.m., to
be attended by 400 teenagers
from all parts of the Newark
Archdiocese.
Miss Standish. a student at
Holy Trinity High School. Hack
ensack, was selected as the "Out-
standing Sodalist in the United
States" for March by Queen's
Work, and was awarded the Elks
Leadership and CYO sportsman
ship award.
AUSO ON TIIE program for
the 20th is a workshop to be pre-
sented by the St. Aloysios Acad-
emy Sodality, "Crisis of Insecu-
rity in American Youth.” Chair-
man Marianne Egan, Mary Anne
McGeough, Maryann Sokol, Kath-
leen Sweeney, Margaret Penny,
Catherina Vincent and Mary Ann
Conroy will be on the panel.
Among the other worshops and
the leaders scheduled are "His-
tory: Prologue to Reunion, Amer-
ican Protestants," Rev. Edward i
J. Hajduk of Sacred Heart, Lynd-
hurst; "Come, the Mass Begins,"
Rev. James A. Pindar, St. Bri-
gid’s, North Bergen; “Woman's
Role in Society,” Rev. Stanley M.
Grabowski, Mt. Carmel, Bay-
onne: and "Mary and th e
Church," Sister Mary Regis, St.
Aloysius Academy.
Also. "Social Awareness and
the YCS.” Mrs. George Brug-
geman, St. Paul's, Ramsey; "The
Sodality Way of Life," Mrs. Wil-
liam Grady, St Paul's, Jersey
City; "How to Conduct a Sodal-
ity Meeting, Part 1,” Eileen
Bowens, St. Paul's: "Theology for
the Laity, Part 11," and "How to
R( a I-cader. Part I." Stanley
Kosakowski, Mt. Carmel, Bay-
onne.
There will be a demonstration
of the laity's participation in the
Mass, as outlined by Pius XII,
with Rev. Edward S. Cooke, St.
Paul's. Ramsey, as instructor.
The Newark Praesidlum of the
Legion of Mary will conduct Part
II of its workshop.
WORKER’S REWARD: Rev. Thomas M. Foye, St. Andrew’s, Bayonne, CYO
moderator, presents certificates to Mrs. Mary Hardy and Thomas Walsh as out-
standing adult workers for the past year. Looking on are, left to right, Joseph
Ahern, award winner, and Mike Sevcsisin, athletic director.
Golden Knights Win Twice,
Take Edge on St. Vincent's
BAYONNE The Blessed Sacrament Golden
Knights move into the backyard of the St. Vincent's Ca-
dets on July 18, hoping to maintain the slim edge they
gained last weekend with a pair of victories in drum and
bugle corps comeptition
This will bo another heavy
weekend, as following the Ba
yonne P A L. competition on the
IRth at Bayonne City Park Sta
dium. the two corps will travel
to Phillipsburg on the afternoon
of July 19 for an American I,e
gion contest there.
Blessed Sacrament took a 32
lead on St. Vincent's as it won
the American Legion V K W. pa-
rade of Champions at Memory
Park. Newton, on July 11, and
followed it up with a victory in
the Music in Motion contest spon-
sored by the Essex Kells Elks
on July 12 at Verona High School
field.
COMPETITION AT the Newton
contest was extremely close with
the Knights pulling out an 86
83-86 30 verdict. Blessed Sacra-
ment, however, had the edge in
all departments of judging save
bugling Two other corps, St
Catherine s of Siena of St. Al
ban s, L 1 , and the Garfield
Cadets also passed the 80 point
mark in this contest.
At Verona, the Knights out
scored St Vincent's in every
division of competition to score a
90 15 87.05 verdict, the widest
margin in any of the contests to
date this season. The Audubon
All-Girls Bon-Bons made their
first appearance in this affair,
but placed only fourth.
The rapidly improving St. Pat
I rick's Cadets of Jersey City
placed sixth in both of these con-
tests scoring a season’s high of
| 74 70 at Verona St Lucy's of
Newark was fifth at Newton with
73 84
In another contest held July 11
at tiie Bergen County American
legion convention in Ridgefield
Park. Our Lady of Lourdes
placed third behind the Garfield
Cadets with 68 40, while St
Anne's of fair I.awn was fourth
with 67 65
Holy Cross Senior
Gets Scholarship
MADISON _ William J Daily
of this city, a senior at Holy
Croas College, has been awarded
a full tuition scholarship to
Rutgen I'niversity Graduate
School of Public Accounting
Active in extracurricular pro
grams at Holy Cross, Dally plans
to study for the degree of Mnster
of Business Administration in
public accounting. He is a
graduate of Bayley-Ellard where
he was a member of the Nation
al Honor Society.
Elected to Office
Da\ WHENCE, Kan. - Mike
Scott of Jersey City, a freshman
at the University of Kansas, has
been elected second vice presi-
dent of the campus Newman
Club.
St. Genevieve's
In Union Lead
ELIZABETH St. Genevieve's
risks its sharo of the lead In
the l nion County CYO Inter
mediate Baseball League on July
l'i when it taekles third place St
Patrick s at Chatficld Park,
Inion
Currently, St Genevieves Is
deadlocked with St Joseph's 1,
Roselle, both teams showing 2-0
records This is an off week for
St. Joseph s, though the second
unit from that parish fares St
Terrsa s. Summit, on the 17th at
Conant Field, Hillside.
The Cnion league Is being
played in two halves, with the
winners to meet in a playoff for
the county title. The county
champ will then vie with the
Essex and Hudson winners for
the archdiocesan title.
Valley Offers
New Courses
ORANGE —Our Lady of the
Valley High School will offer
selected programs for those stu
dents who desire a strong lan
guage or scientific preparation
for college, beginning this Sep-
tember
The scienre program will be
designed for students who wish
to attend medical school or to
become scientists or engineers,
while the language program will
be aimed at future lawyers,
writers, teachers or diplomats.
These courses will be in addi-
tion to the present academic pro-
gram for college prep students,
the pre business courses and the
general course of studies for
those who do not Intend to con-
tinue their education after high
school graduation.
Notre Dame Grad
Receives Fulbright
NOTRE DAME Jimn Mrri
of Teaneck, a June graduate of
Notre Dame University, has re
rrned a Fulhright scholarship to
study physics at George August
University, Goettinger, Germany
A previous winner of fellow-
ships from the Woodrow Wilson
Foundation and the Danforth
Foundation, Meri Is an alumnus
of St. Peter's Prep.
Receive Awards
NEW YORK Denis Smetana
of Clifton and Raymond Buckley
of Teaneck received "next in
merit" certificates at the ad
vanced surveying course conduct-
ed at the Manhattan College En-
gineering Summer Camp at St.
Joseph's, N. Y.
READ THE ADS, too, when
you read Tha Advocate.
CYO Sponsors
Bermuda Night
JERSEY CITY - A special
"Bermuda Night" will be held
Aug. 10 at the Jersey City CYO
Center as preparation for the
annual vacation trip, Aug. 29
Sept. 4, to the Atlantic island re-
sort.
More than 150 CYO members
and friends have already regis-
tered for the excursion which will
include seven days and six nights
in Bermuda. Chartered flights
will leave Newark Airport on
Saturday. Aug. 29, and the trav-
elers will be accommodated at
the Princess Hotel in Hamilton.
Eor the Aug. 10 program, there
will be a showing of a color film
on Bermuda and a special panel
including representatives of
Eastern Air Lines and the Prin-
cess Hotel, followed by refresh
menls Travel folders will be
distributed telling of various
teurs in Bermuda and regulations
pertaining to U S, Customs rules
Among the features of the week
in Bermuda will be swimming,
tennis, bicycle tours and a bus
trip which will include visits to
the capitol, the aquarium and
museum. Devil's Hole, the Learn- 1
ington Caves and the town of St.
George
Spiritual headquarters for the
tourists will be St. Theresa*
Church In Hamilton.
Injured Youth
Is Confirmed
LIVERPOOL (RNS) By-
standards stared In curiosity as
Archbishop John C Heenen of
Liverpool, in pontifical robes,
knelt by the roadside here to
administer Confirmation to a
boy Injured in a street acci-
dent
Seven year old Bernard Lath-
am was headed for Our Lady
of the Assumption, to be con-
firmed by the Archbishop,
when he was struck by a car.
When word of the accident
was brought to the Archbish-
op, he Immediately left for the
scene of the accident and per-
formed the rites over the boy's
prone figure.
St. Francis Men
Named to Office
LORETTO. Pa Timothy
Clements of West Orange, a
graduate of Bayley-Ellard, has
been elected vice president of the
St. Francis College sophomore
class for the 1959-60 school year
John Shepard of Chatham, a
freshman majoring in mathema
[tics, was elected secretary-treas
urer.
Elected President
ST BONAVENTURE. NY.
Salvatore LaForgla of Hoboken, a
physics major at SL Bonaventurc
University, has been elected pres-
ident of the school's Student
Senate, which governs and con-
ducts student affairs on the
campus.
Th Time of Your Life
A True Freedom
By Rev. Gabriel W. Hafford
Obedience Is one of the virtues that pays
off fir richer dividends than the effort that
goes into acquiring it demands. It is strange
that so many people think that obedience is
something like slavery, when it is just the op-
posite. There is no real freedom that can be
compared to the freedom that e.rnes from doing
one’s duty because he was asked to do iL Once
you get the feel of this virtue,
you wouldn't want to lose it
for the world.
Dangerous education
Some get the idea that It
doesn't make much differ-
ence where you get your edu-
cation, but how wrong can
you be. Recently I read in
one of the new textbooks that
Christianity lowered the status
°f womankind. I won't dare to give you the
reason offered. Anyone who knows anything
about the beginnings of Christian civilization
knows that it was Christianity, through its de-
votion to the Blessed Mother of God. that lifted
womanhood to an undreamed-of height. So, if
you are passing up a Catholic institution of
higher learning for one that is not Catholic,
watch it, brother or sister
Point of View
It all depends on how you look at things
Perhaps you have noticed that a hole in the
ground causes more wonder than a star in the
sky. We have become so interested in things
we make that most of us forget the beauties
of creation that God has lavished on our
senses. Keep an eye on the wonders of nature.
Well, it goes without saying that you shouldn't
overlook holes in the ground You ought not
wind up in a freshly dug basement. Even on
you a house wouldn't look too good.
Hail the Umpire
In a recent poll collected by The Sporting
'.News Lynton R. Boggess, better known as
Dusty, was declared the most even-temper-
*d umpire in the National League. He U the
least likely to eject players from a game, and
for that reason and several others that The
Sporting News didn't have space to print Mr
Boggess Is best liked by the players. The
team that umpires with Mr. Boggess is Sudol
Gorman and Landis. It is high time that
one comes out in print with a good word for
the umpires who have it tough enough at best.
Congratulations, men.
Big Difference
Too many parents hold fast to the line that
their daughters associate only with "nice'' boys,
meaning, it is feared, those whose parents 'are
society people. Most girls have found that good
boys are much more desirable than nice ones.
Smart young people have nothing to do with
people their own age who are not good.
High Fidelity Department
Sim and Shadow (Columbia) Lurio Milena;
Jack Lemmon Sings and Plays Music from
Some Like It Hot (Coral) J L : Chopin: Funr
Schertos (Capitol) Pennario; Chopin by Star*
light (Capitol i Hollywood Bowl; Four Italian
Sonatas (Capitol) Milstcin; Ravel: Bolero, La
Valse (Capitol) Pittsburgh Symphony, Japan
Revisited (Capitol) Mivaci.
Sfereo
Jumpin’ at the l.eft Bank (Capitol) John
La Salle Quartet.
Batter Up
In baseball two things clean the bases,
home runs and umpires. There are many more
cleaned by umpires than by home runs There
Is always a great shout and a lot of back-
slapping when a chap pounds out a homer;
yet it doesn't happen very often Why is it then
that most persons always expect to do a bang-
up job every time they go into action’ It must
be pride. So please, don't get excited about
not being a champ each time you take a swing
at your work. You can't get the equivalent to a
grand slam just because there are a few ahead
of you. Keep your eye on the ball or the beam.
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WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SPEND A WEEKEND WITH GOD
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
Condwctod by tba miiiki of
Saint Pawl's Abboy
Vacation Psriad Aug. lt-31
Plaata moko rsisrvationi oarty
Writa far Information toe
DIRECTOR OP RETREATS
Oaooo of Pooco Ratroot Howto
St. Poofs Abboy. Nowton. N. J.
WASHINGTON FLORIST
Incorporated
Since 1906
WIDDINO end FUNIRAI DESIGNS
Flower* Telegraphed Anywhere
S4S BROAD STRUT. NKWARK. Ni.
Mitchell 2>0431
James F. Caffrey & Son
"A RftognitfJ Vrrtitt Sirur 1H89”
• AIR CONDITIONED FUNERAL HOMES •
71 PENNSYLVANIA AVE 809 LYONS AVE.
NEWARK, N. J. IRVINGTON, N. J,
Bigelow 3-4261 ESiex 3-5133
JAMES F. CAFFREY, Jr. JAMES F. CAFFREY, 111
<•' t.
. V
o**?
WBU.
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMINTS • MAUSOLIUM
SH-J4l RIDOI ROAD
NO . ARLINOTON N J.
Holy CroM C«mtttry
In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
11 hose careful and understanding service is in accord with the
traditions of Holy Mother Church
ESSEX COUNTY
JOSEPH P. MURPHY
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-05 W
NECKER-SHARPE
FUNERAL HOME
525 - 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-0820
UNion 7-0120
WOZNIAK
MEMORIAL HOME
320-22 Myrtle Avenue,
Irvington, N. J.
Conrad & Ray Woznlak.
Directorj
EStex 3-0606
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N J.
ESiex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENU
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-6348
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
BERNARD A. KANE
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3-0733
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Director
1 12 So. Munn Ave.
Ea»t Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
CORNY A CORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
L V. MUHIN A SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N, J.
Pilgrim 8 1 260
CORNY I OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
MOntclalr 2-0005
DE CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
OEORCE AHR A SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESiex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESiex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NUtley 2-3131
BERGEN COUNTY
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbiter 2-0098
PATRICK J. CONTE
FUNERAL HOME
274 Market Street
Eait Paterton
SW 6-0068
SW 7-9877
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N. J.
ATtai 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY A SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gl Ibert 4-7650
HUDSON COUNTY
PATRICK J CONTE
FUNERAL HOME
36 Tueri Ave., Jeriey City
(rear St. Aedan'i Church)
HE 5-6451
DE 3-9259
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-6767
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, Inc.
JERSEY CITY UNION CITY
UNion 7-1000
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
2000 HUDSON BOULEVARD
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100
earl f. BOSWORTH
31 1 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
HOboken 3-1455
HOboken 3-1456
LAWRENCE O FALLON
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
OLdfield 9-0579
iames a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
OLdfield 3-2266
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNion 7-0373
UNION COUNTY
CORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
OROWNEY FUNERAL HOME
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1663
DANIEL J. LEONARD A SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-5331
MILLER-BANNWORJH
FUNERAL HOMI
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
WERSON FUNERAL HOMI
635 NORTH WOOD AVE.
LINDEN. N. J.
HUnter 6-4119
PASSAIC COUNTY
OORMLFY FUNERAL HOMI
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PReicott 9-3183
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOMI
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PReicott 7-0141
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOMI
27-29 HARDING AVENUI
CLIFTON, N. J,
PReicott 7-3002
Far lUting In thU section call The Advocate, MAifcet 44)700
Head of MattTalbot Group
Will VisitRome in August
ENGLEWOOD Rev. Ronald
F. Gray, O. Carm., national dir-
ector of the Matt Talbot Legion,
will bring to Rome in August the
many letter* his office has re-
ceived from those who have
found relief from alcoholism
through Matt Talbot's inter-
cession.
The legion, which numbers
10,000, has sent out a half million
prayer leaflets for the help of
alcoholics and the canonization
of Matt Talbot. Father Gray
plans to report to the Holy Sec
on the activities of the legion
and the general tone and inter
est in the work as shown in
the letters.
Matt Talbot, an Irish laborer,
died in 1925, 41 years after he
had conquered his addiction to
alcohol by prayer and mortifi-
cation. The cause for his beati-
fication was introduced in 1931,
and the apostolic process, or
final investigation, was completed
in 1953.
Every Tuesday at St. Cecilia's
the Carmelites hold a novena in
honor of Matt Talbot.
Drive With Care
,
Cardinal Cautions
MUNICH, Germany—Cardinal
Wcndel of Munich warned
against reckless driving here at
ceremonies during which he
blessed 30 vehicles.
Whoever uses an automobile,
he said, must show self-discipline
and be aware of his responsibility
before God to drive safely.
Archbishop Yu Pin
Is Oriel Speaker
NEW YORK—Archbishop Paulj
Yu Pin of Nanking will speak to
the Oriel Society at the Overseas
Press Club here July 24 at 7:45
p. m. on Red China's continuing
war against religion.
Recently returned from the
Orient, the Archbishop, who is
advisor to the Institute of Far
Eastern Studies at Seton Hall
University, will answer questions
and take part in a discussion on
Formosa and communist China.
Di. Maurice Leahy will preside.
Ordinations in Rome
lor 6 Americans
ROME (NC) Six students at
the North American College in
Rome were ordained at the
Church of San Giacomo al Corso
by Archbishop Luigi Traglia.
Vice Gerent of the Vicariate of
Rome Forty-five other North
American College seminarians
were ordained sub-deacons.
GERMAN STAMP: This
new West German 20-
pfennig postage stamp
marks the first exhibition
in 25 years of the “Holy
Robe” at the Trier Cathe-
dral, July 19 to Sept. 20
According to tradition,
the robe is the seamless
garment worn by Christ
at His Crucifixion.
Confession Revived
By Orthodox Church
ATHENS, Greece (NC) The
Bulgarian Orthodox Church has
revived the practice of confes-
sion, according to Tsarkoven
Westnik. organ of the Bulgarian
Orthodox Church.
New Orleans Archbishop
Reaffirms Integration Plans
NEW ORLEANS (NC)—Arch
bishop Joseph F. Rummel of New
Orleans has reaffirmed his inten-
tion to integrate Catholic schools,
saying it will begin as soon as
possible, but not later than the
public schools.
The announcement wai made
in a statement by a spokesman
for the Archbishop. It is the first
indication since 1956 of a time
when the 75,000 student school
system will start a large-scale
program of racial integration in
the archdiocese.
When local public schools will
begin desegregation is unknown,
but a federal court now has under
advisement a third appeal by the
public school board from a Feb
ruary, 1956, ruling that desegre-
gation begin with all deliberate
speed.”
The statement issued in behalf
of Archbishop Rummel said that
“it is the sentiment of the Arch
bishop that integration in educa
Uon must come
”
In the meantime, the statement
said, "the Church will continue
to declare and maintain the cor-
rectness from the spiritual and
moral standpoint of integration in
principle in the various human
relationships where enforced seg-
regation is now Imposed, notwith
standing our profession of faith
in democracy."
Lodi Doctor Added
To Setonia Faculty
JERSEY CITY—Dr. Joseph N
Annichiarieo has been named an
assistant professor in the Depart-
ment of Oral Surgery and Anes-
thesiology at the Seton Hall
College of Dentistry.
A native of Lodi, he received
his dental degree and a master's
degree in oral surgery from
Georgetown University. For the
past two years he has been an
an affiliate resident in anesthe-
siology at Georgetown Hospital
and an instructor in oral surgery
at Georgetown Dental School,
Washington.
Berlin Rear Part
Of Bishop's Crest
BERLIN (RNS) For the first
time in history, the Berlin Bear,
heraldic symbol of this city, has
been made part of the crest of
a Catholic prelate
It is the key symbol in the
coat of arms of Bishop Alfred
Bengsch, recently named Auxili
ary to Cardinal Doepfner of Ber
lin.
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PAMRAPO SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
Incorporated 1887
900 BROADWAY BAYONNE, NEW JERSEY
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
JUNE 30, 1959
ASSETS
First Mortgage Loans . . . $5,518,591 09
Loans on Savings
Accounts 30,217.05
Federal Home I-oan
Bank Stock 96,000.00
U. S. Government Bonds . 189,813.75
Cash on hand and
In Banks 257,371.83
Office Building and
Equipment 51,981.94
Deferred Charges and
Other Assets 2,161.11
Total Assets $6,176,169.77
OFFICERS
GIRARD P. SEYMOUR President
DR. LOUIS E NORWICH Vice Pres.
WILLIAM J. BARRY, JR. Secretary
PATRICK H. NUGENT Treasurer
ELIZABETH BONNER Ass t Treasurer
LIABILITIES
Ravings Accounts , $5,600,201.77
Advances from Federal
Home Loan Bank 100.000.00
Borrowed Money 100,000.00
Other Liabilities 2,606.08
Reserves 271,361.02
Total Assets $6,176,169.77
DIRECTORS
OSCAR BERGER
DANIEL FERRY
AIFRED JAGO
WAITER KSATINO
ROBERT KEIDER
DONALD R KENNEDY
IHEODORE J LOUGH
JOHN S MURDOCH
OR LOUIS E NORWICH
PATRICK H NUGENT
OIRARD P SEYMOUR
COUNSEL
R. LEWIS KENNEDY
CURRENT 3Vj% DIVIDEND
Sovingt it id vp to $lO,OOOOO by the Federal Saving » A too* /«»,
LOSQUADRO COAL CORP.
SELF SERVICE ICE STATIONS
5
24 hours a day—7 days a week
ICE CUBES —50 c BAG
BLOCK ICE —25 c BLOCK
CHARCOAL and BRICQUETTES
TWO CONVINIINT LOCATIONS
1955 Park Ave., Wcohawken - UN 6-4818
<B«l»ren I>»Se ■ Lumber A Lincoln Tunnel!
509 Anderson Ave., Cliffside Park WH 5-2686
»Cor. Andcrmn 4s Ldxawatcr Road'
SINCE 190?
PetrO
FUEL OIL and BURNER SERVICE
I’E TROLEUM HEAT AND POW£k COMPANY Of ,N J
172 BROAD STREET Ni-oil- N J m| 2-8130
MARKET
MAINTENANCE CO.,
INC.
Exterminating Contractors
Window Cleaning
Floor Waxing
Complete Janitorial Service
CHURCHIS SCHOOLS
HOSPITALS INDUSTRIAL
JM Prelinghuyten Av„ Nwk. 12. N.J
Prank tosco. Janitorial Inalnaar
Offlcai tl 2 2340 Night. R| 14I2T
CRAFT
DECORATORS
INC.
CUSTOM DRAMRT
manufacturers
for rht
HOME - COMMIRCIAl -
institution
UN 4.6020
Serving All Nortk Jgrtry
FREE ESTIMATES
ROOFING & SIDING
Ojlltc. L..<tm A Rtf..M Alum
w.ndo.i Diflu a J.'owr*
CAll •
Hackensack Roofing Co •
• P MAIN S T Hi) MCSO
all. WORK COARANTIED
TELL THE ADVERTISER
“Yon saw it in
The Advocate”
JosephH. Browne
Company
1904 - OU* J4rti YEA! _ I«}|
Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
ASM CANS • MATS * SOAP
POLISH • lIOOMS • lIUSHII
WAX • SPONGES * PAILS
• TOILET PAPEI
• MOPPING EQUIPMENT
PAPEI • PAPEI TOWELS • CUPS
278 Wayne Street
Jersey City, N. J.
HEndsnon 1-I*7l
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
ESTAILISHED HIS
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
POI CHUICHES. SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
AS Typ. Bwlldi«f«
*4l NEW POINT ROAD
H >-1700 lUIAUTM. N. J
FIRST NATIONAL PATS
3%
interest on savings accounts
$lO to $25,000
THE 'll ST
FIRST NATIONAL BAXK
# iiOF JERSEY CiTY
Member: Federel Deposit Insurance Corporation
Federal Reserve System
Complete banking services Including “Personalized”
special checking accounts, business and personal loans
main office
Or** E* rKong# PI or*. J«'S«7 City
'IfIOEN SQUARE OFFICIi
•70 B*rg*n Av.nu*
*OID BERGEN OMICIt
2400 Hudson Boul*vord
•PAMSADI AVENUE OMICIt
Poll sod* A«*nu* of tarry R
WESTERN SIOPI OMICIt
Bovlovord of IWn* Str*#»
*Frce parking ava
•HOBOKEN OMICIt
47 N*worb S'r**t
WIST NIW YORK OmCSi
440 -60*h Sfro*t
•HARRISON OMICIt
400 Hornson Avtnut
WIST HUOSON OMICIt
324 Hofnson Av*nuo. Horrlt
•KEARNY OMICIt
240 Koornjr A>fnv«. Ksorny
'to at then ollicet.
When you buy, mention the ads
in The Advocate
HOME AND SUPPLY
FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY!!
...Better Hurry!
BRAND NEW FULL SIZE
ZIG-ZAG
SEHMQ MACHINES
TERMS ARRANGED
95
Fill I CASH f
■ ULLprice.
and
fabulous bu>
re passing
•*
i art
madeWo on
result are
as so
They
HURRY!
you
HURRY!HURRY!
MI 2-7960
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY - EVERY DAY
FREE HOME TRIAL • l’f %• iII bring title marlunr lo
your borne to Mr and in. No rwl, no obligation. Irre
Uolieery. Any where within 60 mile*.
VACUUM 22S Springfield Ayr.
STORKS, Inc. *w«rk
MOVED TO
87 HALSEY ST.
•
Ju»t A Short D'tlonc*
irom Our Old location
Jutt Sock of Klom •
•
Fill PARKINO
At Moiden lono lot
•
SHOULD YOU NEED
GLASSES COME TO US
The Optician
NEWARK, N. J.
Phone: Mitchell 2-5171
CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
ENGINEERS
JH SR ELECT . MECH CHEM
MANY VARIOUS KIEI.DS TO 913.000
789 Broad Si. Newark MA 2 71Q3
BURNS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
TEMPORARY PORITIONR
HIGH RATES NO FEE
Typists and iirnoi Applr row for
interesting l»mpor»rr work near your
homo.
MARY I. A VEKA TT
DL NN PERSONNEL.. INC
SO Park PI . Newark HA 3 3440
REALTORS
If you are thmkin* of buying or selling
coll
HOWELL S COGAN
Real lor Inauror
203 Broad St.. Bloomfield. N. 1.
Pllmm I rM
Buy a homo first
WILLIAjT’bAUER
Realty Cos.
MU 6-2400
REAI. ESTATE A INSURANCE
1387 Stuyveaant Ave„ Union. N J
BUY NOW
~
SELL OR TRADE
INVESTIGATE OUR
TRADE-IN PLAN
Wo will Utt your houao for sale, or
consider buying 11. If you yun haao an
other houao through out office Let
ua know your requirements Evenings
and Holidays call Mrs Kelly WE 9 3922.
Mr Gallagher NU 3 3879
STANLEY JOHNSON
Realtor
29 High Street NL'Ucj 2 8000
RealdenUal Hales Specialists
McCANN WEBBE
In The Pink Brtrk Ranch
906 E. Ridgewood Ave . Ridgewood N. J
oLiver 2-0883
OPEN WEEKENDS
RIDGEWOOD
RIDGEWOOD AND VICINITY
WE CODDLE OUT-Or-TOWNERR
OVER SOO MULTIPLE LISTINGS
HITMENS REAL ESTATE Cl S-M
13* Er.nklla An. Rid*.wo
OPEN T DAYS AND EVENINGS
cfif First Offering in
Beautiful Morris County
PIN OAK ACRES
&
your choice of 1 of the 3 excitingly different custom
homes now under construction. Luxurious detail in brick,
stone & hand hewn cedor. Teaming with white birch
cedor & oak trees; deer, too I I I You’ll love the view,
the cool nights and the lantern lit streets, only 5 minutes
from Morris Catholic H S„ St Mary's Church and School.
Rt. 46 and Center of Denville with excellent shopping
Yet tucked away from the hustle and bustle Swim-
ming ? ? ? Just around the corner, l.ttle league baseball,
too.
3 bedrooms (all big), 3 baths, 2 fireplaces, huge ree-
room, 2-car garage, mon-sized flag stone foyer, party-
sued dining and living rooms, bay window, kitchen and
mony, many other hope chest details.
Priced from *26.500 to *29,500
DIRECTIONS R. 46 to D.-.. 11. t u,„ „ gM on SovQg. „ „„„Rockowoy R,..f ond follow *, to P, n Ook Acrot
ROY N. KAUFMAN
CONSTRUCTIONERS
"Builders of homes u'ith a flair."
6tHtfol T7y
Cttf*
VM
Beautifully
, Wooded Lots
CAjtfotrr iNauDio
In Prkal
mi usnmrrj mmo*
MIMMNma
*»l citMU Min m , m
ntnit !■
* Cilni I* M ntt ciM
Brtrti
* r«nM i inti
*
in* u»ni »ui
* Ibfcty rtM mtl mfe
Tut In lot mi rijiitni k
•tot rue
nt tan
M bchrsst nuUtM
UtMItX Wit IT 1(11IT
fmi itrssti, Cflj [is I ilstHi
c
It [W II knlrt hr t tem ef [M wn-i puct hr ympinm
Ishr, k ccmfxt mt pac*-hr, h It* feu rf ps
•nil ! Ito-p* tm IBs ofejrtfet, t, m pf Mnfett afe.
I* ti!n| a I to rWM jar rcw>i cotmtOj. CVOTTo»
" f ~’ ’ •' m "TrMn . . . ucdM «*»■, (pfe
»t;K(il !» lit tfetiM ni iiom
!»rnl tK.mm-t*!nrri fetr* fht„, in, ft,, ,
m 1 MM tsr IK toy h*,*, IK( „ )or rrtr
b "(' Bf it* (rest hcilx* k th* price ren titan »
Bit Jm»jl
NOW! SO EASY FOR YOU TO OWN »*
‘8240
240 DOWN *5» MONTHLY^
trims for rttlrsi p,o*|,t
r..
r .<( s
(Irxludi,
V,.
IHRfCTIOSt, Carden Slat* Park xcrty la Exit
80, rAr* Brt(, t h r>a Paula 9 approx. **lj ml. 19
BrjiiU. /VA ton It,, right).
iit
®fl\u
PARK ■ayvllle.New Jersey
I "l Bs- 0/ lon Rurr on Poutm 9
CLASSIFIED CLASSIFIED CLASSIFIED
FREE!
BOOKIETI
ON THE TAYLOR
HOME TRADE-IN
PLAN
A tnmplrl* Individual plan for
Th« liomi()»ntr If You're Buy
In* A HOICK or fc«!.n« A Horn-.
Thli Groat Plan Will Do Both
Jobo For You
Phono
or onto for free bookot
FRANK H. TAUOR l SON
(Not. ftnt N.m.t
Trade In I>«p't
rt BO HARRISONS KT
EAST ORANOr. N J
ORANGE 3 8100
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
GLEN RIDGE
SACRED HEART PARISH
'O' T *« OOLfINO PAMIIY
Sion* a Ihrow |„ ,„!/ c, ub ,nrt ,« lm
min* pool English Colonial. spacious
llvin* room with fireplace. full dining
room, den or T V room. 3 bedrooms
111# hath, stall iho*ri, ample (Intel
•para, floored basement. 2 rar gars**
Wall ■haded and shrubbed lot Reduced
for quirk sale to 134.300
BERNARD WERBEL REALTOR
SO Blf Av. . Bloora/letd. PI 3 VIM
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
An Unutual Country Split
on wooded *« acre plot In K.nnelow.
lar*e Using room with stone fire place,
formal dining room, door opening to
patio, knotty pine kitchen, dutch door.
3 Urge bedrooms. Urge recreation
room. 1 bath*, brick front, broadloom
Included, landscaped, eeking 337.900
MARGARET MERNER
Main Road. Oakrtdge
OX 7 3401 eves OX 74701
CRANFORD
FOR A BIG FAMILY
There’s room for rvtrybodr' A home
to crow up in Large living room with
• ton* fireplace. family aired dining
room, larg* modern kitchen, inr first
floor den
4 BEDROOMS-TILE BATH
Oil steam heat delightful D4»102 lot
convenient to Roosevelt School cai.gr
When do you want to ae* thia excellent
buy at 922 -V)0
G. E. HOWLAND BR 6 5900
13 KASTMAN STREET. < HANfORI)
ROOM TO LET
Attractive I>ouhl* Twin bedroom re
fined Catholic home, use of kitchen if
deal red near < entral A»e So Mar
rtaon OR 4 0033
FOR SALE
Blond* Rirrhwood < heat and crih with
mat Blue Hilt rite rou« h. alao blue
• traw at roller All for IV) 20 Culver
Av* . Jersey City DE 3 1900
WANTED TO BUY
Steamer and foot trunk for boy enter
mg Jr Seminary Reasonable Call
anytime (enter ® 11173
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
APPLIANCES
“REPAIRS7
RADIOS HI-FI
TOASTERS IRONS
BROILERS
And All Household Electrical
Appliances at lx>w Prices
AMHERST
APPLIANCE St SUPPLY CO
U>s CENTRAL AVENUE
on.ns. 3 7W» EAST ORANGE
PAINTING
JOSEPH HANSON
f"* * GOOD JOB BY MECHANIC*;LNTrnion. exterior painting.
PAPER HANGING MINOR CAR
PENTRYi IN6UKED OR E-JINS. I
EXTERMINATOR
11 NMNOHAM F.XTETIMIN ATfNd
A l>uir inked (*til Cortrnl Servted
N J K«.»« 4848S
SAFES
ALL TYPE
NEW AND USED SAFES
Vaults Houcht .V>ld and Repaired
Rafa imarlora mad* to •periflcatlooa.
\ll kindi of fir cpronf equipment (of
Institution*. Industry, (tfiidrnra
MArrtv* KFY SHOP <••« 1010>
117 J l Grand !»l Fhrahath N /.
Cl 1 1903
PLUMBING-HEATING
STEFANELLI BROTHERS
STCAMHrriNr, and oil hi rnerb
Pltimhmc lleitlne end Kleelti.'*! eon*
u.rinr,. «J« l»nn*e Si . Ne.crk. NJ.
Ml’ J I7»
MX MALI T RAt HERMANN INC
Pi t \im.\r, and heating
1«1 WILLIAM ST NEWARK 1
MA 2 7407
FLOOR WAXING
Ken s Floor Waxing
KIN* f l OOR WAXINO
Residential Commercial
Oviality -aorh and eervic#
HI S-4723 Saw ark. N J
RELIGIOUS GOODS
REi.icinrs articles
THE Mill A( LE SHOP
714 Rid*. Hotel, l.yndhuret
*opp RHj Thcatrei
Daily I lo 1 _ a to (
WEb.t.r J 4545
MADONNA GIFT SHOP
114 Bloid.ae, Plltma. N J.
Mtlberrr 44114
Domeatlr Imported
Book, of All Catholic Publlahere
a Hummel Originals
a Greellnj Card.
• Marl. Cleary • Bo her) Cl.ary
TEACHER WANTED
tnlon County Parochial School hai
opening for kindorcarton teacher
Ralary competitive Writ* Tha Advrv
NIJ 31 t lmlon §X t B °* M?
Crystal Beach
In Full Swing
MONTAGI’E (PFS) High on
the shores of Ihp Delaware River
hprp, a npw country develop
ment is rising Crystal Reach,
containing ovrr 300 acres of na
tural wooded land It is a unique
summer and all year homesite
operated on a club plan
Last year the developers sub
divided the land This year the
major improvements cutting
through of roads, grading, clear
ing and sanding the beach area-
have been completed. A large
well planned club house Is near
ing completion. It will house full
recreational facilities for young
and old The mooring area for
outboard boats is now being in
stalled.
Kdward II Bahrenberg, 605
Rroad St , Newark, has been ap
pointed exclusive sales agent for
| Crystal Beach by Montague De
velopment Cos, owners. He has
been in the realty business for
nver 30 years and knows this area
for many years He has also
developed in Florida and Allen
hurst.
CLEAR VIEW LAKE: Fcur-room custom-built house, avail-
able at Clear View lake, near Newton, N.J., for only
$2,995, includes carport, electrical fixture!, plumbing,
aluminum sliding windows, modern kitchen, and built-in
wall cabinets. The home is completely custom-built...
not a shell or pre-fab. long-term financing is alto available.
CRYSTAI BEACH, new colony on Delaware River at Monta-
gue, Sussex County, displays this model for homes priced
from $2,995 on owner's lot.
New Model
At Everett
l'Mn\ ( PFS)—A new split
level model home is available at
Everett Estates, anew commu
nily located off Stuyvesant Ave
hero, \\ J. Happel Cos , of
East Orange, sponsors, have an
nounrrd
The new model is a seven
room side lo side split level
priced at $18.!>90 and featuring
a living room with how window,
with built in wall oven and eoun
ter top range plus breakfast area,
three large bedrooms, one and
one half balhs, finished recrea
(ion room, laundry' room, rear
• ntrance foyer and a 26 foot it
tached garage with inside entry
and full basement
AT FOREST LAKES: Always a pretty sight at beautiful
Forest Hill Lakes located on route 206, Andover, New
Jersey, is little Sally Cutler, aged 5 The famed natural
scenic splondor of beautiful Forest Lakes, serves as an ap-
propriate backdrop for this attractive young lady who
resides in this "Land of Lakes" community.
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■THE BURLINGTON” SPLIT LEVEL MODEL
rh-amaUc contemporary styling with 7 large rooms . . . 2'j baths
foyer entrance . . . finished recreation room . . . 3-twin-sne bedrooms
. . . 2-ear garage . . . plaster ualL poured concrete foundation
hot water heat . . . complete Ulkkipooi Kitchens with
UJkiAfpoot designers.
i t.i ed at 529,990.
cabinets and appliances created
o»a*<# mi • Otfea
IwkK
itmctiv* Colon
Capo Cod .
md Contomporory Split
nd 2-Story Modoli
rßirrn from *29,990 to *38,500
Our Lady of Victor,*, Catholic Church and School nearby
30 VR MORTGAGE
FOR AI,L
Co-Operating Builder
With Kislalt Trade-in
Plan
•qtfUU
REALTY ASSOCIATES, INC
Sales Consultants
Cluster 5 5193
or DA via 7 SfiOO
cimgjm&m
AT HARRINGTON PARK, N. J.
IN THE COUNTRY CLUB SECTION OF BERGEN CO.
ONLY II Mint <Je MINUTB, DRIVING TIM«.
FaOM TM« OIOSS! WASHINGTON BRIDGI
5 EXHIBIT HOMES OPEN DAILY A WEEKENDS
Caler Ichamaa and Futi'iihtnn by
GREENBAUM BROS , PATFRSON, N J.
OIRBCTION1: Narth an Taanack Rd which biromn Wathmp
fICaM." ,nt ° ic |»rV ,#nbwr » h " and wh, <» bacamat La-
-«• -
Old Tappan Hills
Kt FOOT— 7 ROOM
COLONIAL RANCH
on fililc slitd plots 175 t 141 or larger if desired
*28,500
also Spilt levels from $21,500 and ( ape Cod* from
$21,500. all homes on minimum plots 175 \ 144
mW ml OU T.pp.n Htlh • • 1.0, oc p.mbU
■na
»•« bom* fhol coo *e«n op o mhoU MW life foe you.
Enter Into the bright. cheery renter foyer entronre »n<i o
Into luxury roominexo not usually found In ronrhet In thi
price riots. The large Using room hax a huge picture wti
dow overlooking the rear yard offering romplrte prlvac
with a built in elew. Full dining room, extra large kttrhe
with brunch area. J generout tire bedrooms. 2 full btlh
Matter Bedroom It 11' x IS' and hit t private full bath -
of courte, fmithed recreation and entertainment room wit
rear exit to garden. I tadilLar garage, gat fire heal.
Furnishod By: "Ronald’s of Teaneck"
'A Milo from S». Pius X Church
Porott t Westwood Avar.
Old Tappan (Bergen Cos.)
New Jersey
phone
NOrth 6-0744
riMCIIOMBt Kt. 4 H T««fs«ck ■*.. Ta.nagk, north »n T*«n«ck
***** Ncßmßi Woikingtgg Art on l<hr«g|gnbur«h M. H
LlfirtH* Hirrlnffga Park CMtlngg gg Lofiyotfg M. to
New York ta Delaware
Wo»er Gap Super High-
woy—witKia iwe mile*
• I property Many fam-
ily benefit* including
gem ef a lake *endy
beach**, ecemc wan*
dare, delightful climate
year- round bravgbt
cla*er ta yawl
ga lal! on 417 la laka Tranquility.
NEW BRUNSWICK AREA-OLD BRIDGE
50 Mintues by air-conditioned bus direct to
Port Authority Bide. N V c
28 Minutes from Newark
38 Minutes from N Y ('. via renn Ft R
DESIGN
Attractive Tape Cod with bow window m living room
separate dining room. 2 bedrooms full hasement,
carport PLI'S expansion area (or 2 more bedrooms.
$14,990
Big Split Level with 3 bedrnnms finished
recreation room. 1 1 2 baths, hmlt in garage
plus full basement at no extra cost Slfi.pfH)
CONVENIENCE
Public school nearby and parochial school being built
adjoining property. Near big shopping renters,
and excellent transportation sia Turnpike, parkwas and
Penn. RR station in New Brunswick
OIRICTIONft From S»%»arh am V J Turnpik* »n 111 A,
Brunaaa ir k 1 thnn «sn„fh on R» 1R In Old Rnd,. rtrrl, Follow rt n»n
•nd project Hint
MIDDLEWOOD
in Old Briage
VAIUI atAlTr CO Sole!
HfDr HJICHTS CONST. CO. is/tld.r
CCorH 7 AA«O
GRagory 2 4800
M THf
.
-T-v SHO» rj IAGOON PAHADISt
i
ON
s jMWGAI BA'l
I>> mt * *OOTW or mn rtUSAITT*n or f**t n W* I
2 SALTWATER POOLS
PRIVATE SANDY BE ACH
NO IAOHt'
down
IAS ,
MOM, HI.
X,
YOUR BOAT
IN YOUR BACKYARD
Oil 1C I lONS Uu h« T ••
ixn 91. OO STIAIOMT M ■( Mf h
•» it M 9)
*• M. Ull.w
Dr «»* *• T»fWMr. OiUnM
*JI« I'xk T»wA». 0«o«« Cmm*t N J.
CHOICE LAGOON
BUILDING LOTS
$lBOO
BOATING
SWIMMING
FISHING
CRABBING
• MARINE BASIN
See Modal Homo
Onn Oallir II AM til Dirk
T klkphon*
TWinbrook 2 5100
EMERSON MANOR
Bibvay
U°meS
SPLIT LEVEL
7 room*. 1 baths fmiihid plav
rp«m, oaraoo. full collar. and ful
Iv landicapad plot.
Torrlflc valuo—ooloct dacorationt
n«w and movo In bafor# Auoutt
MODEL HOMI
OMN WiCKENDS
*22,490 CompUt#
DIRICTIONi: To W
■ nil in *• « tm Huf(n«n
A Be»i*. turn rt|M on Klndor-
kamack Rd -prrtttd north to
Imoroon. turn loft on Lincoln
• ivd on# block »a«t u«nt uphill
Ormd A»#., turn rtoM to Vi-
vian Art and Medol.
PAS FORD, LTD.
37 -° 4 Broadway Fair lawn, NJ.
SWarthmor* 1-14 M
have you seen ...
Forest Lakes
Route 206. Andot er
%
i* y,
< -;r
-31
l 'nspoiled Natural Beauty
Formerly a private estate, available for
those who want the best for present vise
or future investment.
• Water Mains • Boardwalk
• Paved Roads • 4 Beaehes
lmuted S umber of 1 .t- Acre Plnh
Rcasouabl y Pticctl
ROUTE 206. ANDOVER
SUNRISE BUCH
BARNEGAT BAY
Invites
you
To Enjoy ♦t'o Fr*ih Salt Tong of
tf'o Optn S#o . . . Tho Scont of
Ptn« . . . A Vocotion Ho r-'« for
Happy < tu<H at
Booing, SwiTiwing, Ft»hmg ond
o Hov#n tot Fv#ntv»ol Y»of-Royn<.
or L'V*r*g
- 1' 75 FT. WIDE WATERFRONT
LAGOON LOTS
LARGE WOODLAND LOTS
$l5O DOWN $l5 MO.
7 and 3 BEDROOM
RANCH HOM c <
Finlthad H om«i
SOLID YEAR-ROUND CONSTRUCTION
Summar Rentalt Available
SHELLS from *2,643 Open 8 ’til Dark
Rt: 9, F. 0. lox 171forked IW«r, M. J. MY. 3-3921
DIRECT lONS Girden Sllll Pkwy lo Forked River Exit No. 74,
turn left it end of ent ind jo 2 rolei to blinker it Rt. 9, turn
left, on Rt. 9. go W mile to Sunnie Bexh. OR From Tomj
River, South on Rt. 9, go V/i milei to Sunni* Bexh.
CRYSTAL BEACH
BEAUTY SPOT OF SUSSEX
300 ACRES OF WOODED LOVELINESS ON THE DELAWARE AT MONTAGUE
HIGH, DRY
. . .
HUGE SAND BATHING BEACH!
GRAND OPENING THIS WEEKEND
Escap* to a world of serenity ot Cryital
■•• ch. Crystal-clear water superb
bathing, fishing, boating are just a
few of many unexcelled features.
Choose your lot thl» weekend.
Pre-opening prices prevail;
tales now over 30.
CLUBHOUSE BNDEI CONSTRUCTION
LOTS
INTRODUCTORY PRICt
ONIT
EXTRAORDINARY FISHING FOR
WALL-EYED PIKE ft SMALL MOUTH lASS
UP
*l5 DOWN
*7” Mo.
OIIICTIONt from >1 10 at livlngttaa traffic orela drive watt la
*» 44 to N.tcong Orel., right at drtla .a It JO* la cign at Mil-
-1•'* approach Turn laft at >4ga 'a mil. t. Cry.l.l taaeh
»ram Hudton and Paitaii caunliac laha It 4* t. Dovar. than
right .1 It 19 t. 20* than fall.. 10* t. Millard l.ldga approach.
Wt \« mil. to Cryttat Sauch
BIC EE AT lON AL TACILITIXS
OUTBOARD
BOATINQ
16 THE ADVOCATE July If, 1959
OPEN MONDAYS 'Til 9 P.M.
THURS. & FRI.
UNTIL 9:30 P. M.
Saturday, 'til 6 P.M. A
Closed Sundaysl
Planning a picnic or backyard barbecue? I
SHOP OUR MAIN FLOOR p
Paper Good Section U
• PAPER CUPS • PAPER PLATES
• PLASTIC SPOONS A FORKS
• PAPER TABLECLOTHS & NAPKINS
• CHARCOAI BRIQUETTES A
.
• STRAWS
• PAPER DOILIES
Main at Temple, Hackensack, N. J.
SS Sx W
ol the Lowet*
Pr' c «»*
f tuoerior Groceries
o'
BUMBIE BEE TUNA *£■.£§.
tomato juice i,r; 55<
oil MONTE
Z
»":27'
KIEffER PEMS
--
2 5?43‘
KEUOGG'S
-
hershey'S *sl7‘
WELCH'S "rr t6 79‘
CAUEORNIA TOMATOES
2-■»
SWEET MAS
2 “L
S.o.id. Cooked - kIC can
IV
BUTTER BEANS
■AM*
Instant washed
potato
SPAGHETTI & MEAT
BAUS
EAMEMCANA«WtMENT
2545l
215V2-° zcans
lb
7t Off
Whit, or Yellow
2iW 33‘
69‘
) BLUt | 72nd Other P r,tet
.H.clW. mru
W.dn««
J ° W
h
Grocery pn«" v . thru
«
JuW
SPECIALLY SELECTED
QUALITY PRODUCE
Long, green
CUCUMBERS
3 29
BROCCOLI ss - 29
Lge. Avocado Pears / |o‘
BANANAS 2 lb’ 25‘
CELERY HEARTS:; -19
New Crop APPLES3 > 29‘
Largest selection of crispy salad groens
in New Jersey! Fresh Dai ( yl
j, BOVENERESH BAKED.
GOODS
®
Tho «"••• pure •"■J^.n(a a. Havorl
69l
42‘
65‘
Chocolate jN®nder„Ca^e
Mode of fuscous
sweo
lemon PIEk" 1.! 1
.
with rneroi
lb
X s* 55 * K! ***
TOP QUALITY MEATS
27 years famous in North Jersey for the finest meats - lowest pricesl
Legs and Rumps of
rong y filling
topped .
PEACH COFftt
CAKE
asst butter cookies
l\*f ■ • »o buttery -9006\ j,-! J,' DOZCO, f>9<
Fancy shapes 20 Yummy Kinds.
Tried our Donuts.
j?
*-
Milk Fed Veal
49‘lb.
Tender, delicious-eating and truly porfoct for Sun-
doy dinnerl Excellent when sliced cold for sand-
wiches, tool
K 1 fine dairy products
Only the finest qualify the lowest possible prices!
U. S Gov't, graded 93 score
DARI BEST
"AA' 'BUTTER
Morrell's "Pride" ready-to-eat
iT-
SMOKED HAM mib 4¥ . »>. 47‘
For barbecues, picnicsl Skinless
ALL-BEEF FRANKS 2i 98‘
Morrell's "Pride" sugar-cured
SLICED BACON 59‘
Summer i« sandwich tlmel
Shop Packard's for tasty cold meats-tremendous selection!
• PASTRAMI • SAIAMI • CORNED BEEF • ROAST BEEF
• VIRGINIA HAM • ASST COLD CUTS
- Popular Variety
Ib.
Solid prints, double wrapped
Croam, chive or pimento
BORDEN'S CREAM CHEESE 3.., Pkfl . J0£
Great with spaghetti! Fresh grated, imported
ROMANO or PARMESAN,.,; y„ 39‘
Gouda, Leyden or Edaml
Imp. HOLLAND CHEESE 79‘
Too hot to cook? Shop our /
P/B DELICATESSEN
Tasty salads A sandwiches made to orderl •
♦##♦###♦!
